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■ 1 ^nnk- tfl tv"' Ci Mgi5<iw>*jht a systematic descrlp- 

tlon of the most essential laws governing the combined motion of a 

gas and a liquid. As a basic subject of research, the problems con- 

sidered are: the motion of a gas-llqui.l mixture In pipes, bubbling, 

atomlzatlon of a liquid by mechanical and pneujuatlc spray nozzles, 

critical regimes of boiling, and several other problems. 

The book Is designed for scientific workers, engineers, and 

students specializing In the fields of physical-heat engineering, 

power engineering, hydromechanics, chemical processes, and equipment. 

\ 

Samson Semenovlch Kutadeladze and Mikhail Adol'fovlch Styrlkovlch 

HYDRAULICS OF QAS-LIQTJID SYSTEMS 

Edltor: L. A. Vltman 

^chnlcal Editor: A. A. Zabrodlna 
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I 

POREVrORL 

The engineering fields In which we often must deal with the 

combined motion of a gas and a liquid are very extensive, and their 

number continues to increase. Numerous operations In power-engine- 

ering, chemical, metallurglc, and other equipment give rise to gas- 

liquid mixtures, or are based on their utlllzatlor.. Related to this 

type of process are: motion of vapor-llquld mixtures in the tubes 

of steam boilers and in various heat exchange equipment; motion of 

gas-liquid mixtures in gas lifts (air lifts); atomizatlon of a 

liquid by spray nozzles; operation of various types of bubblers, 

wetted-wall towers, and other equipment directly contacting gases and 

liquids; brealcup and entrainment of a liquid by a stream of Ras, etc. 

All these and other problems of the hydraulics of two phase flow 

have received comparatively extensive treatment only during the last 

15 to 20 years, when the urgent need arose in engineering (above all 

in thermal-power engineering, and the petroleum and chemical in- 

dustries) for a rapid and sufficiently accurate solution of the compu- 

tational problems of the above-mentioned and other processes, and af- 

ter the basic methods of their investigation had been developed. 

The material now accumulated in this field is so large that we 

may speak of a new broad field of hydrodynamics: the hydraulics of 

two-phase flow. To a considerable or more accurately, a major de- 

gree, this field of hydrodynamics originated and develops through 
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the efforta of Soviet sclentlatB and engineers. 

' Durlnr the last 25 years, the authors participated In the formu- 

lation and development of the problem under consideration, ttw. 

present book Is, to a certain extent, an account of that approach to 

the Investigation and the calculation of flows of gas-llquld Systems, 

which they developed! In their own works as well as In the works of 

their collaborators, mainly at the Tsentral'nyy Kotloturblnnyy 

Institut Im. I. I. Folzunov (l. I. Polzunov Central IMrblne and 

Boiler Institute), at the Energetlcheskly Institut Im. 0. M. Kxrzhlz- 

hanovskly AN SSSR (0. M. Krzhlzhanovskly Power £i.gineerlng Institute 

of the USSR Academy of Sciences), and at the Moskovskly Energetlches- 

kly Institut (Moscow Power Engineering Institute). 

At the same time, the authors used the material of other re- 

search workers studying the field In question (D. P. Peterson, A. A. 

Armand, V. 0. Levlch, S. 0. Teletov, 0. M. Baldlna, K. P. Poddatls, 

B. D. Katsnel'son, L. A. Vltman, and others). In addition to purely 

hydraulic problems, the book aleo deals with several heat-transfer 

problems closely associated with the peculiarities of motion In two- 

phase flows. 

In this attempt to write the first monograph on the hydraulics 

of gas-llquld systems, the authors did not cover as fully as possible 

all the specific solutions available at the present tire-  -me basic 

aim of the book Is to formulate the problem as a whole on the basis 

of a certain general method of Investigation of this kind of process 

and an examination of a series of problems sufficiently general In 

character. 

The specific problem of motion of a gas and a liquid In porous 

bodies, developed In the works of L. S. I^ybenson and others. Is not 
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conaldered here. 

' Ria bibliography at the and of this book lists reference sources 

pertaining to the toplos touched upon here, as well as tc the con- 

tiguous problems we have not considered. 

V. N. Moskvlcheva, candidate of technical sciences, to whom the 

authors express th*lr gratitude, participated in the preparation of 

the manuscript for publication. 

Die authors aie also grateful to the reviewer of the manuscript, 

V. 0. Levlch, and the editor, L. A. Vltman. 

The authors will be indebted to those readers who find it 

possible to send to the Editors (Leningrad, Marsovo Pole 1, I/O 

Qosenergolzdata) their advice, comments, and wishes wllh x-^pwcc to 

this book. 

The Authors 
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PUNDAMENTAL NOTATIONS 

1 [m 

I [m 

of.« 
i['2] 
Y[.3] 
'M 

T [itg-force/m J 

»- fltg-force/m ] 
2 ). o-, 
2 [kg-force/n J 

t, T [0C, 0K] 

ig  [HVH 

^B-^ + ^O 
M 

?0 -»A+iTWo 

0   [kg/eec] 

a [koal/m2 degree • hr] 

g [kcal/hr] 

* [kg • 5ec2> ] 

t [kg/m3] 

linear dimension 

thickness 
cross-sectional area of flow 

surface area wetted by the flow 

volume 

time 

tangential stress 

normal stress 

pressure 

temperature 

velocity 
reference velocity of heavy phase 

' reference velocity of light phase 

"velocity of mixture" 
flow velocity of two-phase strerm ("velocity 

of circulation") 

"velocity of tangential stress" 

mass flow rate 

heat-flux density 

heat flux 

density of medium 

density of medlun (length-time-force, system) 
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it [leg-force • sec/m J 

r « — [mVaecl 

g [n/aec ] 

• [leg-force • m] 

X [koal/m • degree • hr] 

o  [kcalAB * deer«e] 

5 - cT tn2/BeC] 
I [kcalAs] 

r [kcalAs] 

f 

♦ - 

^-«T 
=0 

^ + !JÖ 

L [kg-force • m] 

5* I» I 
R; D- 2R 

dynamic vlBcoslty 

kinematic vlecoslty 

gravitation acceleration 

surface tension 

heat conductivity 

specific heat 

thermal dlffuslvlty 

heat content (enthalpy) 

latent heat cf change of phase 

drag coefficient 

fraction of stream cross se^o- recvpled 

by the light phase 

relative density of mixture 

volumetric flow fraction of gas In the 

mixture 

work 

coordinates 

radius and diameter 

I 
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PRIMES AMD SUBSCRIPTS 

1      heavy phasa 

*     light phase 

1   ,   layer 

or     eritloal 

w     vail eq     equivalent 

t     turbulent m      mixture 

f     friction ao     aceeleration 

r     relative b      boundary 

0     soale quantity n      external normal 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

Both In nature and engineering. In addition to flows of homogen- 

eous liquids,there also exist two-phase flows—namely, flows of a gas 

or a liquid carrylnn; suspended solid particles, flows of a "mixture" 

of a gas and a liquid, or flows of two mutually insoluble liquids. 

Plows of the first type are usually called flows of suspensions; 

the transportation of solids by a gas or a liquid Is called pneumatic 

transport. Plows of the second kind arc simply «ailed two-phase flows. 

The basic difference between mechanisms of motion of these two kinds 

of two-phase systems is that the solid particles conserve their shape 

and mass in pneumatic transport (the process of pulverization is an 

exception) while the discrete elements of the flow of a gas-liquid 

mixture (bubbles, drops, and films) generally change their shape in 

motion, and often also their mass, as a result of the coalescence or 

breakup of separate bubbles and drops. 

The hydraulics of gas-liquid systems is a branch of the mechanics 

of liquids and gases in which the combined flow of these media is ex- 

amined. The flows studied by the hydraulics of gas-liquid systems 

always have not only definite external bounding surfasoa ^har-iel 

walls, surfaces of bodies washed by the flow), but also Internal 

Interfaces between the flowing media, generally variable in space 

and time. 

Interactions of forces and, in nonlsotherral    flow, thermal in- 

teractions as well arise at interfaces.    These interactions funda- 

mentally affect the changes in the fields of flow velocities, pressures, 

temperatures, thermal and diffusion fluxes transferring from one point 
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of apace to another point aeparated from the first bv an Interface, 

In many cases, sudden changes In the velocity rector and the pressure 

develop at the phase boundary. 

A specific feature of gas-llquld mixtures is also that even when 

they are composed of incompressible components they behave as a whole, 

in «any respects, Iflce compressible liquids. The latter phenomenon 

is exhibited in those instances where the phase velocities,and, cor- 

respondingly, also .he density of the mixture, change in the direction 

of flow 
The types of combined gas-llquld motion are widely different and 

include all possible conditlons-from the motion of two continuous 

parallel flows Interacting only along one continuous int-f— to 

the motion of a stream of foam In which both phases form a complex, 

fine, and unstable structure. 
Thus, the types of motion in two-phase flows are considerably 

.ore diversified and their laws substantially more complicated than 

the types of motion and laws of hydrodynamics in homogeneous media. 

in connection with this, the methods of a generalized analysis 

of experimental data have even greater significance in this case than 

in the hydraulics of homogeneous flow.    In the investigation of the 

„otlon of a single bubble (drop), or of flows of a ga. .uu a liquid 

with a single continuous interface (films, open-channel  flow, etc.), 

a fundamental system of equations can be forrulated with all neces- 

sary rigor. 
However, in the most complex motion, when the flow components 

are broken up into separate elements and there are a series of regions 

confined by boundaries, definite difficulties arise in the formulation 

of the fundamental equations, since in such cases the probability 
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law» governing multielement syatema begin to apply. There are at 

preaent no coherent analytical methods for such systems. Here, 

experiment and the method of similitude have a decisive Importance. 

In this case, however, it 1* necessary to have a general meLhod 

of derivation and analysis of the dimensionlesa parameters of the 

process. Such a general method, to which the authors adhera, amounts 

to the assumption that, as a whole, all the interactions talcing place 

m any two-phase flow, however complex, are described for each of its 

separate zones by the same fundamental equations as for a system 

having a single Interface. As a resuH, the criteria of similitude 

can be derived from these equations for the complex system as a 

whole; in addltlor, it is necessary to introduce the equations or 

parameters determining the sizes of the produced discrete elements, 

and determining the probability of their dispersion in space. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

FUNDAMENTAL PARAMSTERS AND EQUATIONS 

1-1. Conditions Uniquely Defining a Hydrodynaalc Process 
 in an l8othe'rihäTuas-LlQU',-i System 

A physical process may be considoi-ed as uniquely defined when 

the following characteristics of the phenomenon are known: 

(1) geometrical properties of the system in which the examined 

process takes place; 

(2) physical constants, essential to the process, of the bodies 

forming the system; 

(3) initial-state of the system; 

(4) conditions at the boundary surfaces (external boundaries) of 

the system during the process. 

The geometrical configuration of the space in which the gas- 

liquid system moves, as well as the initial state of the system 

(phase distribution, character of its motion, etc.) and the conditions 

at the boundary surfaces, can vary greatly in different technological 

applications. 

Given the whole set of conditions enumerated above, the remain- 

ing gas-liquid characteristics—namely, the pressure drops between the 

various points in the system, the time average of the distribution of 

the phase components in space, the character of the fluctuation in the 
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phaae-dlatributlon density, the hydrodynamlc conditions for the phase 

components and for the system as a whole (lamlnarlty, turbulence, 

etc.)* wil1 be uniquely defined. 

1-2, Reference Phase Velocities, True and Average 
Fraction of Qas m the stream 

If we pass some control plane through the flow of the gas-llquld 

mixture (two-phase flow) perpendicular to the direction of the tlme- 

avcrafeed flow-velocity vector, we may write the volumetric flow rate 

of the phase In question, per unit area of this cross section, as 

v- n Ulli .'_ i' iV •• rfu a-- 
u   ««'.!.)       • (i-i) 

where vfmVsec] Is the volumetric flow rate of the given component 

of the flow; 

0 Lm J Is the cross-sectional area; 

Ar [sec] Is a period of time substantially greater than the 

quantity i, where u [sec"3] Is the frequency of 

passage of discrete formations of a given component 

(bubbles, drops) through the cross section In 

question; 

w^sec] Is the actual velocity of the given component. 

Thus, the quantity w^ (") Is the average flow velocity of a 

phase component of the stream and will be called the reference velo- 

city of the given phase. 

The quantity 

f- -4-7 (1-2) 
•• + ■* 

i 
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Is called the volumetric flow fraction of gas In the two-phase 

stream. In reality, the flow of one of the vvmpanvnt* of  the gas- 

llquld system need not, at a given Instant of time, fill up the whole 

cross section of the channel. Generally, part of th« channel Is oc- 

cupied by the other phase. Therefore, Expression (l-l) Is more 

correctly written in the form of a sum of Integralsi 

•;r,-firJ[(?Jiw'nÄ)rft' W 

where 1 is the number of discrete formations of the phase under con- 

sideration in a given section and at a given instant of time. 

The ratio 

i$* (1-4) 

la the Instantaneous value of that fraction of the section of the 

stream occupied by the gas phase. I.e., the true fraction of gas 

In a two-pnase layer of thickness dn, where n Is tne normal to the 

surface 0 . 

The true average velocity of a given component of the stream Is 

I.e., the true average velocities and the reference velocities of the 

phases are related by the fimctlons 

y-T: (1-6) 

»-A- (i-7) 
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The ratio of the total irass flow rate of the phases to the pro- 

luct of the cio33.8ectlonal area of the channel and the density of the 

,eavy phase is usually designated as the flow velocity of the two-phase 

I i ! btreamt 

9*    —Jtt—m*»+jrwv 

The ratio of the «feron« velocity of the g« to the flow velocity 

of the fixture 1, elwey. «Ithln the reElon of flolte value, detemloed 
l 

by the condition 

! .      . (1-9) 
I 0<S<fr 

w" Where ^ » 0, the stream consists of one liquid phase; 
=0 
■•0 -  TT , the stream consists of a gas phase only. 

The average relative velocity of the gas phase is 

where 
-0 

.   . (1-10) 
r.,_,-T-,r-. 

lence 

1 itf«-K+<+»;)»+«i-^. (1"11} 

i 

\ Solving this equation for * , and taking into account that when 

WQ - O,  * - 0# we obtain: 

T _». y ti -' (1-12) e-^vprw 
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When w; - 0,  we have: 

■i—2—-P. 

i .  ' 

The quantity w, - «6 + »0 l8 U8Ually designated as the velocity 

of the mixture. 

Thus, at zero relative phase velocity, the true and volumetric 

flow fractions of gas In the stream are equal. 

When the relative gas velocity is positive, the true fraction * 

of gas in the stream Is smaller than th. flow fraction of gas I . 

The inequality of the averaged phase velocities is sometimes 

called "slip" of the gas flow relative to the liquid flow. As will be 

.hown in the following chapters, this "slip" changes the energy losses 

in the gas-liquid system, as compared to the case where the relative 

phase velocity is zero. 

j-3. Average Penalty of the Mixture 

The weight of the mixture is 

Introducing the concept of average specific gravity of the mix- 

ture, we have« 

hence 
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or 

T.-T'-d-l'H. 
(l-13a) 

The relative density of the mixture is 

♦-V-^ 
(l-13b) 

lA. Fundamental Dlmenil Paxaneters of a TVo-Ph^e J^loj. 

Setting aside a more detailed concept of the character of the 

phase interaction, we may enumerate a scries of physical quantities 

which doflnltely Influence the hydrodynamic process in gas-liquid 

systems.    These values are given in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 contain,   nine dimensional variables composed of three 

primary dimensions (kg, m, and sec).    According to the well-known 

theorem of dimensional analysis, the greatest necessary number of 

dimensionless groups that can be composed from these quantities is 

1-9-3-6. 

•^nese groups are given In Table 1-2. 

* combining the criteria given In Table 1-2. we may obtain a    . 

-«a«i»Maed croups, such as the Archimedes series of new, more specialized groups, 

criterion 

* ^-(TW-^ 
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which characterizes the ratio of the buoyant (Archimedes) force acting 

on a given element of the stream (such as a gas bubble rising In a 

motionless liquid) to the drag generated by the viscosity of the medium 

aurrounding this elemsnt. 

Correspondingly, the group 

Ä _IL. 

may be considered to be a measure of the interaction between buoyancy 

and inertia. 

1-5. Fundamental Equations of Hydrodynamics 

Even very small liquid drops and gas bubbles which are components 

of some gas-liquid system contain such a great number of molecules that 

such static concepts as pressure, temperature, viscosity, etc., may be 

applied to them. . Thus, a gas babble 1 micron (i.e., 10  mm) in 

dlamcter#at p = i atm. abs. and t - 0° C, contain« 1.4 • 10 molecules. 

Under normal conditions, gas bubbles about 1 mm in diameter contain 

about 10  molecules. 

On this basis, we may consider that for practical purposes the 

motion of the medium within any region of a gas-liquid syslem Is 

detemined by the ordinary equations cf hydrodynamics—namely, by 

the equation of motion and the equation of continuity. As we know, 

in vector notation these equations have the form: 
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-f(~+ (•.!«•)•];* (1-14) 

i 

A+«,(^)-0: (1-15) 

ihf-e ^ is the density of the medium; 
I 

* Is the viscosity of the medium; 

p is the pressure; 

jf Is the true (actual) flow velocity of the medium; 

r   Is the time. 

In the case of an incompressible liquid, when 0 = const, the 

equations of motion and of continuity are simplified and take the 

following form: 

««•-0. (1-17) 

The equation for heat transfer within the given phase region, 

Iwhen the flow velocities are small enough to Justify disregarding the 

kinetic energy of the stream as compared to its heat corv>.r.t, has the 

form: 

»f*-«l|^ + (5.frid/)j. (1.18) 

Translator's note: There is a quantity omitted in the original 
under'the arrow In the first line of this equation. 
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Table 1-1  Physical Quantities Determining the Hydraulic Process 
In Isothermal Oas-Llquld Systems 

Nr Quantity Symbol 

Volumetric flow rate 
of heavy phase per 
unit cross-sectional 
area of the stream of 
the mixture 

Volumetric flow rate 
of light phase per 
unit croas-sectloral 
?-rea of the stream of 
the mixture 

Density of the heavy 
phase 

Density of the light 
phase 

Viscosity of the heavy 
phase 

Viscosity of the light 
phase 

Surface tension at 
the phase boundary 

Acceleration created 
by the gravitational 
field 

Linear dimension of 
the system (for a 
given configuration) 

w1 
-0 

=0 

Dimensions 

m • sec 

nr 

nT • sec 

kg * sec ^ r— 
m 

kg •sec 

kg ' sec 

kg « sec 

kg » m 

m 

sec* 

m 

Character of 
physical effect 

Determines the 
order of the true 
velocities of the 
elements in the 
heavy phase 

Determines the 
order of the true 
velocities of the 
elements in the 
light phase 

Specific gravity 
of the heavy phase 

Specific gravity 
of the light phase 

Characterizes 
molecular friction 
(viscosity) In the 
elements of the 
heavy phase 

Characterizes 
molecular friction 
In the elements of 
the light phase 

Characterizes the 
work expf^^i i'or 
changing surface 
of the phase 
boundary 

Characterizes the 
effect of gravity 
on the stream 

Characterizes the 
spatial scale of 
the hydrodynamic 
processes under 
consideration 
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Table 1-2. Dlraenslonless Qroups Determining the Hydroaynamic 
Tatie it.    yii   p^^gg ln the Two-Phase Plow  

Nr <Jroup 

wT» w > ^ 

wl 

V 

i77 

w 

Physical significance of group 

Describes the volumetric flow ratio of 
phases '.n the ratio. 

Describes the hydrodynamlc conditions In the 
the given phase (lamlnarlty, turbulence). 

Here f 2 1 
• ■  T IM 

In order to describe the flow conditions In 
the two phases the following pairs of 
quantities must he given, all ether condi- 
tions being equal: 

w" 
or 

w" 1 ZQ t 
r 

longVa8 t^e ratlö^w^/w^ or ß  Is 

—p—»  >-  -  r  •     9 
The latter two pairs areequl^Vri 
first as 
glvea. 

Describes the ratio of the P^se densities 
Tnl  the associated ratio of the inertial and 
volumetric forces applied to these phases. 

Describes surface tension and gravity. As 
follows from the Laplace e juatlon, a physi- 
cally more accurate notation Is 

att-t'tf 

Describes the rutlo of Inertia!^forces and 

gravity in the stream. 
w"2 

When -o 

=0 

or   ß   is 

2 -2 
given, knowing -6    or ^0    is enough. 

II       ^1 
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Here x j —. dec Yr 1 ^ the heat con<iuctlvi*y of tiie medium; 

c r^^S^l Is the specific heat; 

t [ 0C ] Is the temperature. 

The quantity a = -~- Is called the thermal dlffuslvlty and 

describes the time rate of change of the temperature of a given 

element of the medium, or the temperature gradient along the path 

the element travels. 

1-6, Mechanical Interaction of the Phases at Boundaries 

In order to combine the equations of motion written Jn ;rlr3 for 

each of the phase regions of the gas-llquld system under study, con- 

ditions must be given which relate the pressure and velocity fields 

of the two phases at the Interface. 

Let us single out, by means of a control surface P, the bounded 

region V which Includes a part of the Interface (Pig. 1-1). To the 

surface P are applied normal stresses «n and tangential stresses 

r t.   The condition for dynamic equilibrium in the region under 

study will take the form: 

fiw+fcär+jT, &..*&. (i.i9) 

where  H Is the mass In the volume V; 

dWy» 
^2 Is the acceleration of the center of gravity of this 

volume. 
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On the other hand 

(1-20) 

^ 

here, as before, the single prime refers to the liquid phase, and 

the double prim« to the gaseous phase. 

When the volume of region V 

approaches zero as surface P Is 

drawii toward the interface Pb 

bounded by the region under study, 

the mass forces and x-i« ir.ei.tlal 

Figure 1-1. Derivation of the term 0f Equation (1-19) vanish. 
conditions of phase inter- 
action at the boundary. on the other hand, normal and 

tangential stresses, beins; perpendicular to each other, will not bal- 

lance. Consequently, the condition for dynamic equilibrium at the phase 

boundary Is resolved Into two equations: 

Thus, the forces which the components of the gas-Hquld system 

exert acalnst each other are equal In magnitude and opp^lte in direc- 

tion. 

If we place a rectangular system of coordinates on the interface' 

in such a way that the plane Is tangent to the Inter-fa-'e at the given 

point, and the v axis Is r.oj-mal to the surface, we will have, accord- 

ing to the familiar eq at Ions of hydrol-ramlcss 
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«..--'(^+Tf)- 

«,.„ th. Pha«. do not .UP «I«"« ^ .«h other -hor. th., ». 

ln contact aaon. tn. inUrrao... tnc projection, oi the veXooity vee- 

tor. .. the x. Plan, (.«oh 1. talent to the Infrf«.) ». e^= 

•U.» "•k» (3-23) 

. -^ fh« nhase boundary which »ire normal The velocity components on the phase noun 
^f^mtnad bv the mass rate of change of phase to the xz plane are determined oy ^e mx 

^  and by the specific gravity of the corresponding phase: 

<m±^i (1-24) 

TH. „.as rate of change of phase Is expressed In .g/sec per m2 o^ 

lnterface. Conse.uently, In the absence of change of phase (w. 0 

at the interface, the tangential components of the phase veloc^ 

vectors, as well as the vectors themselves, coincide In magnl ude 

Well as in direction, ^en there Is a change of phase, the phase- 

velocity vectors on the boundary are not equal. owing to the ap- 
,  i ,«,.«9a ^he Interface and owing to -he pearance of a flow of material across -he 

inequality of the specific gravities of the phases. 

When a change of phase Is present, the Inequality of quantities 
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wi  and wM results In a phange In the momentum of the stream of 

mlterlal1^ as It passes through the Interface.   *» w toow, «te 

otonge in amentum of the per-second flow rate of material causes the 

appearance of force of reaction exerted against the above-mentioned 

cross section of the system.    In the given Instance a force appears 

which is normal to the Interface and Is equal to 

,.-£(•;-•.). t1"25) 

Taking Into account (1-24), we obtain: 

,..|K). »-*) 

The mass rate of change of phase Is 

where  ^ la the density of the heat flux absorbed In the change 

' of phase per m2 of Interface; 

r fi^Sil Is the latent heat of change of phase. 

Substituting this value of ^ Into (1-26), we obtain: 

Using the latter equation. It Is easily shown that the reaction 

resulting from the change in flow velocity as the stream of material 

passes through the Interface, Is very small In ordinary engineering 
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probleM.   *m.. ror «a^ae, «ith . «.«r .vporatlcn rate corr.»- 

„ndlng to a h.at-flux dan.lt, on th. lnt.rf.0. of 1,000,000 

toäl/W2-» and at«o.pherlc praaaure we have: 

r . 539 IcoalAg,     T" - 0.58 ^i     T- - 953 «*> 

1 /       106      \2 fi . 241^ - 0.0»5Hg-foro«/»2- 

At a hast fXux d,„.», or 100.000 ^al/^, « »ave, for the .« 

„dlom, the quantlti- ra - 0.00045 kg-foroe/. . 

j.7. o«.....« Jujnp «t the Phaae Boaajarjr. 

^ „leoule. of the ll,uid at it. boundary with a «a. a .olid 

body. or another l^d a. In the field of foroe of hoth the ^ 

Uouid ^d the -oleoul.. of the other «diu.. A. a reault of hi , 

th. ro-c. e«rted hy the »mounding »olecule. on a «olecul. of the 

.„rfaoe layer 1. aay-«trloal, the oon.e.p.enoo heing th. appearance 

of a force directed toward the d.n..r ^diu. (Pig. 1-2). The ef- 

Motive radlua of a »olecule i. 

„ry amall; the foroe of molecular 

interaction la reduced hy three 

orders of «agnitwie If "••• dl«- 

tmoe 1. changed from one to two 

Figure 1-2. Diagram of the     .rfeotlve molecular dlame-.era. In 

K" SM^n^iorlf'S"     conn.ctl,n with thla, the houndary 
U,„ld ^d in the auperficlal   ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ order 

of «my two molecular dimeter., i.e.. I"- "-an 10^ cm. Th. mole- 

oul.. on the .urface layer have availahle free energy and, ocn^-ly. 

the change in the Interface la accompanied hy an energy effect. Since 

,, Wt.m 1. at .tahle cuHihriu. when the free energy 1. minimum. 



the free surface of a liquid will be reduced to a mlnlnrum. As a 

consequence of this, a liquid vhlch Is not subjected to a unilateral 

for'ce will take the shape of a sphere. 

The work required to Increase the Interface by one unit area is 

called surface tension: 

.-ft. (1-28) 

•me curvature of the Interface causes the appearance of a pressure 

Jump defined by the Laplace formula: 

where  rkg-force-nl  Is the surface tension at the phase boundary; 

R . R.[m]  are the principal radii of curvature of the In- 

terface at a given point. 

The radii of curvature are considered positive If they are direct- 

ed into the first phase. For a sphere. ^ - % - R; consequently, 

the pressure In a ßas bubble exceeds the pressure- In the s-—ilng 

liquid by the quantity 

Another Important surface tension effect Is the fact that satu- 

ration pressure also depends on the curvature of the interface. Accord- 

inß to the Kelvin formula, the change In saturation pressure, with 

i 
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reference to the preaaure above the plane at a given temperature, Is 

"-T^ü+Ü- 
(1-31) 

1-8. dermal Interaction of the Phases at Their Boundary 

Let us formulate the heat balance of the above-considered volume 

V, which Includes the interface: 

-frS^'+fw-fc $"' 
(1-32) 

here [  kcal 
[■m-degrep-nr 

1  r kcal 

l kg- 

kcal 

degree 

t [0C 

n fm 

Is the heat conductivity of the medium; 

is the enthalpy of the medium; 

Is the speciilc heat of tne medium; 

is the temperature; 

is the external normal to the surface. 

Taking into account the direction of the heat-flux vector due to 

conduction and the direction of the enthalpy-flux vector with respect 

to the control surface P on both sides of the phase boundary (Pig. 

1.1), we may rewrite Equation (1-32) In the following form: 
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am- v        em tl-33) 
\=-iV. 

When there Is : change of phase It follow» from the condition 

of conaervatlon of mass that on the Interface 

TV.-TX-«.- (1-3^) 

Reducing the volume V to zero by drawing the control surface P 

toward the Interface Pb, we obtain 

-l'£)k-"--^l (1-35) 

where r - l" - l'jl^äl 1   Is the latent heat of change of phase. 

In the absence of a temperature Jump It follows that 

'k-C (1-36) 

1-9.    Equation of Averaged One-Dimensional Motion 
of a Qas-Llquid Mixture in a Circular ?ube 

Let us consider a motion, averaged over the cross section, of a 

gas-llquld mixture in a tube whose axis we will take as the x axis 

(Pig. 1-3). 
I The resultant of gravity and pressure which are exerted on the 

jvolume dV -  »  R2dx   is equal to the change in momentum of the per- 

second flow rate of material in section dx: 
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ft 

+ (<r+äT ) (ir+AP) -o'i'-o'iri. 

(1-37) 

Here, # Is the Istantaneous true fraction of feas In the 

volume V of mixture; 

fu-ar-foroe] ar„ the tangentlal stresses at the tube wall; 

o   f-i^-l Is the per-second flow rate of the medium; 
- I sec   J 

s   fiü—I Is the projection of the vector g on thp x-axls; 

r_jn_l ls tl-lC a(,eraie velocity of the medium;  and 
- ^sec   J 

R    f m    1 Is the radius of the tube. 

Figure 1-3.    Diagram of a two-phase    flow In a tube. 

The per-seconJ flow rates of the phases are relatei to the true 

fraction of «as In the mixture and the average velocities, by the 

equations: 

0'.(|-T)1'^rt>; j (1-33) 
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The phase velocities averaged throughout the tube cross section 
i 
are functions of time and the x-coordlnat«; I.e., from the definition 

of a total differential, 

Ä.frf.+f^. (1-39) 

Removing the parentheses In the right-hand member of Equation 

(1-37) and disregarding the quantities of the second order of small- 

ness, ;;3 obtain: 

..L(,f + .rf+i^ + ir£). 
(1-40) 

When there Is a change In the state of aggrwgaMon.the amount of 

vapor formed is equal to the amount of liquid evaporated,  i.e., 

_^:-^:_^.. (i-4i) 
At        tft        tfc 

It follows from (1-39) that 

.-€.iL + *-i.fe+&. i1"42) 

Substituting Into (1-40) the values 0 and ~ from (1-38) and 

(1-42), we obtain: 

+ *.'«:+ 5P«1U.£^-. «i. (1-43) 
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The continuity equation of the average flow of the gas-llquld 

mixture takes Che ?orm! 

which we can easll., prove by formulating the material balance for 

the volume V. 

The total change In the amount of the given phase In the section 

dx Is equal to 

äar.r*»4M\±W)+-£•(»'*')} (1-45) 

Thus, the hydraulic equation of motion for a stream of gae- 

llquld mixture In a tube will finally take the form: 

(1-46) 

The last term of this equation Is the Meshcherskly for^e of re- 

action which arises during a change In the state of aggregation of a 

gaa-liquld syrtem whose relative average phase flow v*"U:city Is dif- 

ferent from ^ero; I.e., this term Is the resultant of the reaction 

P [see Formula (1-25)] acting on the Interfaces Included In a unit 

volume of the mixture. 

If the phases can be considered incompressible. I.e.,  If It Is 

assumed that #• » const and /' « const,  then, turning to the reference 

velocities, we obtain hydraulic equations of motion and continuity for 
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r the mixture In the following form: 

•'H-fH-S-*- 

(l-46a) 

(1-47) 

In the absence of a change of phase, uJ« - M" - 0. and the equation 

of continuity (1-4?) resolves Into two Independent equations: j 

(1-48) 

In agreement with this, the laat tern of Equation (1-46) vanishes 

as well, I.e., the hydraulic equation of motion of the gas-llquld mix- 

ture In the absence of evaporation or cündensatlon takes the formi 

''l'-H-£-*-(,-,,f1£+**')+ (1-49) 

For incompressible components, and In the absence of change of 

phase, we obtain the following system of equations In terms of refer- 

ence velocities; 
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"'H'-f)|-£-*-'ßk-5r£)+ 
(1-50) 

(1-51) 

1-10. Heat Balance Equation for the Plow 
ör a Oaa-Llquia Mixture m a Tube" 

R IS 

Figure 1-4. Diagram showing 
heat transfer In an element 
of a two-phase stream. 

aw r^i 

figure 1-4 shows a diagram of 

the heat fluxes entering an elemen- 
2 

tary volume of mixture dV - 'S 35' 

The amount of heat flowing In 

through the surface of the tube 

Is 

^=f„adWjr.     (1-52) 

where q_ | 'v^"* | Is the heat-flux density relative to  the Inner 

surface of" the tube. 

The change In the heat flux by conduction through the gaseous 

and liquid phases in the direction of the axis is 
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(1-53) 

here, m'  and ra" are the numbers of discrete phase elements In the 

given cross section   Q . 

Introducing phase temperatures averaged in some way over the 

cross section, we rewrite (1-53) In the following form: 

^-±|-i'(l-v)J-x-rJ]^i. (1-54) 

If the quantity t in (i-53) and (1-54) stands for the temperature 

averaged over the fluctuation period, then X is the sum of the molec- 

ular and turbulent heat conductivities. The difference ***--£** 

is equal to the sum of the time change in the enthalpy of the volume 

of mixture dV, and of the enthalpy flux along the x-axis, i.e., 

-     -     ., (1-55) 

Substituting into (1-55) the values d^ and jf from (1-52) and 

(1-54) we obtain: 

• *"        '-    * (i-56) 

^  y    *l MM J4M        *M 
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'   ~  in the case of thorough phaae mlxlng/when the temperature through- 

out the cro« section can be considered equalltetl (f - I" - lU ^ 

tlon (1-56) taJces the form: 

&t+|i'o-f)+i>l£-^lln-f)TV+fi'd«}+        (i_57) 

!_!!.    Method of Dimensional Analysis and Similarity 

Equations describing some class of physical processes can always 

be presented in dimensionless forr.. Thi. operation can be accomplished 

either by dividing the equation by one of its terms or by introducing 

scale quantities.    For example, it is possible to derive a dimension- 

les. velocity by dividing * at a given point and at a given instant of 

time by the average flow velocity In the tube, or by the velocity out- 

.Id. the boundary layer in the case of unbounded flow past a body.    We 

„^ .1.0 choose as a scale a combination of certain quantities which 

determine the course of the process under stud,';  for example, we may 

taue the quantity       .•- /* »or the ratl.o  4 a. vhe velocity 

scale. 
* dimensional theory, the highest number of dlmenslonless groups 

characterizing a given process Is given by the fomula 

1..— ^-58) 

98 
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In which 
n 18 the number of dimensional parameters characterizing the 

process; 

m is the number of primary dimensions. 

We have already made use of this method In Section 1-4. 

The number of dlmenslonless parameters In the process Is lower 

than the number of dimensional parameters, while their magnitude does 

not depend on the system of units chosen. This determines the ad- 

vantage of switching over to the analysis of equations and experi- 

mental data in terms of dlmenslonless parameters. 

proc.,B.s in which the domain» of corresponding dlmenslonless 

parameter, are geometrically Identical are physically similar. This 

neans that the values of corresponding dimensional parameters at 

The dlmenslonless parameters of th. process arc also called 

criteria of similarity since In similar systems corresponding 

criteria of slmlxarlty have the same numerical values. 

The criteria are divided Into two groups: determining and nun- 

determining (determinable) criteria. Criteria composed only of 

quantities that are among the conditions uniquely defining a process 

are determining. 

Each of the nondetermlnlng criteria Is a function of all the 

determining criteria. 

The law of model study formulated by M. V. Kirpichev and A. A. 

Oukhman follows from this basic proposition of the method or simi- 

larity. Processes of the same physical nature are similar if they 

have similar uniquely defining conditions and if they have corres- 

ponding determining criteria that are numerically identical. 
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B, «duolng .nation, of th. pro«« to a dlmonolon!... for«, 

„ can obtain orlt.rU of varlou. fom., ponding on ho- thl. W.ra. 

t,6n 1. oarnad out.    Such crltarla ^ «allad prlaur, orltarla. 

Ko.a.ar, the total n-ar of orltarla do., not dapand on th. «thod 

by „hloh tho action, ar. r.duo.d to a dl«n.l.nl... for», hut 1. 

tlon. 
„ „^zlng th. condition, of .clarity. It 1. n.c.a.r, to 

d.flM all th. d.tcnnlning criteria of tha proc... under con.ld.ra- 

tl»„     TO do thl., w. have to for» such ccnhlnatlon. of primly 

„»„la a. -m provide the greatest poa.lhle nv^er of criteria 

c^pcd onl, of ouantltle. which „a «ng the unl,uelv d-Vng 

condition..    But th. total nu-.„ of orlfrla (th. nu.b.r of deter- 

„inlng criteria plus the nu^er of nondet.™inlng criteria) nu,t re- 

main unchanged. 
,„. nw.h.r of detaining criurla 1. .,ual to th. dlff.r.no. 

Mt...n th. nu.h„ of lnd.p.nd.nt varlahl.a of a glv.n proc... and 

th. nurt.r of priory ^antltla. (dl^n.lona, of which th.y ar. c»- 

poMd.    If th. nation, of th. pro.... ar. given, th. lnd.p.nd.nt 

y„labl taring Into a given ter. of th. „nation .. probet, or 

.. ratio, a« oon.ldered a. alngle entitle, having th. re.a.t.ng 

dimensions. ,      J J 
!„ hydraullce a. a «hole, and In tha h,draullo. of ga-UdUld 

.,„«.. in particular, the «thod of al^llarlty play, an l^ortant 

^t, a. It allow, u. to analyz. In a dl.tlnot and g.n.r.l for. 

.ff.ct of a great nv»b.* of factor. d.t.»lntng th. .otlon of a 

stream. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MOTION OP DISCRETE BUBBLES AND DROPS IN THE ENTRAINING MEDIUM 

2-1. Steady Motion of a Small Bubble 

The smaller the dimensions of a gas bubble moving In a liquid 

medium, the stabler Is its spherical shape. Conversely, as a 

bubblers dimensions Increase, Its shape deviates more and more from 

the spherical, and muahroom-shaped bubbles are formed with concavities 

in the rear; there? is a general tendency toward flattening of the 

DubDle in the direction of its motion. 

Accurate theoretical solutions are available only for spherical 

bubbles, i.e., very small ones. 

In the case of steady motion of a spherical bubble rising in a 

large volume of liquid, only the drag of the surrounding liquid and 

buoyancy, which is a function of the difference in density ** the gas 

and the liquid, act on the bubble. Let us write the condition for 

equilibrium of these forces 

«IE..,,-,.),, ^ 

where f is the drag coefficient of the bubble; 

w« is the velocity of ascent of the bubble; 

> 
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! 
Hence 

i 

o   18 the cross-aectional area of the bubble; 

V    1» the volume of the bubble. 

Y^P1 (2-2) 

For a sphericil bubble, It follows from (2-2) that: 

(2-3) 

where ß is the radius of the bubble. 

In the case of a liquid drop settling in a gas Jet, the velocity 

of settlinc is detemlned by the sw* formula, but In the denominator 

the value ?' is replaced by the value T" under the radical nlgn. 

Ewuninlnü this problem in the light of the general hydrod^namic 

equations, it :s expedient to combine the center of a spherical system 

of coordinates with the center of gravity of the moving bubble (drop). 

In auch a case, the drop as a whole is considered to be motionless, 

and the external Jet to be moving at a velocity w". 

The equations of motion and continuity are written separately 

for the external medium and the medium contained in the bubble. In 

„he form of Equations (1-16) and (1-17). Accordingly, to these equa- 

tions we add the boundary conditions (1-22), (1-23) aud (1-24) (at 

K - 0) on the phase boundary, and the condition that w - 0 at a large 
»n        ' 
distance from the bubble. 

The solution obtained by Rybchinskiy and Hadanard, has the forni 

^.   th-i-»* fL (2-4) 

32 
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At    ß   ^  ß ,  the Rybehinslcly-Hadamard formula changes Into the 

well-known Stokes Law  Tor ^-he motion of small solid apheres In a 

liquid medium; 

^-i^- (2-5) 

At    *  4:   ß   Formula (2-4) gives: 

•p.Jl^n»! (2_6) 

As the condition    ß   4£. ß   corresponds to the caae of a gas 

moving in a liquid.  It appears from the comparison of (2-6) and (2-5) 

that gas bubbles mus'- rise 1.5 times faster that   »olid spheres.    This 

Is explained by the mobility  of the Interface letween the liquid and 

the gas pnaaes, as a result of which  -he velocity of 'he liquid at 

the bubble surface Is lower --hari at  .he surface of a solid particle. 

Solutions (2-4) and (2-5) are valid for spherical particles 

when 

» 

For the range Re ««50 to 800, a theoretical solution was found by 

CS. Levlch. However, the solution Is not accurate because of the 

■eparatlon of the boundary layer at the wake of the particle at Re > 2. 

It Is only Important to mention that In this case the mobility of the 

interface results In a flow which is different from the flow pas: 

a solid sphere, namely, the separation point in the case of a motile 

boundary is displaced nearer to the wake of the flow. Therefore 

■ 
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the drag of such a particle 13 also smaller. 

HoKeveR, the experlnenti «xod 

subsequent theoretical Investiga- 

tions of A. I. Prusnkln and V. 0. 

Levich showed that a substantial 

deviation in the motion of gas 

bubbles or drops of an Immiscible 

liquid within another liquid from 

the motion of solid particles oc- 

curs only when the interacting 

Figure 2-1. Effect of 1m-     media are unusually pure. Small 

S^of^ir^ir.1^ liter:    impurities strengthen the surface 

ÄSTo^vicrr^-dln-   film to a degree where the motion 

ffl ^S'^e^s^ined^rtS5 of bubbles or drops, for practical 

permanganate. purposes, no longer differs sub- 

stantially from the motion of solid particles. 

Figure 2-1 shows the resnlts of a series of experiments on the 

«otion of gas bubbles in water which has been subjected to various 

degrees of distillation. 

2-2. Law of Drag for » Sphere with a Motlonlejr. jux'i'aje 

Figure 2-2 shows the relationship between the drag coefficient 

of a solid sphere and the Reynolds number plotted on logarithmic 

coordinates. In the region Re < 2 laminar flow past the sphere 

takes place, and Stokes« Law applies: 
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to which corresponds the value 

'-£• (2-8) 

The aubstltutlon of (2-8)  into (2-3) leads to Formula (2-5). 

Within the ranee I'ICr <  Re < 2*10 , the drag coefficient remains 

almost constant and equal to approximately 0.4.    At Re >2,lCp the 

drag coefficient decreases sharply, which is caused by a displacement 

of the separation point of the boundary layer (Pig.  2-3). 

i »* (f» •» y •• 

Figure 2-2. Drag coefficient 
f vs. Re number for a sphere 
with motionless surface. 

Figure 2-3.    Flow of a 
liquid past a sphere. 

2-3. Free Motion of Qas Bubbles in a Llquiu 

The following act on a gas or steam bubble floating upwards In a 

liquid: the buoyancy caused by the pressure gradient in the direction 

of motion of the bubble;  the drag of the liquid layers surrounding the 

bubble; and surface tension.    The latter tends to give the bubble a 

spherical shape. 
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Pl^ure 2-i).    Schematic representa- 
tions of sir bubbles of various 

ClYTl 0.01 cm3    (7) Y - 1.J3 cm3 

2 v - o.95 "   b\ y - H   " 
3   Y » 0.15    "      (9) 2 - ^-O 

Figure 2-4.    Character of the mo-   J;   V - 0,28    "n    (lO;   2 - 13;3    ^ 
tlon of a alncle bubble In a li-     ^   V - 0.5      „    UJj v > 20 0    ,. 
quid. \ I I        ' 

However. owlnG to the unequal pressures around the bubble, the 

iatter becomes defomed.    In this case, the greater the volune of the 

bubble, the more .its shape will differ from that of a sphere.    The 

smaller the bubble, the greater the surface tension, and the «ore 

»table is its shape.    Very small bubbles are almost entirely spherical, 

in large bubbles,  the influence of surface tension is small /»ee For- 

mula (1-30)7 as compared to the dynamic effect of the ixnuxd medium. 

and the bubble assumes flattened, mushroom-like, and extremely unstable 

8hapes.    The time change in the shape of such a bubble leads to vaca- 

tions in the velocity of its ascent and to deviations in the trajectory 

of its motion from the vertical. 
Figure 2-4 shows a diagram of the motion of a bubble from Mlyagi's 

observations;  Fig. 2-5 shows the diagrams of air bubbles fron H. M. 

Udyzhenskiys observations; Fig.2-6 shows graphs of velocity variations 
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in the ascent of steam bubbles from Shamshev's experiments.    These 

data clearly Illustrate the unstable shape and motion of gas bubbles 

In' a liquid. 

\0 
«J 7 J T 

Figure 2-6. Variations in 
velocity of ascent of a steam 
bubble in a large volume of 
water at p ■ 1 atm, aba. 

Pigure 2-7. Diagram of a 
flattened spheroid er.tra.uica 
by a stream. 

D. A. Prank-Kamenetakiy showed that the relative velocity of a 

flattened spheroid (Fig. 2-") does not depend or. Us size. 

The flow work, resultinc in a change dl in the thickness >f the 

bubblers accomplished «gainst the surface tension-!.e.f 

4.Cl£!fi*--«4B 
(2-9) 

Prom the condition that the volume of the spheroid be constant, 

we have 

a* + l4B-0. 
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On these grounds, replacing in Equation (2-9) the quantity adl 

ty the quantity -t$a,  *« fln<J th8t 

im      v (2-10) 

B, substitutins into {2-2)  the value J of a flat spheroid from 

(2-10), we obtain: 

(2-U) 

,t folio«, rro« this fomul. that the average «cent .eloclt, of 

la^e flattened hohhle, (or the «.cent veloclt, of flattened drop.) 

„oes not depend on their size. Con.e,uently, Pomula, (. ., -*  U" - 

„eaorlbe two liMltinc condition, of motion of bubble, (drop.) In an 

entn.lnln,. .ediu»-™ely, the flr.t fon-ula de.crlbe. the la» of 

„otlon for veW ...11 bubble., while the .eoond deeorlbe. the la« of 

motion for very large bubbles. 

P16ure 2-8. ».cent veloc.ty of . .lnBl. .ir bubble In «..er v.. 
bubble diameter at p - 1 atm. abs. 
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Figure 2-8 gives a series of experimental data on the ascent 

velocity of gas bubbles In water. In the case of diameters of the 

order of 2 to 5 mm, the ascent velocity decreases owing to the 

starting deformation of the bubbles and to the resultant increase In 

the drag coefficient. By the time a certain stability of the 

flattened shape is cached, the ascent velocity of the bubble In- 

creases somewhat as Its diameter (or more exactly Its volume) In. 

creases and then becomes more or less constant. 

2.4. Effect of the Finite Dimensions of the Vessel 

Let us examine the ascenr, of a bubble In a '.ube wbo.e IOmeter 

we will make commensurate wUh the diameter of the bubble (Pig. 2-9). 

in this case, the drag of the bubble can be determined by the rela- 

tive velocity 

.;—•—• (2-12) 

in which w" is the absolute velocity of the bubble and w' la the 

average flow velocity of the liquid in the annular space between the 

bubble and the tube. 

During Its motion, the bubble vacates a space eqa£-l ^   »Ü dx 

which is then filled up by the liquid flowing Into It. 

Hence 

nfäxf-w •[*,-#)*. (2-13) 

where R0 Is the radius of the tube and r   is the time. Noting that 

dx 
ZZ. m w", we obtain: 
oT 
—   i 
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(2-14) 

i 
I 

(2-15) 

(2-16) 

'-'H*)'l: 

w 

Substituting thla value Into (2-3), we find: 

•--['-(sCI- 

«here ." la the aaoent velocity In . l«e' -olm» of liquid (Bo» B). 

Thus, in the case of motion In 

a tube, the «scent vei.> 1'. ~?  the 

bubble decT-eases. As will be shown 

later, experiments disclose a more 

substantial Influence of the quan- 

B   on w" than follows from 

BQ 

the elementary- calculation given 

above. 

Figure 2-9. Diagram for the problem 
of bubble motion In a tube. 

2-5. n matlor ^ ^^w^l -ata on the 

i 

Ut u. conaldcr In sener.1 the condition, deteminlng the .otlon 

of . „ubble in . liquid.   The »cent velocit, of the huhhle depend, 

on the difference In the deneltie. of the liquid «d the !"..■«>- 
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the drag of the surrounding liquid determined both by the physical 

properties of this liquid ( „', y\ » )  and by the shape and dlmen- 

■Ijans of the bubble Itself  However, as contrasted to flow past 

»olid bodies, the shape rsf a bubble Is not Invariable but depends on 

the conditions of the flow past the bubble, on the Interaction of the 

forces on the surface film of the bubble and In the stream of liquid. 

In the case of very pure liquids, when flow on the phase boundary Is 

observed, the effect of the viscosity of the gas also becomes 

noticeable. 

Disregarding the latter factor for the time being, we may 

describe the motion of a liquid flowing past a bubble by the following 

system of equations: 

dlvv-O: 

(2-17) 

The first two equations of (2-17) are the conventional equations 

of motion and of continuity of an incompressible fluid. The third 

equation (2-17) expresses the condition of the equality of the normal 

stresses on the phase boundary, taking Into account the offset of 

surface tension and dlsresardlng the Influence of the viscosity of 

the gas. In this case, p« Is the pressure In the liquid, and p" Is 

^he pressure In the bubble. The last equation of (2-17) Is the 

equation of the Interface. 

When converted Into a dlmenslonless form, the system (2-17) 

gives the following primary similarity criteria: 

■ 
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kV     .    «y   . Vt.  Vt.  <».   yii (2-lPO 

Let u« introduce new criteria, consisting of part of the 

criteria in (2-18): 

Jf_.JL. »»' 

/fj\'f    *     f' t,{*'~,'} - 
l»'/l(T'-r)',l     »■•, 

».'rr^r 

(2-19) 

Furthermore, we note that the group 

I.e., is not a specific criterion and can be excluded from considera- 

tion! Consequently, taklnß Into account (2-19) instead of the system 

of criteria (2-lS), we may write the following equivalent system: 

in this case, on the stroneth of the penultimate equation of (2-17). 

the ascent velocity of the bubble w" Is accepted as the characterls- 

tic velocity. The free ascent velocity of the bubble will be 

uniquely defined If the volume of the bubble as well a» the physical 

properties of the gas and the liquid are known. Attention should be 

given to the fact that the volume of the bubble Is always among the 

conditions which uniquely define a given phenomenon, while the shape 

of the bubble and Its radius are functions of the process. 

Since the volume Is proportional to the cube of the character- 

istic linear dimension, we may Introduce Into (2-20) the equivalent 
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radius of the bubble: 

.,7* i y 4. **■ 

In the system (2-20), the last two criteria consist only of 

quantities that are emong  the uniquely defining conditions. Conse- 

quently, these criteria also determine the process of the rise of the 

gas bubble In a liquid. Hence 

or 

^a.-/,[lff(|-i.);  1—]. (2-22) 

The group    ^Jl'-^l     l8 called the Archimedes criterion. 

Based on numerous'experiments by Peebles and Oarber and by other 

authors, the following specific expression» for the function f can be 

assumed. 
1     The conditions of laminar flow past a bubble which remains 

2w" R 
spherically shaped at Re - -—^ < 2 are 

V 
C-MRc-1. 

2.    The conditions of motion of bubbles having the shape of flat 
0 42 

pulsing spheroids at 2 < Re <1A '      are: 
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.r.»»^«-: 

C-I8.7RC' 

(3-23) 

(2-24) 

3. The conditions of motion of bubble» having the shape of flat, 

relatively stable apnero.^ds at 4A ' <Re < 3A '  are: 

(2-25) 
•-1.35 /iiw )«• 

C-O/B/W'Re*. (2-26) 

4. The conditions of motion of mushroom-shaped bubbles at 

He<3A0,50 are: 

^..„pLEZI 

C-O-lM-^Re. 

In these formulas, ^,- ^'tyY^i 

the criteria written In functional notation in (2-21) 

(2-27) 

(2-28) 

denotes the first of 

Figure 2-10.    Generalized data on ascent velocities of single 
bubbles.    Lines calculated by Formulas (2-5),   (2-23M2-25;, 
and (2-27). 
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Figure 2-10 shows the results of experiments by Peebles and 

Oarber, plotted on   f , Re coordinates.    The curves passing through 

th* points w^re calculated from the above-mentioned formulas.    As is 

evident from the graph, experimental points for various liquids up to 

a certain Re value fall on the general curve corresponding to the 

Stokes formula (Re < 2) and to Formula (2-24)  (Re >2).    When the 

value Re > 4A0,i*2 Is reached, the single-valued relationship between 

f   and Re Is violated, and the experimental points for each liquid 

fall on a separpte curve corresponding to Formulas (2-26) and (2-28). 

2-6.    Relative Motion of Single Drops 

The relative motion of drops oi" a liquid In a stream of another 

liquid In the absence of maaa transfer Is described by the same 

system of equations as the motion of single gas bubbles in a liquid. 

Accordingly the functional relation (2-21)  If. also valid.    A number 

of experiments on the motion of drops v/ere carried out by M. I. 

Smlmov and V. L. Ruban.    The special feature of these experiments 

was the fact that In them the ratio of drop diameter to container 

diameter was varied—i.e., the relationship between w" and the para- 

meter ^- was determined experimentally.    Unfortunately, vlicr«; are no 
5o 

data in these experiments on surface tension coefficlsnts at the 

^ <ndary separating the liquids used.    Therefore, we can ploo only 

the relationships 

Re-/(Ar: ^). (2-29) 

where 

Ar-•£(1-4): D-2R. D.-2Ä,. 
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?8 Re 
Figure 2-11 shows the relationship between the group —^p- and 

E_ within the range of the Stokes law of drag (Re < 2). Within this 

range, according to Formula (2-5), 

m. -■ 
Curve 1 In Fig. 2-11 corresponds to calculation by means of 

Formula (2-iC). As can be seen, most of the experimental points 

demonstrate that the commensurablllty of the tube and the drop sizes 

has a greater Influence than follows from the calculation r'-ven in 

Section 2-i. This circumstance can apparently be explained by the 

fact that the Influence of the dimensions of the container Is mani- 

fested not only by the appe^r^nce of a reverse current with the 

velocity W of the entraining medium, but also by a retarding effect 

due to Internal friction In the entralnlrij; stream. 

As a result, there Is a certain relationship between the function 

and the criteria -r and 

Thus far, however, the experimental 

data are Insufficient for a detail- 

ed answer to this problem. 

The results of c::perlnents by 

N. I. Smlrncv and V. L. Ruban with 

large drops are shown In Fig. --1^ 

in the form of the relation 

Rc-/(Af). 

-T: ' ' ! ! Mi 
»  «?#* u » r m a w 

18 Re    D 
Figure ell.    —r-— vs w- .'von 

**      SQ 
experiments with drops of one 
liquid In another liquid. 

i/V 



' The range of Re values covered by these experiment, corresponds, 

for a solid sphere, to the variation of T approximately from 0.75 to 

0.45. As for the experiments under consideration, they can he satis- 

factorily correlated by the relation 

Re^Af1. 
(2-30) 

which corresponds to a value of f of th. order of 0.2 In Formula 

(2-3). 

Figure 2-12. Re vs. Ar from experiments with irops 
of one liquid In another liquid. 

^thermcre, the graph In Fig 2-12 does not Indicate any ap- 

preciable influenoe of the ratio £, although the authors of these 

experiments themselves errlved at"the conclusion that they had dls- 

covered such an Influence. 
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2-7,    Release Diameter of a Gas Bubble Qrowing on a Solid Wall 

In liquid aeßassing,  tolling,  and also in a series of hetero- 

geneous chemical reactions, gaa or vapor bubbles grow on a solid wall. 

The shape of a bubble on the wall varies with the wettabillty of the 

surface by the given liquid.    The more wettable the wall, the smaller 

the angle of contact • formed by the solid surface and the tangent to 

the bubble surface at its point of contact with the wall.    The bubble 

is attached to the wall by a force which is proportional to surface 

tension    •.    The Archimedes force and the dynamic pressure of the flow- 

ing liquid tend to sweep away the bubble from the wall. 

RT — 
n  

->/. 
.-,£- 
^-4J I   y > *i irrirar tWJJ 

*^ f — - f 
td f • m — 

j* 

j # w •-I 
jf r •.1 *t n !• 

•   • «JM »#• lamm* 

Figure 2-13.    Release diameter 
vs. angle of contact of a 
bubble on a solid wall. 

Figure 2-14.    Comparison of cal- 
culations by Formula (2-31) 
(solid line) with experimental 
data.    (1) hydrogen; (2) water 
vapor. 

Figure 2-13 shows the results of calculations by V. Fr**-' -".eter- 

mlnlng the bubble diameter at the instant of Its release from the wall 

(release diameter)  In a motionless liquid phase.    This relationship 

may be expressed by the Interpolation formula 

Q^-COiW |/Ä- (2-31) 

in which t0 is the ancle of contact for wetting. 

1 
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Figure 2-1^ compares the results of these calculations with 

certain experimental data. 

' S. 0. Teletov showed that in a moving liquid the release 

diameter of the gas bubble decreases as a function of the criterion 

w'2 

IT 

2-8,   Formation of a Vapor Bubble on a Heating Surface 

Vhc.i a liquid boils on a heating surface and the heat flu*: fa 

lower than the critical flux (see Chapter 7), vapor Is generated in 

the form of bubbles at individual points of the heating surface. 

These points are called vaporization nuclei and are microscopic ir- 

regularltiea of the surface.    If the heating surface Is sufficiently 

large,  the distribution of active nuclei becomes equally probable 

In all sections of the heating surface. 

The temperature of the saturated vapor in a vapor bubble which 

Is In a state of 'thermodynamlc equilibrium is 

In which   A£       is the effective pressure drop due to surface ten- 

sion; 

t" is the saturation temperature above the plane at a 
— R ■ •• 

pressure equal to the pressure in the liquid at the 

level of the bubble. 

From Formulas (1-30) and (1-31) it follows that 

V.-V + ^-i^ (2-33) 
i 
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dt" 
» quantity 

formula 

dt" 
Sba quantity ^- la datemlned by tha well-lcnoOTJ thermodynanlc 

at» _ Mrd'-i») (2-34) 

in which A = ^ kcalAF.-^ l3 the heat •^valent ^ worlc- 
Hence, the radius of the bubbles formed In the superheated -layer 

of the boiling liquid Is determined by the formula 

*-*£. (^-35) 

in which   At is the degree of superheating of the layer relative to 

the saturation temperature above the- plane at the given pressure. 

In the absence of microscopic protrusions (or depressions) on a 

heating surface with a radius of the order of R^, vaporization Is 

hampered and can take place only as the result of density fluctua- 

tlons In the superheated liquid. 

Figure 2-15 shows several frames of a motion-picture film from 

the work of L. M. Zysina-Molonhen and S. S. Kutadelad^e on which the 

process of bubble boiling was recorded by high-speed exposure. 

The first frame shows the instant at which the entire central 

part of the heating surface (dark stripe in the lower part of the 

frame) is wetted by the liquid (water). 

In the second frame, O.OOW second later, a small dark cone 

indicates the spot where a vapor bubble is forming.    The linear 

dimensions in the frame are determined by a scale wire 0.2 mm in di- 

ameter, visible as an inclined dark line in the center of the frame. 

^n the third frame, 0.0095 second later, we see a vapor bubble 
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which has already taken shape; and finally, In the last ^«Ixth) 

fraaie, 0.028*) aecrmd later, the vapo» babbl« It released ffro» the 

heating surface and the latter Is again In contact with the liquid 

phase at this point. 

Figure 2-15. Growth process o: 
on the heating surface. 

a vapor bubble 

Figure 2-l6 shows the re 

»    »    *    $$    U     »'/MC 

Figure 2-16. Bubble dis- 
tribution as a.function of 
the frequency of bubble 
fomatlon (boiling water): 
flj p = 1 atm. abs.; 
(2) p « 1.95 atm. abs.; 
(3) P * 2.77 atm. abs. 

suit3 of frequency measurements of 

vapor bubble formation In the same 

experiments.    These data clearly 

Illustrate the statistical nature 

of the process of bubble boiling. 

The well-defined maxima on the 

curves n(u) denote the most prob- 

able frequency (under the given 

conditions) of vapor bubble 

formation.    This quantity declines 

with Increase of absolute pressure 

In the liquid. 

2-9.    Equation of Motion for a Bubble (Drop) in an gntralnlng Stream 

If there Is a pressure gradient in the entraining stream, due 

not only to the change in level (hydrostatics) but also to frlctional 

losses (such as In flow through a tube), then In such a stream not 

only the Archimedes force but also the force due to the presence of 

grad p., will act on a bubble or drop. 
r1 
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In the general case, the re- 

sultant action of these forces Is 

equal to the vector sum 

In which V Is the volume of the 

bubble (drop). 

The Interaction of these 

forces Is schematically shown in 

Pig. 2-17. 

The equation for the relative motion of a bubble (drop) in the 

entraining medium may be written in the following form: 

Figure 2-17. DiaoTara 
showing the interaction of 
the Archimedes force and 
the force proportional to 
grad gf. 

~VVf~p'Vf+ «*-*)>■%: 
(2-36) 

here w" and w' are the absolute velocities (ralatlve to the con- 

tainer) of the bubble and of the entraining medium; 

t  is the time; 

0 is the calculated bubble cross section; 

f is the coefficient of resistance to relative motion 

of the bubble in the entraining medium, or- äi-ag co- 

efficient; 

| is the coefficient of entrainment of the entraining 

medium ("oound mass") equal to 0.5 for a sphere; 

f  is the coefficient of reactivity which is a function 

of the unequal rate of evaporation (condensation) 

along the bubble surface. 
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! The first terra of thlB equation describes the force of expulsion 

, of the bubble as a result of the pressure differences on its surface 
i i 

which are farctlons of the pressure field In the entraining stream. 

The second terra describes the force of resistance to the relative 

motion of the bubble in the entraining medium.    The third term describes 

the Inertia of the bound mass  (entrained with the relative motion of 

the bubble) of the entraining medium.    The fourth term describes the 

inertia of the bubble itself.    The fifth term describes the reactive 

force (Meshcherskly Force) generated by the change in the mass of the 

bubble (drop) aa a result of the proeesecs of evaporation,  condensation, 

combustion,  or diffusion. 

Per a bubble having the shape of a sphere (i.e., of a rather 

small bubble), it follows from (2-36)  that: 

,,(,-,.,,£.*>..,. ^^ 
-*£->•£♦■♦*(*•—')£• 

Calculations show that the time of nonsceady motion of bubbles 

(drops) with a constant mass is very short.    Thus,  for example, at 

T"- 8 leg/m3,   T' - 950 leg/m3 and D « 0.2 mm, the time of aca.legation 

of the bubble from zero to 995< of the equilibrium relative velocity is 

of the order of 10 J second;   under the same coudltions and D - 5 mm, 
-3 this time is of the order of 10     second. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DOWNPLOW OP LIQUID PILMS 

3-1.    Plow Regimes In Thin Pllnw 

Comparatively thin, flowing liquid films, washed by a gas or 

steam, are found In different condensation, absorption and other 

equipment.    Depending on the value of the criterion of rzii.r.^a.lc 

similarity 

fc-^. (3-1) 

where   I   la the thickness of the film; three fundamental types of 

flow regimes can be observed: 

1) laminar flow of liquid film with a smooth Interface 

(Re < 30 to 50); 

2) laminar flow of liquid film with a rippled Interface 

(30 to 50 < Re < 100 to 400); 

3) turbulent flpw of liquid film (Re >100 to 400). 

The masa flow rate of liquid per 1 m width of film Is 

and consequently. 
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„,_•:. 0-3) 

Thus, the Reynolds criterion of the liquid film can be calcu- 

lated without any direct separate measurement of the thickness and 

average velocity of vhe film. 

3_2. Equations of Motion for a Film 

As a result of the slight thlcknesp of the film. Its flow may 

be considered to be planar, even on curved surfaces (tubes, nozzles). 

Also, by virtue of the same slight thickness of the fll^- ^ deriva- 

tives of velocity taken aorcss the film are large In comparison with 

the derivatives along the film, and the pressure change across the 

film is, for all practical purposes, nil. In this connection, the 

equations of flow for the film (PIß. 3-i) «^7 be written In the 

following form: . 

(3-4) 

Thus the equations for the film are analogous to the familiar 

equations for the boundary layer of an unbounded liquid stream. 
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At the wall 

At the Interface 

here f" Is the coefficient of 

frlcui-a of the gas against the 

film surface, whose sign depends 

on the direction of the gas flow relative to the direction of the 

vector g. 

It follows from the equation of continuity that: 

Figure 3-1. Diagram of film 
flow on a vertical wall. 

.;-!*' 
(3-5) 

The condition of continuity of flow In an elementary volume of 

the film dV - 1 • 1 * 3? gives: 

*-£}•»'. (3-6) 

In which  %   Is the thlclcness of the film; 

wi    is the rate of change of phase at the film surface. 
=ch 

Assuming that the curvature of the film changes substantially 

only in the direction of flow-l.e., along the x-axls-we may write 

that the excess pressure Is equal to 
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'-f'+f.. 0-7) «. 

The radlua of curvature of the film surface 1B related to It» 

thickness and to the x-coordlnate by the well-known function 

».-N£)T>r 

Since ^« 1, Equation (3-7) may be rewritten In the following 
Ar 

form: 

,'«,-*-.£• (3-8) 

Substituting this value of p« Into the equation of motion for 

the film, we obtain: 

/ 

*-■*     Laminar Plow of a Film of Constant Thickness 
^ J, on a Vertical Vlali 

When the notion of a'film of constant thickness (G« = const; 

I   - const ) is slow and steady, the Interface remains strictly 

parallel to the surface of the wall along which the film Is flowing. 

In this case the equation of motion takes the elementary form: 
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V-Y + f'—-0. 

The boundary conditions for this equation ares 

y-0, »'=0; 

-'.'T-^ 

(3-10) 

(3-11) 

Integratinc (3-10) and taklnß Conditions (3-11) Into account, we 

obtain: 

H^^'4)' ^ (3-lß) 

For downflow of gas, a plus sign must.be used In the second term 

of this equation (the gas carries the liquid film along In the same 

direction as the .force of gravity). For upflow of gas (the gas re- 

tards the downflow of the film), a minus sign Is used. 

The velocity of the liquid on the phase boundary Is 

•i-tc-g If^nJl^ili». (3-13) 

The relative velocity of the gas is equal to 

<-«r-v (3-14) 
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The averaße (flew) velocity of the liquid In the film is 

=# I tV ^-t|^.±r^i4.^ '-t* 
(3-15) 

When the gas flu^a upward the liquid flow velocity becomes nega- 

tive (the wiiole film is carried along upward) at 

>l. (3-16) 

Condition (3-16) determines the  "flooding" of the apparaUa. 

In view of the low flow velocities in a viacous film, we may 

assume for practical purposes that w^ - w"    without resorting to the 

calculation of the quantity w^ by means of Equation (3-13). 

Multlplyinc both parts of   Formula   (3-15) by the quantity   T I    , 

we obtain: 

• ftf <rl-±cÄ.Pf«tt^; (3-17) 

this equation permits us to calculate the thickness of th& laminar 

film from the known liquid flow rate.    Particularly for the case of 

flow in a practically motionless gas. 

r   alY- Ht-O 
(3-18) 
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3-4. Wave Plow of Film at w" *» 0 

In the ease of a wave regime 

capillary waves appear on the sur- 
i 

face of the film (Pig.3-2).    The 

capillary forces, which then appear 

as the result of a deformation of 

the interface, are commensurate 

with the forces of gravity and 

viscosity acting in the film.    This 

type of flow was investigated by 

P. L. Kapltsa, whose solution was 

Figure 3-2. Wave-like motion of a    defined somewhat more accurately 
fM 1 m 

by V. 0. Levlch and V. K. Bushmanov. 

At g,,««0, tancential stresses on th2 free surface of the film 

are for practical purposes absent, and the velocity profile when 

the surface is undisturbed has, according to (3-12) and (3-15)/ the 

form: 

r-W 

->*('-*> (3-19) 

In wave motion, '-he average velocity along the cross section is 

a function of the x-cocrdlnate as well as of time « . Therefore, we 

assume for the case under study that: 

'.'^('-U (3-20) 
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v.  -«-iflfles the boundary conditions (3-11) at w" - 0. ThiB equation saolsiiea tnc 

By ^.m^ns th. valu. or .■ fr» (3-20) Into tho equation of 

^m for «h. m. (3-9), »V l"W."ne th. o.taln.. „uaUon «» 

^ tm wUWn th. 1^. of y - 0 an. , - . . an. * div^ »y . 

(1.... by avaragms ovar th. thi.fcn... of tha fll«), « obtain: 

.    **.    M ^ Bt v" « 0 takes the form: 
The equation of continuity (3-6) at *n 

«.   *« 
(3-22) 

Oonaidanns wava. of .«.U ^Utude on!. « win .XP«« *• 

film thlcloaaa In tha for« of a binomials 

..l+* t3-23) 

«hara i 1» tha avarae. thlokn... of tha film; 
, i. tha ooaffldant of davlatlon of th. in.tantan.ou. valua 

„f tha thloknaaa from lt> averasa value, 

capillary wa.a. originate on th. aurfaoa of a film flowing 

^^ unaa. th. lnflu.no. of gravity ara not .amp...    «-u.   ~ may 

aonal^r that .U -ha ouantula. In g^atlon (3-.1) - funot o a 

. th. x-oooMlnat, an. th. phaa. vanity v, 1.... of th. argum.nt 

(x - v r ).    Then 
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l-K-l (3-24) 

Introducing these expressions Into Equations (3-21) and (3-23), 

•we obtain: 

(3-25) 

(3-26) 

It follows directly from the latter equation that 

(3-27) 

where W is the averaße velocity in a stream of cross section I . 

It follows from (3-27) that the following relation applies in 

the wave at the film surface: 

(3-28) 

expanding this express on Into a series, we have: 

(3-29) 
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Substituting these expreaslons Into (3-25)» we obtain an 

equation for the dlmenslonless amplitude * .    At small amplitudes 

*'<£.!, which allows us to consider only first approximations for 

w«x and iw^/lx. 
2     ■ 

The energy loss due to friction in the film, per m of wall 

surface, is 

-£-#)''-»•?■ (3-30, 

Averaging along the wavelength we obtain, 

(f)."*/?*• (3-31, 

where   X  is the wavelength in the given Instance. 
2 

The average work of gravity per m   of wall is 

I'O'r (3-32) 

In a steady-state process, the condition 

El-r. 
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«ust b. «atHfleci. from Khlch it follow», after transformation, 

that; 

I»- *.« 
iti'-ft 

(3-33) 

where 

**. 
(3-34) 

By V. a. Levlch-s calculations, as a second approximation. 

V~ati>i«|*(«-"M: 

-«I 
• =3.4«.: 
#0.8. 

(3-35) 

The «easuremenrs of the wave profile, carried out ^ acaa. of 

the shadow method by P. L. Kapitsa and S. P. Kapitsa, showed satis- 

factory agreement of theory nnd experiment.    At the same time, 

another important circumstance was discovered in the course of the 

experiments:    the wave regime in the film flow is relatively easil; 

transformed into a turbulent regime when external perturbation, ac' 

on the stream. 
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I 3-5« Turbulent Plow of a Film of Constant 
Thielcnesi on ■ yertical Wall 

As a flrat approximation, e turbulent flow may be divided into a 

laminar sublayer and a turbulent core (Fig. 3-3). The velocity pro- 

file in this case is deterr.rned by a system of two equations: 

v,„.*»vy(?),: (3-36) 

here £. is the calculated thickness of the laminar sublayer; 

X is a constant characterizing the structure of ♦^h'* turbu- 

lent stream. 

7. T ^ 
M 

li-H > 
■- i^ s 

— / / r U-ÖUl 
* 
• #' • 

- %- 
-- . r. i Hf-w. w 

i , f 4 « i t i i J » i t i 9 4 « u 
t'** 

According to available experi- 

mental dai.     x   • 0.4 and y   » 11.6 

x»i/ -£-.    Expressions (3-36) have 

approximate-equality signs since, 

~n reality,  the turbulent fluctua- 

tions also penetrate into the 

laminar sublayer, and since the 

Figure 3-3. Velocity distribution   viscous friction plays a rfelx-known 
for a two-layer pattern of turbu- 
lent flow. part in the turbulent' core in the 

vicinity of the sublayer.    Besides, the expression given above for the 

tangential stress which is due to turbulent friction is itself only 

approximate. 

In the film, the tangential stresses in a steady flow balance 

the effect of gravity and the friction of the gas against the free 

surface of the liquid.  I.e., 
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V-f (/-?•) (»-y)*8!- 

On a solid wall ^ - 0 and the tangential stresses are 

(3-37) 

.•-i 
v-#«-f")»±c-f (3r38) 

On the phase 
boundary * - I and th. tangen ial stresses are 

IsK'^f (3-39) 

As a result of the small thickness of the laminar sublayer, tan- 

gential stresses In this layer may be considered practically constant 

and equal to . „. For a slowly moving gas (wJ^O), we have 

(a) in the laminar sublayer 

(3-40) 
I     i 

(o) in the turbulent core 

ifflW'ffl 
(3-41) 
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Integrating D-^O), we obtain: 

I 

lae cordlngly, on the boundary between the sublayer and the core- 

•;-"••/»Ho'- (3"43) 

Integrating (3-^1)» we obtain: 

(3-4U) 

The conatant of Integration Is determined by the condition that 

at i - Xi, K* - a-'r Finally, we have: 

+nh,(K:+^ri)u".-/»-2)l 

in the vicinity of the solid wall, where y 4 I , ^ ^ as8Unlc 

T"  .  X O^H .7«™,,!^ f^-itS^ takes the form: 
that AM"   " •L - Ä' and F0I,raula ^-^5) takes 
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xlsui/ + !ii-i—»11«, + 

[ •     "(-i)J 
(3-^6) 

-me last expression Is the familiar logarithmic law of velocity 

distribution in a turbulent stream In the vicinity oV a solid wall. 

As may be seen from these calculations, although, a relatively 

simple logarithmic velocity profile does not satisfy the boundary 

conditions on thfe free surface of the film, It neverthelcr;- .-.^ per» 

imlt calculating the velocities in various cross sections of the film 

'with an error not exceeding 55« In most cases of practical Interest. 

|    In this cage, the greatest error is made In the Immediate 

ivicinity of the free surface of the film. This circumstance is ex- 

plained by the fact that the most substantial velocity change takes 

place in the relatively thin layer of the film In the vicinity of the 

•wall when Z « I and Formula (3-46) Is sufficiently valid. In the 

'external layers of the turbulent film, however, velocity varies 

relatively little. 

We must also point out that in the external boundary of the 

film the intensity of the turbulent fluctuations may be damped, not 

only as a result of the decrease in the quantity &/&, but also under 

the influence of the resistance of the surface layer of molecules. 

I.e., as a result of the surface tension of the liquid. 

The influence of this effect can hardly be substantial since in 

the vicinity of the film surface the velocity varies negligibly. 
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Table 3-1. Comparison of velocity profiles In a film 
freely flowing down a smooth vertical wall, calculated 
from Formula (3-^5) and approximate Formula (3-^6). 

- 

1 

2. 
% 

9M ••• • a« 0.» 1 

II.« I«.« M.7 10.« 10.« 

II.« 13.9 II.« 10.0 17.« 

fi 
0.0 ...07 -O.M -1.« -«.$ 

1 

£.«.oi 

by (W») 

IM      19.6 

1 

i 

21.4 

1 
1«.« 

».4 

1 
1 

1 
1 « 

U   «34«) 

1 

17.3 :   l».6      114 
i 

o.u      0.0   1   0.0 
1 

-0.« -4.1 

The average .velocity In the film Is 

•-■{-(jVrfy + /.'rfjfj 

Substituting the value A'  ^OIB (3-^6)  Into this for.;."i.a and 

assuming  ...-t yj <  • , we obtain: 

PalSö ?('     ^ 
il/f^-fH'^-'). 

(3-47) 
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I    Multiplying both members of this equation by the ratio -p-   and 

'introfluclng the values "X anfl 2l' ',re obtain-. 

•* K ^ V  r/l (3-A8) 

+ 2. 4*fc/*R)-4 
1    Substituting the value of Q[  Into this equation, It Is possible 

to  calculate the thickness of the turbulent film at a given liquid 

iflow rate. 

i 

| 3_6. Laminar Flow o^. a Film when Condensation 
I '        and Evaporation occur 
j 

In the case of a film freely flowing downward, It follows from 

'Formula (3-12) that 

When vapor condensation or evaporation occurs at th« film sur- 

face, the rate of change of phase is not zero. Then, according to 

(3-6), 

±tw'dy-w,. (3-50) 
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r 
SubatltutlJig Into the latter expresalon the value of the flow 

/elocity of the film from (3-*9). we obtain? 

In which r j P^ ] la the latent heat of vaporization; 

—i- .is thermal resistance of the laminar film. 

Afier Integration, we obtain: 

At l0 - 0 

i and consequently. 

V rli-n 

-■■$■?*<*£■-■ 0-53) 
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3-7. Heat Transfer hutween a TMrbulent Film and a Vertical Wall 

We may write the following equation for the coefficient of heat 

transfer from the turbulent stream to the wall: 

••     ( Jl-i/OV.Re). 
<m     I 

(3-5^) 

In which Pr - g-. 
In a substantial range of Prandtl and Reynolds numbers (but at 

Pr > 0.6) 

/ffi;   Re)aPf' (3-55) 

Taking Into account that 

fc-52.iL 

'we may write: 

(3-56) 

Expressing the tangential stresses on the wall In terns of the 

dynamic head of the film, we have: 

v-c^. (3-57) 
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Combining (3-57) »rtd (3-37) at ^ - 0, we obtain for a slowly 

moving gas (vapor): 

(3-58) 

By substituting this value of — Into (3-56), we find that 

tm-mm (3-59) 
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CHAPTER POUR 

DISCHARGE OP A OAS INTO A LIQUID 

4-1. Peculiarity or the Discharge of a Oas Into a Liquid 

In contrast to so-called submerged Jets, where the material In 

the Jet and the material filling the space are capable of molecular 

mixing, interfaces appear when a gas is discharged into a xj-quid. 

In this case, the molecules» of the light and heavy components of the 

system do not mix. Penetration of one phase into the other takes 

place in the form of separate small Jets, bubbles, and drops. 

4.2. Dimensions of a Bubble Released from an Orifice 

In the case of moderate escape velocities, the light phase flows 

out from the nozzle orifice in the form of bubbles (drops) succes- 

sively breaking away. In the general case, vhe bubble which forms 

is acted upon by buoyancy and convection currents in thr llauid, 

which tend to sweep the bubble away from the rim of the orifice. 

The force pressing the bubble against the rim of the orifice is pro- 

portional to the surface tension and the perimeter of the orifice. 

When the convection currents are weak and the viscosity of the 

liquid is low, we have: 
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^-«P:!!'-!')-**,•. (4-1) 

where r.   Is the radius of the bubble at the Instant of Its release 

and R, Is the radius of the orifice.    Hence, 

(4-2) 

or. In a dlmenslonless form, 

J-'-'V^i! (4-3) 

J^vl 

9 r 

£ 

In the general case, the proportionality factor In Pomula (4-3) 

is a function of the criteria which determine the hydrodynamlc process 

In the two-phase system an a whole. 

Figure 4-1 shows, on the co- 

ordinates of Formula (4-3), the re- 

sults of the experiments by N. I. 

Smlrnov and S. E. Polyvt. As can 

be seen,, this simple foimula gen- 

erally agrees rather well with 

experimental data, but the coeffi- 

cient of the radical should be 

taken approximately as unity. The 

I 
• /T^ 

Figure 4-1. Value of «.y-1-^ 

from experimental data. Qns: 
air; liquid medium: m ethyl 
alcohol; (2) benzene; (3) 
water; (4) nitrobenzene; (5) 
carbon tetrachloride. 
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empirical formula advanced by the authors mentioned above has the 

form? 

M'"-»(r^rW- (4-4) 

^-3.    Velocity of Discharge Through a Rather Large 
Oririae' 

Let us consider the discharge of a light component Into a heavy 

one as the successive formation and release of a series of separate 

bubbles (drops).    The diagram for auch a discharge that in charac- 

teristic of a two-phase system is ahovm In Pig, 4-2. 

If we disregard inertlal forces, the work of bubble formation 

is the sum of the work of changing the free interface and th« *ork 

of overcoming hydraulic resistance to the displacement of the 

growing bubble. 

The work of formation of the free surface Is 

(4-5) 

In th»  case of a spherically-shaped interface 
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and 

The resistance to the dlaplaoement of the bubble Is 

s-c-JJ-r. (H-7) 

where f    Is the drag coefficient (generally variable); 

w"    Is the velocity of the phase boundary relative to the heavy 

phase. 

Hence,  the elementary work of the drag Is 

«I (4-8) 

Comparing (4-6) and (4-8), we find that the ratio of the 

elementary work of the free surface formation and the work of over- 

coming the drag of the heavy phase Is 

Ä. " c^i't 
(Ü-9) 

Assuming that when convection currents are weak, the relative 

velocity is equal to the rate of growth of the bubble. 

•f-f. (4-10) 
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in which r la the time, we obtain 

The equation of the conservation of mass gives: 

in which <    Is the velocity of discharge,  i.e.,  the flow velocity 

oT tne light phase  throuch the nozzle orifice.    Hence, 

Substltutlnc this value of d^/dr   into {h 11), we have 

:-7^Ö 
as an example of this, for the 

'Ti^Hrtir-'        discharge of air into water at 

w^ = 1 m/sec, 

y'   = 1,000 Icg/m3: 

• - 7 " 10'^ kg-for^e/m; 

^"3 m. ^ - 3 ' 10 -' m; 

Figure    -2.    Diagram showing 
discrete discharge of the 
light phase Into the heavy 
phase. 
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R a# R, and when a turbulent flow past the bubble la present 

( T   «0.4) we obtalm 

fb ■ J5LHl±J*lL a is 

In this connection, as a first approximation for turbulent flow 

past a bubble, we may consider only the quantity 

(4-15) 
L.-JW.   4.ÄJ.. 

In the case of laminar flow past a bubble (0.e < 2) 

■i 

as a consequence of which L, and Lg become coir-mensurate. 

The work of bubble formation Is accomplished at the expense of 

loss in kinetic enerBy of the light phase flowing Into the bubble 

during the time ^ of bubble formation. I.e., 

].*£.;* (4-17) 
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I Hence, 

5p=j.;Vt. (u-ie) •«fi 

The average flow velocity throueh the orifice Is 

•;-7}«iV». (4-19) 

and the time of bubble formation Is 

(U-20) 

The average flow velocity of the light phase during the time 

lapse Ar > r1 Is 

i*-!»;. (4-21) 

where 

«-H+r,: (4-22) 

: here r2 is time lapse between the Instant one bubble Is released 
i 

and the Instant another bubble begins  to form. 
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Let us assume that 

Ä-OT; (*-23) 

therefore 

»-^T'"* 
(4-24) 

and 

"i-üSTl?'"- (*-») 

Substituting the value of y£ from (4-25) Into (4-19), we "'><* 

after calculation that 

.;-3.;(«-i)(JL) . (4.26) 

Substituting the values of L# and wj Into (4-17) we obtain, 

after Integration, 
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mly t ♦■+11P I*«. (4-27) 

Assuming that In the case of weak convection currents the mag- 

nitude of RQ may be determined from Formula (4-2), we have after 

ftlnple transformations 

S-V?   «i«i/
r^±T_"/__. (4-28) "yf   -o«ny sTTiFV «r^nir v 

At a constant rate of growth of the bubble (m » 0), we obtain 

the following expression; 

4.4.    Formation of a Stable Qas Cushion Under the 
Orifice of a Perforated Plate 

One of the problems of practical importance In the hydraulics of 

two-phase flow Is the question of a steady work regime of a hori- 

zontal perforated plate through which vapor (ga8)bubbles Into the 
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 UjwW  
-er0 OT0.~_r~jfi" 

hrfonttad pUt« 
BUnlwt </<)•• 

Figure 4-3. Diagram showing 
the operation of s submerged 
perforated plate. 

liquid layer (Pig. 4-3).    In this 

case, there Is a steady supply of 

gas along with the formation of a 

continuous gas layer (gas cushion) 

under the perforated plate. 

Evidently, the condition for 

the steady existence of a stable 

gas cushion is the requirement 

that 

*>?.. (4-30) 

in which w"/m Is the minimum flow velocity corresponding to the con- 

tlnuous discharge of bubbles. . Corresponding to this condition are 

r    = 0 and 1= 1—I.e., within the range of applicability of 

Formula (4-29); 

-IJ» 

(4-31) 

It follows from the obtained formulas that the velocity of the 

light phase passing through the orifice depends little on the orifice 

diameter, relatively little on the surface tension at the phase 

boundary and on the specific gravity of the heavy phase, and de- 

creases substantially with an increcse in the density of the light 

phase (I.e., In the case of a gas with an increase In pressure). 
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4-5. CoraparlBon of Theory with Experimental Data 

The characteristics of the bubbling (dynamic) liquid layer have 

Bteady values only if the layer is thlclc enough. This is explained 

by the fact that the periodic 

generation of bubbles causes con- 

siderable fluctuations in the 

thin layer, in which case a reso- 

nance jaay develop leading to an 

abrupt disturbance of the stabil- 

ity of the mixture. Tut» results 

of measuring quantity w"/m given 

in Pig. 4-4, from K. A. Bllnov's 

experiments with small layer 

depths show that fluctuations also 

take place in layers having a depth of about 100 to 150 mm. 

Photographs taken by K. A. Blinov and S. M. Broderzon of the 

discharge of a gas into a liquid confirm the discrete character of 

the motion of the light phase (see Pig. 4-5). 

Pigure 4-6 compares cnlculations by means of Formula (4-31) 

with K. A. Bllnov's experiments carried out with a layer .>00 am 

thick. As can be seen, the above-stated theory of gas discharge into 

a liquid not only reflects the qualitative aspect of this complicated 

phenomenon well, but also gives sufficiently accurate quantitative 

results. 

H«i)tit of level »bove tWe plat» 

Figure 4-4. w"/m vs. liquid 
level from experiments with 
air and water. 
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Figure Ü-'y.    Ph-.tc.-r-aph cf process  :f 
dl3Plnrfc:e cf a ^ns  Int.   a liquid. 

^p                                      

iij-:::;! |;;::;;,-:: 

4 y^M j''^iniT[iiiL; 

Figure ■4-'. .    (\-mparl3^n -:' data computed by means 
o:' PL-niula (^-?l)  i>lth experimental data. 
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4-6, Discharge into a Viscous Medium 

Substituting the value of t from (4-l6) Into (4-8) and at 

w"/r - dg/dr , we obtain 

Ac dR/2f 

(4-26)]: 

= const (m = 0) we have [see Formulas (4-13) and 

ft 

4M 
—   s: 

* 

•:- ^(v)* 

(4-33) 

Substituting these expressions Into (4-32) and Integrating the 

obtained equation within the limits    r = 0,  r    -    V we obtain: 

^•©•|'"    I*'* (4-34) 

Further, taking Into account (4-18) and (4-33). we have: 

^'-ry* Tr'™ (4-35) 

Solving this e 

andL, from (4-34), we find that 

quatlon by substituting Into It L# from (4-15) 
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•'•-I fl!^+l/^p"+Jlt.|. (4-36) 

At   ^«  - 0, thl- formula turns Into Porroila (4-27)  (at m - 0), 

However, the viscosity of the liquid not only Influences the 

discharge velocity w" but also the size of the release diameter 

of the bubble.    This Influence may be approximately taken into ac- 

count by introducing into Formula (4-1) another t.rm which takes 

Stokes«  viscous friction into consideration.    We have: 

{-^(v o-**,' ^Mf)..,,,- (4"37) 

Prom (4-13) and (4-33) It follows that 

(su-Htr t,-38) 

Sub.tltutlng thl. .xpr.»lon l-.to (4-37), *. obt«i» tl» .,«- 

tlon 

»5; (^~^r^^' ^39) 
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where 

Th.r«rore. in a visoou _ 

„nt. or K. a. BLnov conn-e. .hi- ooac »i- ^ 

3— — ^ Tr^ll... a —a . 
the quantity w"/?. However, 

^-««■itv of more than iu w'b-1 
experiments only at a viscosity 

e m the gas cushion Is the sum of the pressure In 
The pressure In the gas pressure drop 

,. . the level of the perforated plate, the pres 
the liquid at the level ^ ^ ^^ by 
tn the orifices.-and the excess pressure 

surface tension. 

»   iVl. (4-40) 

The difference in pressures 

if ***.}• 

.       i, balanced in a freely submerged 
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plate by the difference. In the hydroetatlc pressures at the level 

of the plate and at the level of the lower surface of the gas 

blanket. 

Hence, the thlcknesB of the gaseous layer Is 

The minimum thickness of the stable gas layer under the 

perforated plate Is determined by Formula (4-41) when w" - wj. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DYNAMIC TWO-PHASE LAYERS 

5»1.    general Information 

we call a liquid layer through which a gas is blown (is bubbling) 

a dynamic two-phase layer.    A two-phase (or, more accurately, a two- 

component) layer nay also be formed by two mutually insoluble liquids 

of different densities. 

Bubbling through n liquid layer is used in widely varied tech- 

nological processes.    These Include various types of bubble columns 

used in chemical technology,  the Bessemer process used in metallurgy, 

the scrubbing of steam in steam boilers, etc. 

With the emergence of the gas on t! -. surface of the two-phase 

dynamic layer, bursting of gas bubble shells, for practical purposes, 

takes place instantaneously in a pure liquid.    Therefore, the sta- 

bility of such a dynamic two-phase layer is nil in the absence of a 

flow of the light phase, i.e., the two-phase layer exlcts only in 

ehe course of motion.   More accurately, the discontinuance of gas 

reeding into the liquid layer will lead to the two-phase dynamic 

layer changing into a sinjle-phr.se layer within a short  -ime Interval. 

The latter is equal to the sum of the ascent time of the bubbles 

through the liquid layer, and the very short "life span" of the 

bubbles on the surface of this layer, 

i 
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Even a small admixture of surface active substances 3.r. the 

liquid becomes concentrated at the phase boundary; this usually 

results In a considerable Increase In the time required for liquid 

films to rupture (in a number of cases, finely dispersed solid 

particles suspended In the liquid produce an analogous effect). 

If the surface active substances exhibit structural viscosity, 

the rupture time of the films may be considerable when external in- 

fluences are absent. In such cases, when bubbling Is alow, a layer 

of foam accumulates on the surface of the dynamic two-phase layer. 

Poam is a film-cellular system whose individual bubbles are connected 

by their separating films into a general framework. The thickness 

of the foam layer Is Jarermined by the average life span of the 

Individual bubbles, nnd by the rate of growth of the layer from 

beneath due to frhe arrival of new bubbles. 

At bubbling rates commonly occurring in engineering equipment, 

the foam on the surface of the two-phase layer is rapidly destroyed 

by the dynamic effect of the gps and the liquid. Therefore, as a 

rule, no significant layer of practically motionless foam is ob- 

served on the surface of the dynamic two-phase layer. However, an 

Increase In the stability of the gas bubbles in the liquid has great 

Influence on the structure of the two-phase layer Itself. Tn a 

"foaming" liquid, the bubbles do not aggregate so well: they rise 

more slowly and after reaching the surface of the layer burst more 

slowly. In this case, swelling increases shcrply, and the density 

distribution along the top part of the dynamic two-phase layer changes. 

The mechanism of the effect of impurities in the liquid on the 

dynamic two-phase layer has remained almost completely unlnvestlgated 

thus fro*. 
t 
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"1 
"ihe basic regime characteristics of a dynamic two-phase layer are: 

a) conditions ensuring the continuous feeding of the bubbling 

„edlum through the orifices of the nozzles or of the perfo- 

rated plate; i 

b) density of the mixture; , 

c) stability of the bubbling layer; 

d) hydraulic resistance of the layer. 

The first of these questions was examined to a certain extent in 

the preceding chapter. Some data on the other questions are given 

below. 

5.2. nimenslonless Parameters of a Dynamic La^£ 

Let us consider the physical factors affecting the bubbling of 

pure liquids. 

For each bounded volume of a given phase, we may write the per- 

tinent equations of motion and continuity, namely: 

a) equations of motion and continuity applying within the 

elements of the heavy phase: 

4lv •'-0; 

(5-la) 

b)   equations of motion and continuity applying within the ele 

ments of the light phase: 
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ff-- pad f' +*'*& = t'^- i ^ 

div^-O: (5-lb) 

c)   equations of mechanical Interaction of the phases at tne 

phase boundary: 

At the same time, we have to take Into account the pressure Jump 

where IL and It, are the principal radii of curvature at a given 

point on the boundary. 

The totality of the Independent vai-Jibles In these equations, 

and the conditions for introduction of the light phase Into the 

bubbler, determine the hydrodynamlc rogime of    a pure two-phase layer. 

■mese Independent variables are the physical constants of the 

phases ■»•.•»". •', ■ ••".   •     .the acceleration of gravity |,  the 

characteristic velocity of the heavy phase w^, the characteristic 

velocity of the light phase WQ , and the geometric dimensions of the 

bubble equipment. 

The above-mentioned quantities are combined Into dlmenslonless 

groups given In Table 1-2. 
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Thus   If the detemlnable dlmenslonless characteristic of the 

two-phase layer Is   * ^ then for pure liquids In the general case: 

-:   f'   T'  ISWTJ.'   T. •   ,••   i      ]' (5-2)^ 
i 

i i 
I ! 

here, 1, jU, lp . . .  are geometric characteristics of the bubbler. 

These criteria may be combined into certain groups which are 

more convenient for further analysis. 

We have: 

Criterion (5-3) describes the interaction of buoyancy (the 

Archimedes force) in the two-phase layer with viscous friction in the 

heavy phase and surface tension. 

I Criterion (5-^) describes the relationship between the reference 

velocity of the light phase and the limit relative velocity of single 

bubbles; this is disclosed by comparing (5-^) with (2-lV). 

Consequently, Relation (5-2)  Is equivalent to the relation 

f.-f.(^.-;/?'^^.-:(?^>F:r^:V} 
(5-5) 
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The latter expression la convenient because the nmber of cri- 

teria containing the basic linear dimension of the system 1, and the 

phase velocities w^ and »£,  Is minimized. 

It follows from what was said above on the physical meaning of 

Criterion (5-4) that the functional Relation (5-5) must be particu- 

larly convenient for those regimes In which the light phase moves In 

the form of discrete bubbles or their associations. 

In the second limiting regime for the motion of a two-phase 

flow,  the sheila of the Individual bubbles are destroyed, the motion 

of the light phase takes on the character of a Jet, and the inter- 

action of the phases la to a considerable extent determined by in- 
i   12 

ertlal forces.    Naturally, we should take the quantities    * w 0 and 

/VE as the scales for these Inertlal forces. 

In this case, It Is expedient to use a notation of the criteria 

somewhat different from (5-5). namely: 

C5-OJ 

The criterion 

4^1/7^ <5-7' 

describes the relation between the kinetic energy of the light phase, 

the surface energy on the phase boundary, and the gravitational field. 
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The physical importance of writing the criteria of we type In 

(5-6) becomes clear if we consMer In greater detail those processes 

In which the dynamic head of the phase is most Important.    Such, for 

example. Is the process of discharge examined above in Chapter 4, 

where the group (3-7) stands out as the basic quantitative criterion 

of the process.   The cere pattern of two-phase flow in a round tube, 

examined below In Chapter 6,  is also such a regime. 

In the case of a bubbler in a stagnant heavy phase, the 
w* 

criterion ^-drops out of the systems (5-2), (5-5), and (5-6). 
-0 

The geometric features of such a layer are:    the effective cross 

section   *, of the perforated plate or of the nozzles, the average 

depth h»  of the layer of the heavy phase and the diameter T^ «f tha 

nozzle orifices. 

The volumetric fraction of the light phase in the layer is re- 

lated to the velocities by Formula (1-12).    At *ß = 0, it follows 

from (1-12) and (1-13) that: 

»-?: (5-8) 

T    i- f    % (5-9) 

The depth of the dynamic layer ("sKelling") is 

*-£;• (5-io) 

The average depth of the heavy phase may be determined as the 

ratio of the volume V" occupied by that phase in the dynamic layer 

to the cross-sectional area of the bubbler. When there is no 

loss of the heavy phase through the orifices of the nozzles (or of 
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the perforated plate), and no bubbling, the quantity h' is equal 

to the thickness of the layer of the heavy phase. 

It appears from the ratios given above that any of the following 

quantities may be chosen as the determlnable dlmenslonless character- 

istic of the layer: 

*' *• * • r ' 

5-3.    Structure of a Two-Phase Dynamic Layer 

The structure of a two-phase dynamic layer- depends on the 

physical properties of both the fluid surrounding the bubbles and 

the fluid within the bubbles, on the geometric dimensions of the 

bubbler,  and on the bubbling rate. 

The results of one of a series of experiments by S. S. Kuta- 

deladze and V. N. Moslcvlcheva on water bubbling through a layer of 

mercury,  shown in Pig. 5-1, Indicate how complicated the structural 

changes of the dynamic layer can be. 

Curve 1 corresponds to the regime of a discrete (drop-wise) flow 

Figure 5-1.    Variation In volumetric fraction of light 
component In a water-mercury mixture as a function of 
the reference velocity of the water: 

orifice - 5 ,nm;    *! = kMi    *%/ '" ' 13,6;  -'  = 335 mm. 
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Figure 5-2.  Function *("£) 

for an sir-water mixture with 
small depth- of layers. 

of water through a layer of mercury. 

In the Tlel-nlty of k there oeeur« 

a sharp change In the structure of 

the layer: the mercury Is frag- 

mented Into separate (mostly large) 

drops suspended In the water 

stream. The relative velocity of 

the water Increases, and the water 

fraction In the layer decreases. 

A further Increase in water flow r*te again Increases the 

swelling of the layer along Curve 2. 

in the vicinity of B there is another critical change due to 

high dispersion and entrainmer.t of mercry from the layer by ehe 

water stream. 

Upon reaching the vicinity of A once the structural change in 

the layer has occurred, if we begin to decrease the water flow rate, 

the layer thlclcness will no longer 

decrease along Curve 1, but rather 

along Curve 3, i.«-. th* "taMlity 

of the discrete structure of the 

mercury in the layer is preserved. 

Similarily, afts? the struc- 

tural change has occurred in the 

vicinity of B, if we reduce the 

Figure 5-3. Distribution of   water fiow rate, the layer thick- 
volumetric fraction of steam 
as a function of the depth     ne„ decreased along Curve 4. 
of the layer of the water- 

''iWravlmetric level 220 mm; 
2' gravimetric level 170 mm; 
'3' gravimetric level 120 mm; 
H) .gravimetric level 70 mm. 
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Structural variations are llkewiae observed when a 5a3 Is 

bubbled through a liquid, which Is Indicated by the data of W. Ye. 

Pozln and Ye. S. Tumarklna (shown In Pig. 5-2) on the variation of 

the depth of the layer when water 

Is bubbled through a 20£ trl- 

ethanolamlne solution. 

The density of the mixture 

also varies as a function of the 

depth of the layer. Measurements 

of true density In various cross 

sections of the two-phase layer 

were carried out by the authors and 

their collaborators (Ya. 0. Vlnolcur, 

Ye. Z. Mlropol'skly, V. N. 

Moskvlcheva, and others) by the 

method of gamma-ray examination 

(see Chapter 10). 

The experimental data given 

in Figs. 5-3. 5-^, and 5-5 show 

that the character of phase dis- 

tribution as a function of the 

depth of the layer is generally the 

same <n both a gas-liquid system 

and a llquld-llquld system. In 

Pit ..-e 5-^.  Distribution of 
volumetric density as a 
function of the depth of the 
layer of water-mercury mix- 
ture. p_4#.4_ = 5 BBI; 

13.6; 

-orifice 

*1 - 33;*; -J5- = 
h« - 404 mm; (1) w£ = 0; 

(2) w£ = 0.023 m/sec; 

(3) W(j = 0.0325 m/sec; 

(4) w£ - 0.0410 n/aec; 

(5) w£ - 0.0470 m/sec; 

(6) wi = 0.0660 m/aec. 

the great bulk of the layer, the density Is practically constant. 

Some density Increase Is observed In the vicinity of the discharge 

of the light phase from the dispersing orifices. In the upper part 

of the layer we note a decrease In the density of the mixture, while 
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In the vicinity of low w" and correspondingly low values of  *   the 

transition region la small for the bulk of the layer (20 to 30 mm). 

At high reference velocities of 

the light phase, the transition 

zone Is greatly extended upwards 

and reaches 400 to 500 mm for a 

steam-water system with w« = 1 to 

1.5 iq/sec and *  - 0.6 to 0.7. 

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show a 

comparison of values of *   deter- 

mined by the method of gamma-ray 

examination In the diametrical 

plane of the column and by the 

measurement of the discrepancy 

between the time and gravimetric 

levels of the mixture.    The first 

Plpure 5-5. Distribution of 
volume density as a function 
of the depth of the layer of 
water-CCl!. mixture. 

5orlflce = 5 ,nm;    'l 4.5*; 

-ji-» 1.6lj h«  = kOk mm;  (1) 
WQ - 0;   (2) wll - 0.0146 m/sec;    method gives the actual value of 
(3) *£ = 0.0223 m/sec;  (4) ,    ^ ^ ?ath of the gama ray# 

w£ - 0.0287 m/aee;  (5) 
WQ » 0.0395 m/sec. 

By the second method a certain 

effective value * f Is calculated 

for the entire cross section of 

the bubbler. 

In the region of low values of * , where accuracy of measurement 

is not great (particularly by the method of discrepancy In levels), 

the discrepancies between the measurements given by the two methods 

are inconsistent. In cases where * Is more significant, this quanti- 

ty, as given by gamna-ray examination Is 10 to 15* more stable than 

the quantities obtained from the discrepancy In levels. Further ex- 
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perlraents by M. A. Styrlkovlch, Ya. 0, Vlnokur, L. S. Ste-man and 

B. A. Dement'ev Indicated that even In large diameters (200 to 

250 mm) columns with local values of * In the center of the bubbler 

•fe 
-T— - - - - - -] - - 

M i 
t 

- - 
? I 

*• 
? m f 

i s (0 

■1 4 
r 
4 L* 

J V 
M 1 

- - 
If .* 

H z 
• 0 Ü h 41 « #A- 

Figure 5-6. Comparison of val\».es of *   obtained by 
different methods. Steam-water system, p = 17 atm. 
abs.; (1) from discrepancy of physical and gravi- 
metric level of mixture; (2) gamnia-ray exaralnatlor 

eire appreciably higher than In the periphery. Therefore, In deter- 

mining 9   It is necessary to carry out radioscopy In a series of 

cross sections, averaging them afterward. Such measurements showed 

that the magnitudes of *, obtained by gamma-ray examination and 

from the discrepancy between the physical and gravimetric levels, 

coincide with each other. 

7M|||!:!|l:i:Mii!lllU|.lLH-|||||il1 ;:::::ff±^|§jg:!::ffiig 
r i,        dt        ft        m        ms        m     «^ 

Figure 5-7, Comparison of values of * , obtained 
by different methods. Mercury-water system: (1) 
from discrepancy between physical and gravimetric 
level of mixture? (2) ganun-ray examination. 
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It «.. a.t.»ln.d abov. that »h, f-nd^ntal s"««l= charac- 

tanatic. or a Oyna^c layar .ha., haavy phaa. 1. «a^ant (^ - 0) 

^    th. «».tera D.af the orlflca. dl.paraln. th. Ught pha«, 

-M^n # • and the reference level of the 
their relative crose section fy  ana ^n« 
tneir r«x , .. rtf n and h« nay be formed by 
heavy phase. The dimensionless values of D^and h 

multiplying these quantities by fsl^-' 
^  extent of the effect of the orifice diameter can be theo 

retically evaluated for the case of ^ motion of noninteracting 

single bubbles of light phase. 
.  .-.tv the relative velocity of these 

In a medium of low viscosity, the reia^i 

hubbies is determined by Formula (2-25) or (2-27). 

I„ a regime corresponding to For^la (2-25). the relative 

velocity ,; depends on the ra.ius of the bubble 5. Substituting R 

from (4-3)',lnto (2-25), we obtain: 

„he. the regime corresponds to Formula (2-27). the quantity 

w; does not depend on R. 

"0  Thus, we should expect that orifice si=e will not strongly 

affect the hydrodynamic characteristics of a two-pha.e layer, partic- 

ularly at sufficiently high ratios ^-. 
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Figure 5-8.    Relationship between 9   and v^. 
Mercury-water aystem, h« = 425 mm; plate    ^ - 33^ 
p2| series Ij^^on.;    [3|  series J^ J^ . 3 ^ 

(5) series I   IDä = ^ mm. 
(6) "        II1^ 

Figure 5-9. * ™'  «S« Mercury-water system. 

plate DQ = 5 mm; h' - 155 mm; 

te)8e"le8Ilh-Vt^ (3j series 1^ . 12^ 

(^ series I |^ . 33.3^, 

:!« 

Neither should the cross section of the dispersing device 

under these conditions appreciably influence the structure of the 

layer, since the bubbles fill ur the entire bubble cross section 

very rapidly. 
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Figure 5-10.    Effect of ref- 
ere^e heav^-phase level h' 
on the hydrodyrmmlca of the 
sydtem.    (1,2,3)  ^water' 
^ - 5 mm, *! = 4«^' 

 w -äJBOO; (4) water-steam 

(Experiments by Behrlnger), 
p = 2.4 atm. abs. 

1 X   - 
'■" IMn.m 

.- A" ^T-M^ft. 
- 

^ 
„fr- ^^^ ■NPltWIl 

* irr 
jZ. -X- lH"i ' ij p 

PiKure 'S-ll. Effect of the 
reference level of the henyy- 
S h' on the hydrodynamics 

of an air-water ay8;6™;. 
D, = 1.3 mm; *! 
"■A 

J>. »J 800. r 

\.1%\ 

Certain experimental data 

glv«n 1« ng«. 5-8 and 5-9 gen- 

erally confirm these conclusions. 

The reference depth h' of the 

heavy phase substantially affects 

the hydrodynamics of the laytr at 
h* 

not very great values of |^. The 

general tendency is that when h1 

is reduced the relative average 

velocity w^. of the light phase is 

also reduced, and the quantity 5 

is accordingly increased. 

Experimental data of K. A. 

Blinov and A. L. Rablnovich given 

in Pig». 5-10 and 5-11 show the 

character of this relationship 

for a gas-liquid system. The 

data of Pig. 5-12 illustrate the 

same situation for a liquid- 

liquid system. 

As may be seen from Figs. 5-10 

through 5-12, the influence of the 

quantity h« Is strongly manifest 

only in layers of small thiclmess. 

Jf h' is Increased, the quantity 

7 tends toward some constant value, 

all other conditions being equal. 
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Figure 5-12. Kffect of the reference level of the heavy 
phase on the hydrodynamics of a mercury-water system. 

p0 = 10 mm;  ^ = 37!* -JTT = 13.6 

[I] Ser"e8 III ^   - 155 m'    &i 8er"e8 III "2' = 245 ,nn; 

[I) 8er"e3 II} 5' " 335 mm;    (Jj a«1e3 J,} h- = 425 am. 

M r. 

\ 
^ 

■1 
>^ -i- 

« 

^ ^ 

^ 
^r 

i »    • ■ W   ., 

Figure 5-13.    Effect of 
the diameter of the bubbler 
(tube In which the bubbling 
takes plrc '    i   the hydro- 
diTiamics or   . ..ater-steam 
system.    (1) p = 2.5 atm. 
abs.; w^ = 0.55 m/sec;   (2) 
p = k.O atm. abs., wJJ = 0.42 
m/sec;  (3) p = 1.0 atm.  abs., 
w" « 0.3 m/sec. 

Figure 5-14.    Effect of the 
diameter of the bubbler on 
^he hydrodynamics -.i a water- 
steam system., (1) ß " IS atm. 
abs., D^ub = t2 mm, 

-är «10 (experiments by 
Behrlnger);  (2) p - 17 atm. 
abs., D^ = 23S"mm, 

-V ^1° (experiments by 

Sterman). 
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The influence of the diameter of the bubbler can be visualized 

by means of the curves In Pig. 5-13, Pitted according to the data 

of B. A. Demenfev and Behrlnger.    As we can see, as the diameter of 

Figure 5-15.      Kt vs. *£ for a mercury-water ay »tern. 

D0 = 5 mm;    ^ - 33^;  (D U' = ^ ™> colmai ^ D' 
100;  (2) h«  = W* n»i; column 100 x 100.  

the bubbler (or more accurately, the group ^^y ^ 

creases,  its Influence decreases. 
The limited nature of the influence of D^ 1» also confirmed 

by comparison of the data of Behrlnger and L. S. Sterman, shown in 

Pig   5-14. for bubblers m^de of tubes 82 and 238 mm In diameter. 

Figure 5-15 shows analogous data for a mercury-water system. 

5.5     Experimgntra Data on the Relationship Between g  and 
5 ^        p   ^ W*  in a Oas-Llquld System 

0   .       

Th. aboy.-m^tlon.d tota on th. hy-lrodj-n^c. of a two-pha.. 

.j^c inyar ol.arl,- Indloa« ho. o^pl« tha'. pro..». 1.. W "ay 

.w that until «.«.tly thl. Olrcumatano. »a. far fro« bain, o2.ar 

to many experimenters. 

As a result, we must state that until recently the available 

experimental material could not be used as a basis for obtaining 

generalised relations, owing to the insufficiently systematic 

character of individual investigations and .he absence of some of 

the data necessary for comparing them. 

Bubbling of »team through a layer of water is of great practical 
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Importance In engineering (condl- 

3 tlons of hamperefl circulation In 

steam-generating tubes, steam 

scrubbing by bubbling, mixing 

equipment, etc.). 

Figure 5-16 shows the rsla- 

_ JS  tlonshlp between   *   and vß when 

steam Is bubbled through a con- 

siderable layer of water (without 

condensing)  from Behrlnger's 

experiments, 

in these experiments, steam was generated by electric heating 

elements located In the lower part of the tube.    Pigs. i)-13 and 

5-14 compared these experiments with experiments In which the light 

Ph5(,e was fed through a perforated plate.    As can be seen, when the 

Figure 5-16.     *   vs. vß for 
steam bubbling tlirough a 
♦■h*oic layor of saturated 
water." Bubbler diameter 
82 nm; hlayer = 2,500 mm. 

Figure 5-17.    Comparison of 
the data of Pig. 5-lo with 
data for conditions of 
hampered circulation of 
water In a vertical steam- 
ceneratlng tube,    (l) Tube 
D - 82 mm, P = 11 atm. aba. 
fexperlments by Behrlnger); 
(2)  tube p = 76 mmj 
p = ll-12"atm. abs.  (experi- 
ments by Mochan). 

X      •m.-^A» 

Figure 5-18.    Effect of 
pressure on   *   for steam 
bubbling through a layer 
of saturated water. 
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1 K -LU Mr 5. 

w" vs. w^ and Pljni.ro 5-19. 

p for steam bubbling through 
a thick layer of saturated 
water. 

Figure 5-20, Data on steam 
bucbllng through water at 
high pressures. 

ratios -H- are the same, all the data are In good agreement. 

Figure 5-17 compares Behrlnger's data with S. I. Mochan's data 

for conditions of hampered circulation In a vertical steam-generating 

tube. Here, also, the experimental points agree well. 

Figure 5-18 shows the relationship between *  and the steam 

pressure from the d^ta In Pig. 5-l6. The sharp change In *  In the 

low-pressure region gives way to a rather weak relationship In the 

high-pressure region. 

The same data are shown In Fig. 5-19 on *£, w^ coordinates. The 

average relative velocity of the steam within the entlva range of w^ 

investigated Is considerably higher than the free ascent velocities 

of single bubbles and, for practical purposes, increases linearly as 

the reference velocity of the steam increases. As pressure Increases, 

w" decreases. 

~  Figure 5-20 shows the relationship between*and *£ for very high- 

pressure steam from T. Kh. Margulova's experiments. Although these 
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data do not agree quantitatively with Behrlneer's data (Hargulova's 

curve for £ - 91 atm. aba. lies below Behrlnger's curve for E - UO 

atm. aba.)» the qualitative picture remains the same. 

Considering a sufficiently thick dynamic layer of components of 

low vlscoolty, we may dlaregard the criteria - 

In .^uch a case, for a bubbler with a =oro flow rate 
and <1'-r)«, 

of the hoavy phase, we obtain from (5-5): 

'M+l^1 f\ (5-12) 

Since the quantity * increases with an Increase in the velocity 

of bubbling w^. it follows from (5-l6) that „ decrease. T-.tl.e with 

ccnlipoiw 

dyne/cm 

Figure 5-21.     #   vs.   #   . 

"*■ ■" "" 
r 

s ; •• j. 
■ - ' 

V ♦ T 1 4 * » t 

Figure 5-22. * vs. n». 

an increase In the surface tension . . The experiments by M. Ye. 

Pozln and Ye. S. Tumarklna sho.-n in Pig. 5-21, qualitatively confirm 

this conclusion. 

As may be seen from Pig. 5-22, the experiments carried out by 

the same authors also reveal a weak influence of the viscosity of .he 

heavy phase on # . However, we should keep in mind that In these 

experiments the quantities . and ,• were varied by introducing 

admixtures. 

Figure 5-23 gives the results of the processing of Behringer's 
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experiments on the  coordinates of 
Relation (5»2li- 

The experimental points are 

satisfactorily correlated by a 

single curve.    The above-mentioned 

experimental data of S. I. Kcchan 

and L. S. Sterman fall on the same 

curve. 

Figure 5-J3.   Data In Pie. & «6. 5-2« the re.ulta of 

!:Ja-°Ä'USUtSk
0layer       the experl^nta of T. Kh. «arguiova 

li ?rgen^Uz^'cSi°MSte. are plotted on the ..« .»ate. of 

of (5-1?). (i).E,-.i:
07.f*r:   c00rfl„.t,.. 

yp^; - 1 1 1  1 ■——1 

iXC  

f T' ^ ::-i--.^j 
JtfT J-LJ^i^M 

«  1 tji; •.... . it         _   i_ 9---y*~ i 

--?•*-- —                i i 
• - ^  rm    i .«r 

i   i j i - L' i 'T'-FH i   i»  A  * 0  • 

abs.; (?) E- T^ atm. aba.; 
(3) p - ft atn:. abs.j \fi) P - 
- 11 atm. abs.;  (5) P - 3° 8 atm. abs.;  (6) £ - W atm. 
abs. 

With a spread nu' c;vvc-ding 

+ 5^, all points In the given case 

also fall around a single curve. 

However, as alveady mentioned above, Margulova's data lie somewhat 

lower than the equivalent data of other authors. 

The data of Pig, 5-?3 ar-e represented In Pig, 5-25 on a logarith- 

mic system of coor-dlnates.     The straight line drawn through the ex- 

perimental points fits the equation. 

—(ffhKW 
(5-13) 
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Figure 5-24. Data of Pig. 
5-20 on the coordinates of 
(5-1?). (1) P = 91 atm. 
aba.; (2) p =".1.50 atm. abs.; 

"90 

*^? 

^ 

TT n 

'-r-t 

m \z 
ITTT 

m 
w& 

tr~r 

Figure 5-25. Peta of Fig. 
5-23 In a logarithmic system 
of coordinates. Slope of 
the straight line n= 0.68. 

(3) P = 190 atm. abs. 

A formula of this type Is used only with values of ¥  rather 

different from unity (^ ^ 0.7), since as 

the value * 1. 

5-6. Effect of Admixtures on the Dynamic Layer 
In a Qas-Llquld System 

Very few investigations have been mtde into the case of a 

"foaming" liquid in which the density dlstrlbiulon vari-s as a func- 

tion of depth: however, the available data indicate a very great in- 

fluence of an increased bubble-shell stability on the operrtlon of 

the dynamic two-phase layer. 

In experiments conducted by M. A. Styrlkovlch and Q. Q. Bartolomi 

with a steam-water system at atmospheric pressure, the measurements 

were c,arried out wich "technically pure" water, as well as with the 
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Figure 5-26. Effect of salt 
fraction In water on the 
density of the mixture for 
steam bubbling at atmospheric 
pressure, h' = 1^0 mm, 
w^ . 0.32 m/sec. 

Figure 5-27. Effect of fraction 
of salt In water on the density 
of the mixture for steam 
bubbling at atmospheric pressure, 
h' - 120 mm; (l) vß - 0.32 
JH/sec, Rs - 1,150 m

3/nv3-hour; 

(2) WQ -"0.64 m/sec, Rs - 2,300 

m3/m3-hour; J3)^ - 0785 m/sec, 

5s 
3,060 aVm^-houT« 

introduction of admixtures to stabilize the bubble shells. 

With "technically pure" water, the amount of swelling consis- 

tently Increased with Increase 

■* 

._ fe'JN-iii.Wiiw-i*, 
«i-'J»»- 

Figure 5-28. Distribution 
of the local volumetric 
steam frnctiona wit1- con- 
stant load: column height 
plotted against the salt 
fraction in the boiler 
water. 

in the reference steam velocity 

(Pig. 5-26). As shell stability 

Increased, the amount of swelling 

increased over the whole range 

j.   j of the ..investigated reference 

steam velocities (from 0.25 to 

0.85 m/sec). These variations 

are comparatively small at a high 

reference steam velocity and in- 

crease considerably at low bubbling 

rates. As a result, when shell 
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stability Is maximum, owelllng Increases as the reference «team 

velocity declines (Flg. 5-27). 

With still lower 3t«am flow rates (w0 < 0.1 m/sec).. a stable 

layer of very light film-cellular foam formed on the surface of the 

layer, filling the whole space, which In a number of experiments was 

700 to 800 mm high. 

The pattern of density distribution In the mixture as a function 

of the depth of the dynamic two-phase layer also varies considerably. 

When -technically pure« water was used, the portion of the cross 

section occupied by steam had become stabilized at a distance of 20 

to 30 mm above the perforated plate. Tnls ties In well with the' 

notion of the bubble rapidly attaining Us equllbrlum velocity. 

Later on, * varied extremely little according to the depth of 

the layer, and only at the surface was there observed a somewhat Ill- 

defined transition from the two-phase layer to steam. 

We should point out that this Ill-defined region Increased with 

an increase In wj, and that Its depth tied In well with the visually 

observed region of agitation on the surface of the two-phase layer. 

With an Increased stability of the films, the pattern was qual- 

itatively similar In the lower part of the bubbling layer. However, 

the absolute magnitude of * was In this case considerably greater. 

I.e., the relative velocity of the steam was considerably lower, 

evidently owing to the smaller bubble size (this Is precisely what 

was observed visually). In this region, as with "pure" water also, 

* Increased with an Increase In WQ. 

In the upper part of the layer, the bubbles emerging on the 

surface burst slowly. As a result of this, a layer highly enriched 

with bubbles, and which only gradually released the water, aggregated 
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near the surface. In the region of the visible level, on whose sur- 

face the agitation was considerably less than with technically pure 

water, the average fraction of steam was as high as 95 to 9?^ (Pig. 

5-28)  and declined almost linearly at deeper levels in the layer. 

The developed region of "retarded" bubble motion extended to a 

great depth (down to 300 nun from the visible surface of the layer) 

and almost reached the perforated plate when the layer thickness was 

small. 

5_7. Experimental Data on the Relationship Between 
# and wj^ in a Liquid-Liquid Cystem 

The bubbling of a liquid through a liquid was never investigated 

until recently. A series of systematic data on this maUar has been 

obtained only in the last few years. We will discuss here only some 

general Information on this process. 

As we can see by comparing Pigs. 5-1 and 5-l6 for water bubbling 

through a stagnant layer of mercury, a considerably more complex re- 

lationship between the density of the dynamic layer and the reference 

velocity of the light phase applies than for steam bubbling through 

a stagnant layer of water. 

However, we must keep in mind that the liquid-gas system has not 

yet been Investigated in sufficient detail either; and, ^or example, 

the experiments shown in Pig. 5-2 also reveal that the fuuction 

* (w!0 is nonmonotonic. 

Besides, the admixtures of surface-active substances may affect 

the liquid-liquid system as well. 

Qualitatively, the influence oi" a number of factors on the 

hydrodynamics of a two-phase layer Is the same for a liquid-liquid 

system as for a gas-liquid system. 
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Figure 5-29.  * V3. vß Plate D0 = 5 mm; 

^ = 24,6& h« = 335 mm; (1) -Ji- =■ 13.6; 

(2)^1=1.61. 

Comparison of data In Pigs. 5-10 to 5-12 shows that In all • 

cases with low reference levels h» of the heavy phase, "swelling" of 

the layer Is creater than at hlßh values of h'. 

The Influence of the other geometrical factors D-^  and ¥1  Is 

also qualitatively the sane In all cases. However, an Inconsistency 

In the values of * on the gener- 

alized coordinates of (5-12) Is 

revealed. 

Figure 5-29 shows the rela- 

•. Ions *(WQ) for a carbon tetra- 

ohl^ride-water system sni r 

r.'.ercury-water system '.-.'Ith Iden- 

tical absolute geometrical para- 

meters of the layer. 

The same data are plotted In 

Fig. 5-30 on the coordinates of 

(5-12). The experimental points 

generally agree, but the curve Is 

M mmm 
•■••■■••■■••■■■■••■■•■■■■■•■■ 
•■■■■■■■■■•■■«■■■■■■■■■■■■•'*"''-' 

;•■•■■■•■■■■■■ ■■••■■■■»"■■'^•••••« :•• ■■■■■■•■■■■«-*«»••«■■■■• 

p •2 tttfct 
nm 

1/ 
Figure |j- 0.   * Vü .  w0 , 

Plate p0 = 5 nim:    ^ = 24.6-^; 

h» = 335 mm:  (1) -24- = 13.6; 

(2) -^-=1.61. 
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afferent in character from the corr,.pondlnB cm-ve for a ^m- 

water mixture ehcwn In »Ig. 5-3.   Thee. •"»" l!''lmld• <ml,r 'la*" 
„   it    */7Z?    (^ 0 15).    Within the 

the range of small values of $   yftg    (< *-W' 
.      -.  o, of w"    x/HL    >   0.1» the curve In Pig. 5-30 be- ränge of valuea of w0   y -^J-    ^ 

glns to riae aharply, as compared to the curve in Pig. 5-23- 

^e available exper.mental data are thus far still insufficient 

for a reliable analysis of the causes of that deviation. 

5.8.    D^H^J^a^wlt^Crossflow of Phases 

Je  -« «r « «as or vapor being scrubbed by 
Pigure 5-31 shows a diagram of a gas or v« 

bubbling through a stream of 

— liquid. The gas is fed under the 

-=£?|3j    perforated plate along which a 
ma^ " relatively thin layer of liquid ttttmtittiti 

Vtfor       •" flows. 

„» a        An experimental investigation 
Pigure 5-31. Diagram of a        *n  ^ 
gas or vapor ^r^JJ^ of 3uch a system was carried out 
bubbling through a stream oi 
of liquid. by A# p# Turovslcly by bubbling 

air at atmospheric pressure thr>ugh water. 

, t /r,  - ^ the height, of the over- 
geometry of the perforated plate (D,. ^).   ^"6 

flow weir h 1T.. and the liquid and gas flow rates. 

At a 7Z  Uqui. - rate, the dynamic layer "swell." with an 

ln0rease in gas flow rate only up to a definite magnitude. Purther 

^ reflected in the experimental data shown in Pig. 
This phenomenon is refiectea in 

5-32. 

i 

i iß 
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Figure 5-32. Variation in the 
depth of a two-phase layer as 
a function of the averace air 
velocity In the orifices of 
the perforated plate. Weir 
height hwelr = 52 mm; liquid 

flow rate 10.6 nr/m * h^ 

(1) Po 
(2) D0 

5 mm; 

5 mm; 

10 mm;    ¥ 

2.2*; 

#1 = **;  (3) 
= 4.36*. 

The density of the layer 

varies continuously with an in- 

crease in w^ (Pig. 5-^3).    In this 

case, as in the case of a layer 

with a stagnant heavy phase«  the 

influence of the geometric factors 

D,  and  *1 is weak. 

In very thin layers (5 to 10 

mm) at small w",  spherical caps 

of bubbles are formed above each 

orifice, and, at high gas veloc- 

ities, craters are f-rr. ;l nbove 

the orifices. 

^ i'z::::.- rn 1 ! 
"«# "■ 

% 

Jis::: . . .i f 
J:S::_±_ :::::::::''4. !:::5£it.-  -jt S::::r_*:i tüiü^ni Ttt'tt|i<|i|j 

Figure 5-33.   Variation in specific gravity of tne air- 
water mixture, as a function of the reference velocity 
of the air. „    ^, ,,. 
h » 52 n-n   water flow rate 10.o mr/n • hr;   (1) 
p0 - 5 mm,    ^      17*;  (2) p0 - 10 mm,    *l - 4.36*; 
(3) p0 - 5 mm,    ^ = 2.2*;   (4) p0 = 5 mm,    *1 * 4*; 
(5) p0 = 10 mm,    *1 = 17*. 
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CHAPTER   SIX 

TWO-PHASE    PLOW    IN    CIRCULAR    TUBES 

•6-1.    general    Information 

In general,  a two-phase flow In tubes Is determined by a system 

of dlmepclonless parameters already discussed In the previous 

chapters. The most important parameter? are: 

(a) the true relative volumetric friction of light phase ¥ ; 

(b) the volumetric flow fraction of the light phase fi « >.M T\,V 
WM -0 + ^0 
-0 or the ratio of velocities nr; 

(c) the relative density of the phases  ; 
2 V w T 

(d) the criterion -y-; 

(e) the criterion ^ p   * TTry' 2 

In a two-phase flow, the total pressure drop along the tube Is, 

as usual, the sum of: 

(a) head losses due to friction and local resistances: 

(b) hydrostatic pressure of the column of mixture; 

(c) energy losses due to cicceleratlon of the flow (elthei- owing 

to the expansion of the gaseous component or to vaporization 

In the case of the flow of a vapor-llquld mixture). 

In flow In hor'-iontal or Inclined tubes, the heavy phase, under 

the aotlon of gravity, tends to transfer to the lower part of the 
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*„„,     Thl. Phenomenon oauooo on a.^oetr. In th. now or «dxtor. and 

l^alr. th. h.at lo.. In "h. uW.r half of th. tu*. Xhon It 1. 

.Ushtly ».tt.d b, tho lUold pha...    in fl« In . v.,tl..l to»., 

ti.» TOy U «v.r.. ourr.nt. (aLo du. to «rovity) in th. H^d 

rlm that u-uall, fo». noar th. tuh. W.U.    Th. d.sr.0 to whloh 
^o 1» the first place on the ratio between these effects apperr depends In the first piac 

f rh« atrean- and gravity. I.e., Is characterized the kinetic energy^of the streani ana s*        *. 

Ly the para.eter |r or other criteria derived from it.     . 

.v. parameterV^    ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
substantially influence the suture of the ^ture (i.e., the 

tensions of the discrete phase elements:    bugles, drops, films). 

This latter influence is very strong. 

yl 
t 

\     ■   t 

1 ■''•. 

i 
^ 

• i    '*; 
I  ••• • ■ : c" 

n^ 6.u photofaph. or ^--^.rr?e;rrs™ 
^rwltS ^n/Äa.me Motion, of at.o.. 

c.n...r of th. —„ and th. *«-. -V. of th. Uooid co.pon.r.t con- 

„„„at., around th. :uh. waU-    m thi. oa.., at -n vaiu.. of ., 
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and later larger as the relative gas flow rate Increases. At low 

pressures, the so-called "slug" motion In this case arises when huge 

gas bubbles, which at times occupy the entire cross section of 

the tube and may be from several tens of centimeters up to meters 

long, burst in the liquid stream. Each such "slug" is followed by 

a series of relatively small bubbles. 

At the same time the bulk of the.liquid is pressed more and more 

strongly against the tube walls, and finally a continuous stream of 

a true gas-liquid emulsion is formed in the center of the tube, 

which, as observed through a glass wail, often seems to occupy the 

whole cross section of the tube. 

Further increase in gas flow rate leads to the disappearance of 

the emulsion and to a central motion of the gas Jet with a portion 

of the liquid component dispersed in it. A considerable portion of 

the liquid in this case moves along the tube wall in the form of a 

well-defined annular film. 

In the case of a liquid that does not wet the tube walls (such 

as mercury in a steel or glass tube), the pattern of motion is re- 

versed-i.e.. gas bubbles breaK up between the tube wall and the 

liquid stream, finally formlnG a more-or-less well-defined tubular 

layer of gas in whose center moves the strongly pulsatin.- UyXA  Jet. 

A further increase in relative gas flow rate results in a com- 

plete dispersion of the liquid phase. At a considerable relative 

density of the gas -£. and with little surface tension (which Is the 

case, for example, with the motion of a vapor-water mixture at high 

pressure), the main type of flow of the mixture is an emulsion regime. 

As we already mentioned, in the case of the motion of a gas- 

liquid mixture in a horizontal or slightly inclined tube with small 

i 
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fractions of gas, we observe a well-defined asymmetry In th« flow 

velocities affecting tho distribution of the components along the 

cross section of the stream. T^e liquid component, under the In- 

fluence of gravity, concentrates mainly In the lower part of the tube. 

As a result of this, wetting of the upper part of the tube Is Im- 

paired and sometimes even becomes periodical. 

Figure 6-2. Fhotocraph of 
the motion or a vapor- 
mercury mixture In a tube. 
Dark spots: liquid mercury; 
light spots: mercury vapor. 

Pleure 6-3. Various forms of 
motion of a gas-Uquld mixture 
in tubes. The flow rates of 
the mixtures are the same; 
(1) vertical tube: (2) hori- 
zontal tube; (3-6) motion In 
a horizontal tube at various 
velocities of the mixture. 

Figures 6-1. 6-2, and 6-3 show photographs of various flow 

regimes for a gas-Uquld mixture, from data obtained at the TsKTI 

Central Scientific Research Institute for Boilers and ^bines/ and 

ENIN /institute of Power Engineering (lm. 0. M. KrzhlzhanovsklyJ/ 

by v. V. Fomerantsev. S. N. SyrKln, A. N. Lo.hkln. S. I. Kosterln. 

and L. Yu. Krasya.ova. A characteristic feature of .hese flow 

regimes Is the mobility of the Interface, In most cases accompanied 

by wave formation. 
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6-2. Plow Regimes In a Qaa-Ll^ Mixture In Straight Tubes 

' As has already been Bhovm above, the flow regimes of a gas- 

liquid mixture in tubes vary greatly and depend basically on the flow 

velocity, the volumetric fraction of gas in the stream, and the 

relative density of the phases. In this section, we shall examine 

in more detail the flow rer.imes observed in mixtures whose liquid 

phases wet the tube wall. This investigation is based on observations 

of tie flow of air-water and steam-water mi^urvs, i.e., systems in 

which the liquid component has low viscosity. 

At moderate velocities of the mixture, the effect of gravity Is 

very pronounced, and the flow regime depends appreciably on the 

slope of the tube axis with reference to the horizontal plane. In 

this case, even small deviations of the tube from the vertical upset 

the axial symmetry of the phase distribution in the cross section 

of the tube. 

At small flow velocities in horizontal or- slightly inclined 

tubes, the flow may become completely stratified. But at very high 

velocities of the mixture, the phase distribution in the cross 

section approaches axlal-symmetrl. distribution, even In ^--ontal 

tubes. 
Let us first consider flow reßlmes in vertical tubes at high 

values of _ll (such us  an air-water mixture at g «* 1 atm. abs.). 

In- verticil tubes, with a low velocity of the gas-water mixture 

and reduced gas content, the bubbles are relatively small-from one 

to several millimeters m diamoter-and are almost uniformly dis- 

tributed in the whole cross section of the tube. Such a regime Is 

i 
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called emulsion flow. 

With an Increase In the fraction of gas, the bubbles begin to 

coalesce and finally occupy the whole central part of the cross 

section of the tube, sometimes attaining a length of 1, m or more. 

Such a long bubble Is separated from the tube wall by a thin layer 

of water and Its bead has the shape of an ellipsoid, while the rear 

part Is almost flatly truncated, giving It a resemblance to an 

artillery projectile. Because of this, such a flow regime In the 

mixture Is usually called a "slug" regime. 

A further Increase In the fraction of gas results In an Increase 

In the length of the "slug" and the water seals between the "slugs" 

become thlnnor and thinner, until finally the Indlvldi'a1 "iV'gs" 

coalesce Into a continuous column of gas ("core") surroundec by a 

water ring ("core"flow regime). The thickness of the water ring 

depends on the quantity of water flowing through the tube per unit 

of time,  as well as on gas flow rate. At a high reference gas vel- 

ocity, the gas stream sweeps a tmslderablc portion of the water 

from the wall and entr: ins 1 >. in the form of separate drops. Some- 

times only a very small part of the  "ater remains on the wall, moving 

on it at a velocltj con& 'ierably 3r';er than the average gas velocity. 

At atmospheric prv«»' v v JL «teSOO) a core flow regime was 

observed only at very higi. reference gas velocities ("5-20 rr./aec) and 

• t a relatively low water flow rate. The slug regime is the ittln 

type of regime for alr-alr JslcT •••d steam-water mixtures, and 

emtraces a wide variety o" flows. 

At high gas densities, flow regimes have been investigated only 

in steam-water mixtures. Alth increasing pressure in the steam-water 

mixture, the range of the emulsion flow regime increases considerably 

« 
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and the range of slug flow regime decreases correspondingly. At a 

pressure of 30 atm. abs. {  -ll *»60), the typical slug regime Is almost 

absent, and at a higher fraction of steam (more than 8(# by volume) 

we observe only a mixed slug-emulsion regime. In this case, the 

tube Is filled with numerous small steam bubbles through which break 

the remainder of the heads of separate large bubbles ("slugs"), accom- 

panied by the bulk of the small bubbles. 

At a pressure of the order of 100 atm. abs. ( ll - 13), the slug 

regime disappears completely, and with an Increase In the steam 

fraction, the emulsion regime apparently turns directly Into a core 

regime (at a very high fraction of steam-above 95* by volume. I.e., 

about 60* by weight at this pressure). In this case we observe a flow 

regime characterized by the presence of a thin water film on the 

tube surface, and by the entralnment of a considerable .:-rt of the 

water by the '-entral steam Jet. 

For steeply Inclined tubes whose axis forms an angle of more 

than 30 to -.0° with the horizontal plane, flow regimes have been 

investigated very little, but apparently they are very similar to the 

flow regimes In vertical tubes, differing mainly by a certain 

asymmetry resulting from the fact that the bubbles are squeezed 

against the upper generatrix of the tube. Besides, as has Uoi» 

established by measurement of the absorption of gamma ra latlon, the 

relative velocity of steam (gas) In Inclined tubes Is higher than In 

horizontal and vertical tubes ( *lnoi < »vert < ♦horlz'' 

In slightly Inclined or horizontal tubes asymmetry occurs 

particularly at very low velocities of the mixture. Nonunlformlty In 

the distribution of stean and liquid In the cross section of the tube 

Is characteristic of all flow regimes for a gas-llquld mixture In 
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horizontal tubes. At low flow velocltleB, this nonunlform distribu- 

tion of steam and liquid In the cross section of the tube may go so 

far as to septate the two phases completely (the so-called stratified 
« 

or trough flow). 

In spite of the fact that in horizontal tubes the buoyant force 

causing the bubbles to rise is perpendicular to the direction of the 

main motion of the stream, in almost all regimes the relative 

velocity of steam is high, i.e., the average velocity of steam ap- 

preciably exceeda the average velocity of water. 

The only exception is the stratified flow regime with a very 

low fraction of steam, when the steam, occupying a small part of the 

cross section in the upper part of the tube, wets a conai-er^o part 

of the tube perimeter. Therefore, the hydraulic diameter of a steam 

jet is considerably smaller than in the case of water Jets, and the 

velocity of the steam Jet is correspondingly reduced and may (partic- 

ularly at high pressures, when the densities of steam and water are 

not very different) even be lens than the average velocity of the 

water. 

When the velocity of the mixture in horizontal tubes is in- 

creased, stratified flow turns into a slug flow with a well-defined 

asymmetry (the liquid ring is thicker in the lower part of the tube). 

With a further increase in the velocity of the mixture ur.i with 

moderate gas fractions, the "slugs" begin to break up and the flow 

approaches an emulsion regime, also characterized by a considerable 

nonuniformlty in the phase distribution according to the depth of 

the cross section. 
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When the gas fraction Is large, there Is an Increase In the 

range of mixture velocities at which a stratified regime Is observed, 

and at very high values of ( > 0.9 to 0.95) when there Is an In

crease In the mixture velocity, the stratified flow turns directly 

Into a core flow.

Lmm
•- 9t

/ t t0ir « ^

t’*t0 0

Figure 6-’*. Plow regimes In an air-water mixture at 
atmospheric pressure lr> horizontal round tubes.
(1) Divided flow; (_’) smooth plug flow; (3) plug flow 
with foaming behind bubble; (4) plu« flow with 
foaming along the entire boundary; (5) sterdy flow In 
form of emulsion; (o) annular flow.
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^i. !. «ell .ar.ed In Fig. 6-., «hlch shows the InrXu-nce of 

the veloclt, of th. »ixturo (,n - ^ * {0)  and of » on the flow 

regime, a. viauaUy obaerved at the EN» institute of Fo»er Engine- 

„W (1». a. K. Kr.hl.henovs.lyl7 (Koeterln. Teietov). ft. mcreeee 

Ü, the tube diameter resuUs In a ehange 1« the value, of «, et 

„hloh transition fro. stratified flow to .iug now Is ohserved ^at 

!». . . wm cr<wO.. Vsec for a tuhe of ? ■ .6 n.. and almost 1 Vseo 

for a tube of D = ICO mm). 
Ho d-reet Nervations of flow rer.lmes In horizontal tuhes 

ha« heen »ade at increased pressures,  and under such condition, 

„e can visualize the flow regies only through .ata obtained fro» 

investigations on the heat transfer fro» tube walls to steen-water 

„ixtures. Such events «ore carried out at pressures of 1 at. 

abs.  ( -f «1/50) and up to ?*> atm. abs.  ( -L-2) m steaM-water 

mixtures. 
It has been established that at low pressure, (close to 1 atm. 

ab..) sudden variations In the rate of heat transfer were observed 

„„„im.* with oerlods equal to the period in the vicinity of a slue reclme, with penoas 4 

of poseage of the 'slugs"; at the sa.e time fluctuation. In pressure 

^ «ere also observed. At higher pressures (20 to 220 at., aba.) 

. n „.. «r the wall temperature were noticed. Ve may 
no periodic fluctuations of the ^an wv 

therefore assume that In horizontal tubes a pressure riee In the 

stea-wator mixture will lead to the disappearance of the ■ slug 

„^e. With an Increase In mixture velocity at high pressures, 

stratified regime turns directly Into emulsion regime, and afterward 

«to a core regime. This Is also confirmed by the ^ra-.-.e-.. of salt 

deposits on the surfa-e of the heated tube.. 
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Quantitative data on the distribution of both phases In the 

cross section of the tube at the various flow regimes In a gas-llquld 

mixture are meager, and such data cover, as a rule, only air-water 

mixtures at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. 

Figure 6-3 shows the distribution of both phases according to 

th« depth of the cross section of the tube, as obtained by A. A. 

Armand by means of a special device consisting of a knife which can 

be shifted up and down and which cuts the stream Into two parts 

directed Into two different separators. Thus, It was possible to 

measure the fraction of rtlr and water both In the upper and In the 

lower part of the tube cross section. 

;:"::::n3] 

mm 

Figure 6-5. Phase distribution in the flow of an air- 
water mixture :.'.  atmospheric pressure In a horizontal 
tube of D = 26 ram. Experiment No. 1: G1 = 4,200 kgAr, 
0" « 22.2 Jcg/hr; experiment No. 2: 0« • 4,200 kg/hr, 
5" - 6.0 kg/>ir; experiment No. 3: Q* = 4,200 kg/hr, 
0" = 4.56 kg/hr; experiment No. 4: 0" = 4,200 kg/hr, 
5" - 0.33 kg/hr. 
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In Flg. 6-5, the height from the lower generatrix of a tube with 

an Inside diameter of 26 mm Is laid off on the ordlnate, and the 

ratios of the local values of the velocity of the air-water mixture 

and of the reference velocities of the air and of the water to the 

average mixture velocity are laid off on the abscissa. All three 

^slc_7 graphs were obtained at a constant and rather high water flow 

rate w0 ■ 2.2 n^sec, but with different volumetric air flow fractions 

of * . 

As may be seen from the graphs In Fig. 6-5, at a small value of 

{ß   » 6.2^) all the air moves In the very upper part of the tube and 

the profile of the velocity field differs relatively little from the 

case of motion of pure water In a tube. 

If the volumetric air fraction Increases up to fi =   1.5%,  the 

long air bubbles ("slues'") occupy a considerable part of the cross 

section of the tube, and only in the lowest part of the cross section 

does almost pure water flow. At 0 =81.5^ the dlstrlbutlcii of air 

and water over the height of tho cross section Is comparatively 

unform. With suoh high fractions of gas and sizable velocities of 

the mixture (in the experiment with 0 = 8l.5j£, the velocity of the 

mixture was more than 10 Vsec), the motion of the gas-llquld mixture 

approaches axlally symmetric motion, and the flow regluu. In aora.2ontal 

tubes differs little from the regime e.ilstlng In vertical tubes. 

Figure 6-6 showt    variation In the dynamic and total head 

of the stream over the ross section of a horl-ontal tube, obtained 

In experiments carried out by L. Yu. Krasyakova by means of a vel- 

ocity tube that can move up and down the tube ^ross section, ühe 

experiments were carried out at low reference velocities of the 

water (w0 = 0.1 m/se^) and with very hl^h fractions 
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mum 
of air (/I = 99.4 to 99.8^), I.e., 

with a pure core regime. 

Aa may be seen from the 

graphs, even at relatively high 

Figure 6-6. Field of 
dynamic heads In a hori- 
zontal tube. Air-water 
mixture: p = 1 atm. aba.; 
v*0 *  0.2 m/sec; w£ = 27.4 

m/sec. 

kftoM/w» reference velocities of air the 

stream still remains considerably 

asymmetric. The lower part of the 

water ring Is considerably 

thicker, and there Is In this zone 

a well-deflnsd second velocity 

head maximum. 

The stream becomes almost axlally symmetric only pt ;»iv l.lgh 

reference air velocities (w*? = 46 m/sec), and there Is little 

thickening of the water ring at the lower generatrix. 

Since In these experiments concentration of gas and water was 

not measured simultaneously In the whole cross section of the tube 

It Is not possible to convert the fields of dynamic heads Into 

velocity fields directly. 

6-3. Symmetrical Laminar Flow of a Liquid Layer 

The number of different type» of flows In a two-pha ^ stream 

which at the present time may be systematically analyzed Is extremely 

limited. At the same time, the flows being computed are very 

schematic and not very close to the corresponding forms of actual 

streams. Nevertheless, their theoretical analysis has great value for 

gaining knowledge since It affords a sufficiently accurate explana- 

tion of physical laws underlying the Influence of different stream 
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pippjr? 6-7. Diagram of 
core motion of a mixture. 

parameters on the strear.» s funda- 

mental hydraulic characterlrtles. 

In this connection, an In- 

vestigation of the flow of a mix- 

ture with a symmetrical liquid 

film is extremely useful, although 

such a flow takes place, in 

reality, only at very high frac- 

tions of gas in the mixture. The 

first studies along these lines 

were carried out simultaneously 

and independently by A. A. Armand and S. S. Kutateladze. A model 

for the "slug" flow of a mixture was investigated by V. A. Schwab 

(Shvab) and N. N. Konstantlnov. 

Let us consider a mixture of a gas with a very viscous liquid 

at gas flow velocities so high that all the liquid is concentrated 

around the tube walls in the form of a symmetrical film (Pig. 6-7). 

As a result of high viscosity, the film flows In a laminar fashion, 

and as a result of the high velocity of the gas, frlctional resist- 

ance is much greater than the force of gravity. 

Under the Indicated conditions, the ordinary parabolic law of 

velocity distribution applies to the liquid film: 

(6-1) 

*Ef 
where g^- [kg-i :"orce/m m 

So» 5 [Bl 
Is pressure loss due to friction; 

are the Inside radius of the tube and the 

radius of interest. 
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The average flow velocity of the liquid In the film i: 

.^-1— ? vfRdR. ,g 3* 

It la assumed here that all of the liquid component of the 

mixture Is concentrated In tha film and, consequently. 

'-(^ 
(6-3) 

which Rb is the radius of the film at the boundary with the gas 

Substituting the value of w- from (6-1) into (6-2), and noting 

In wiiiuii «jjj 

Jet. 

that 

(6-4) 
<!-,)•'=»; 

we obtain: 

5"-5^- ^6-5) it     Pit-if 

where D - 2R0 Is the Inside diameter of the» tube. 

At # = 0 we obtain the familiar formula for a homogeneous 

stream: 

-frH"' (6-6) 
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henoe, 

ia *—. (6-7) 

or 

(«-«' -/¥■ 
The pressure over the cross section of the mixture Is constant. 

Therefore, considering the flow of the gas Jet inside the liquid 

ring as analogous to flow in an ordinary tube, we may write: 

-ft.,r !■£ . (6-9) 

in which f" is the coefficient of friction of the gas against the 

film. 

On the other hand, the relative velocity of the gas is 

•f-i-.:. 76-10) 
f  ' 

Substituting here the value of the velocity of the liquid on the 

film surface w^, as .calculated according to Formula (6-1) at 

8 = 9o V**» we obtaln: 
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or, taking Into account  (6-5)? 

• ^       • 

we obtain: 

F-TS-98l^ ^ 

I 

I 

^    »    •-?' (6-11) 

By combining Formulas  (6-6) and (6-9), we have: 

OP,  taking Into account that the friction coefficient w!>:. > homo- 

geneous laminar stream flowt« in a tube Is 

<.-£. (6-12) 

where.  In the given Instance t 

»■-^ (6-13) 

^.-^ffe)"'- t6-"> 



_ 1 

this formula Is of general significance since It is valid for lam- 

Inar as well as for turbulent flow of phases. 

Substiruting into (6-14) the value of *" from (6-11) and fft 

from (6-12), we have: 

it 

Further, combining Formulas (6-7) and (6-,i?), we find that 

^i/f^/^D-a/STZ. (6-16) 

In the case of a turbulent flow in a gas Jet, which also.takes 
if i 

place under actunl conditions, f ^< 1. Ihe  quantity ♦ is close 

to unity even at comparatively small * . The maximuir value of Re' 

In laminar flow is appruxlmately 2,000. Hence, it is not difficult 

to compute that, at low and medium pressures. 

f%/f>2/^: 

For these conditions, with sufficient accuracy 
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(6-17) 

(6-18) 

Table 6-1.    Calculations of the Characteristics of 
a Two-Phaae Stream with a Symmetrical Laminar Liquid 
Layer at 

5 
•i Mi 

0.16 D.290J^i[).5" 

1.42 2.003.445 

D.74D.eOD.900.9^ 

.^P i4. a 

0.12lb.300.70I.272.-543.80f:.bQU;,i 

25 100 4001 1.10J2 5'10J 

0.97 

32 

0.98 

49 

0.9S0.995 

1 10 4.10" 

99 >00 

Thus, under the indicated conditions,   *   and 

are single-valued functions of the group 

"*${$■ 

which la a specific combü atlon of criteria describing the relatlon- 
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3hlp between the kinetic energies of the phases, their friction at 

the boundary, and the viscous friction within the liquid phase film. 

Formula (C-lG) also shows the relationship between the effect 

of the crlterl' i)ß and -^ on such hydraulic characteristics 

*»£_ of a two-phase flow as * and j-—- 

fl 7M r;  

M -4 
/» 

It 1 J. ,€•. r* 
' i i ü jvr;j 

Figure 6-3. ¥    v, 

As may be seen, the Inde- 

pendent Influence of the relative 

density of the phases —r becomes 

apparent only at rather high 

valufes of this criterion. The 

mechanism of this effect Is due to 

the fact that under tue-.a condi- 

tions the relative velocity of the 

phases begins to be substantially 

different from the reference ^as 

velocity. At sufficiently low 

Jl,, the densities of the phases for practical purposes Influence the 

hydrodyntml's of the two-phase flow only through the relationship 

between the klnetlo energies of the 

phases and through other criteria 

Into which T1 ana »" enter sepa- 

rately or Jointly, but In combina- 

tion with a third quantity (such 

from theoretical calcu- 
lation. 

figure (-9. lo^ it- 

theoretical c:;!ralatlon, 

nn 

Table c-1 shows i;he results 

vs.    of calculations by Formulas (c-7) 

and (6-13). 
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The data of this table are plotted In the Pigs. 6-8 ana 6-9. As 

„ay be seen, pressure losses Increase very rapidly with an Increase 

in the relative flow fraction of gas in the mixture. The true 

relative fraction of gas in the mixture Increases with an increase in 

the flow fraction of gas very sharply at the beginning, and later 

very slowly. ,    
Within the region .< Ih/V«.-^» th. lo.. of head 1. 

proportional, on th. average, to approxlmtel, the 1.3 power of thl. 

groupe          
When  il/™^» . the quantity *   approaches unity, and 

6-4  TH» Re. and Re" Numbers as C
har*ffterlat*c» ^J*' 5 4*    PHfl,e-Plow R^«» i" an AnniHar Llouid Film 

The equivalent hydraulic diameter of a liquid ring wetting the 

wall unilaterally is 

o' -oo-t'; 
(6-20) 

accordingly, the Reynolds number of such a ring 

...i^L.!^. (6-21) 
«•'   ,• 
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Therefore, the flow regime of the liquid phase may be determined by 

the same limits of Re = Re' as for the flow of a homogeneous liquid. 

For the gas Jet 

Rt--£^J5:_^,. (6-22) 

w" 
Since the quantity *  approaches unity even at low values of 

^r, the flow regime of the gas stream may be rather accurately 
-0 
described by the parameter 

... ^P (6-?2a) 

6-5. Experimental Data on Head Losses In a Two-Phaae Plow 
—      with a Laminar Layer of LiquII 

Let us examine the experimental data obtained by Martlnelll, 

Bolter, Taylor, Thomson, and Morrison. These experiments were con- 

ducted In a glass tube, D = 25.4 mm. 

The component characteristics of the Investigated ir.lxi.ui4te8 

are given In Table 6-2. 

Data on the range of changes In criteria for each series of 

experiments are given In Table 6-3. 

It Is apparent that, for practical purposes, only the quantity 

-I-r remains constant In these experiments. All other criteria vary 
1 

I 
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Table 6-2, Characteristics of the Investigated Media 

Liquid Oas p, atm.abs. t0 C V.ks/m3 
/•ID4 

kg-sec/m 
0 'lO3 

kg/m 

Water Air 1.28 15.6 1000 1.03 7.5 

Water + Nelcal 1.26 26.6 1000 0.80 3.12 

Kerosene 1.26 25.6 830 1.91 2.86 

Diesel  oil 1.26 26.6 867 4.56 2.74 

Mixture No.  1 1.26 28.4 901 38.5 2.91 

Mixture No.  2 1.26 29.5 913 113.5 3.00 

Petroleum "B" H 1.26 29.5 912 245 3.11 

within an exceedingly wide range. On the basis of the"?*» Tlte^la, 

we may evaluate to what extent eaoh criterion affects the law of 

resistance. 

Plgur^ 6-10 shows the dependence of quantity ^ 

»0 

,va- on the 
r.» 

criteria =T and **'  at a practically constant value of the criterion 
Ä0 

•2 
Pr - :&  The loss of head Is found to be strongly dependent on the 

SB 
ratio of the reference velocities of the phases, as well as on the 

Re» number of the liquid. 

In Pig. 6-11 the anme data are presented In the for™, cf a 

relationship between  a*StÜ!! ^nd the group ^i/te'-*- • 1° bood 

agreement with the abcve-atated theory, all the experimental points 

fall along a single line. 

In Fig. 6-12, data from the whole aeries of experiments are 

plotted on the same coordinates. 
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TW)!« 6-3.    Experlmerrtal Data 

• 

Liquid Re' -22? 
0 

w'2 

n 

So 
s6 

ain. 

n 

So 
si 

max. 

Re" - -O5 Re --^ir 

max. 

Petroleum "B" 

T / T = 1.43 • 10 -^ 

n"/ M' - 0.075 

4.8 
9.6 

19 
28 
47 
57 

0.01 
0.04 
0.15 
0.33 

12.6 
6.2 
0 
0 
0 
9.7 

790 i 
76 
15 
9.7 

70 000 
63 000 
45 000 
40 000 
14 000 
10 000 

Mixture No, 2 (Diesel 
oll + petroleum) 

7"// - 1.43 • 10-3 

// n* = 0.1^2 

10 
21 
41 
60 
123 
164 
204 
306 

0.0096 
0.04 
0.16 
0.33 
1,4 
2.5 
3.84 
8.7 

51 
39 
3.5 

1.2 
9.6 
0.8 
0.6 

846 
345 
I65 
112 
43 
ie 
4.7 
0.6 

75 000 
62 000 
60 000 
59 000 
46 000 
'^ 000 
14 000 
1 700 

Mixture No. 1 (Diesel 
oll + petroleur.) 

T"/
-
»' - 1.44 • lO-3 

*7'', - 0.505. 

^2 64 
160 
256 

640 
860 
1280 

0.01 
0.04 
0.25 
0.64 
1.44 
4.0 
9.0 

16.0 

5.8 
5.8 
2.4 
1.47 
0 
0 
0 
0 

870 
470 
174 
109 
57 
25 
7.4 
2.8 

79 000 
85 000 
79 000 
79 000 
62 000 
45 000 
20 000 
10 000 

Water 

t"/*»' -1.3 • 10-3 

»• /<• = 17.9 

1080 0.008 557 970 81 000 

Kerosene 

t / r - 1.57 • i"-3 

. ZV .' = 9.6 

1210 0.04? 39 433 86 000 

Diesel oil 

t /ir' .1.5 • 10"J; 

•HVM* - 4.0 

940 

1880 

0.16 

0.64 

62 

10 

259 

130 

95 000 

95 000 
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A3 can be seen, when  i^/*^«)  the experimental points 

clearly begin to-group according to the Proude nuabers. Evidently, 

Clow asymetry and wave formation at the Interface become -ubstantlal 

in this area. In the aame figure, the dotted line Indicates the 

Plcurc u-lO. Given drac 

coefficient, i'0  vs. yr 

from experiments with laminar 
flow of a liquid layer. (1) 
petroleum "B"-(Re = 9.o. 

1 (Re = 6%, Pr = 0.04); (3) 
Water (Re = lOSO, Vv = O.ol): 
(H)  Mixture No. 2 (Re = -1, 
pr = 0.04); (li) Kerosene 
(Re = 1210, Pr - 0.0:3) 

Pigure 6-11. Group  ( 

v..    ji^F 
(1) petroleum "B" (Re = 9.Ö, 
Pr = O.O-'O; (2) Mixture No. 
1 (Re = 10S0, Pr = 0.01); 
m Mixture No. 2 (Re = 21, 
Pr = 0.04); (5) Kerosene 
(Re = 1210, Pr = 0.05) 

n„v,    !••   - aons--  it Is calculated according theoretical curve In which   f    - ^ns.,  i- i» ^    ^ _ 

.o Table 6-1 by makln, the theoretical value  of the group  ^J   ?*', 

identical with the v:.lue cf the group     IV*'    when      jj^-m 

Evidently,  the experimental points in the region of diminishing 

values of the variable rail alove .he calculated line.    This cir- 

cumstance indicates that the friction coefficient between the gas 

and the liquid is not constant, but diminishes with an increase 
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In the Er.3 flow velocity.    Be3ldes,  at small     ^/^f •    ••hür- 

flow asymmetry and wave formation become substantial, the coefficient 

of friction also becomes a function of the Proude number. 

riilitlltrUt t*t   Tirwi l*f iirt*t I *   II» 

Pr - 9.0:  (7) P:* - lo 

V« has been determined in the preceding chapters, uny determln- 

able criterion for u two-phaae flow In a neneral case is a function 

of a series of par:-.meter3--n:.mely. 
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.«.fe. A- Jl- Re'  *-:  i—: ■&-. .V (6-23) 

The described experiments, as well as S. I. Kosterln's erperl- 

ments, confirm the fact that the Influence of criteria -^ and 

7 on the hydraulic characteristics of a two-phase stream 

flowing in a tube oan be disregarded. 

In the particular problem under consideration, theory leads to 
-0        T,! 

a specific combination of the parameters -r. Re«, and -p-. Conse- 

quently, devlationa from the theoretical line must actually be 

functions of the Proude number and, to a certain degree, of the ratio 

JC (since these deviations are a measure of the additional dynamic 

effect on the interface). As has been found in preceding chapters, 

generally speaklnc, these parameters enter the functional expression 

as the product Pr — -. 
( T' - TT") 

Figure 6-13 »hows that the mriuence of the Proude number is 

generally small. Namely, even in the irea of its greatest influence 

on the process, a 1,500-fold change in Pr alters the ratio 

by a factor of 2.7 only. Based on the above-mentioned a?.**,  at 

W"     f *" 
-O «I He'    7-   > -'10, we may recommend the working foriir'la 
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«^T -- X ■ •x- f 
::z: 
Z- t 

j. 
_  j 
/ - -p< / ..f.»«1' 

^- 
J 

^ 

Evidently, the experimental ex- 

ponent Is very close to the 

theoretical value (aee Pig. 6-9)• 

The  unity In the right aember of 

Formula (6-24) Is Introduced In 

order to carry the calculation to 

$> 

Plf^we  C/l-j.    Lcr; 
a£f,o 

as r-  function of loc    (l-*) 
theoretically computed for 
turbulent flow of a liquid 
film. 

"Ol/  
At  URe • _*_ < 40,  It is 

possible to make use of the mean 

curves drawn through the experi- 

mental points shown in Pig. 6-13. 

6-6.    Symmetrt^l Turbulent Plow of 5 Liquid Layer 

The velocity profile in a turbulent film flow can be expressed 

with sufficient accuracy for our purposes by the expression 

*-&M*la {•+f)= 
(6-25) 

here, v    is so-called dynamic velocity: 

'-VWR- 
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^ 1B the distance, from the tube wall; 

i la the scale factor. 

For tubes with granular roughness #re can assume. If the quad- 

ratic law of resistance applies, that 

where « Is the height of the protrusions, 

For smooth tubes wc can ascume 

•- ll.«~ 

.Let us assume, as has already essentially been done In the preceding 

paragraphs, that 

5-^-ij-r- (6-26) 

In which   ^Q Is the conditional (referred to JIQ) drag coefficient of 

two-phase flow. 

Calculating the value of VQ from Formula (6-2) by substituting 

Into It the   value   of wV from (L-25) and disregarding In the obtained 

solution the terns of the order of «», we arrive at the equation* 

•-j*|o-f)ta(i-i5(i ^pti.Kn       (6.27) 

*In turbulent film flow, the central gas Jot usually contains 
liquid drops; as a result, the average velocity of liquid flow 
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■Äklng Into conslderaMon that 

1«? 

wher 

-m-^' (6-28), 
'. | 

,e f0 is the drag coefficient at ^ - 0, we obtain: 

.JÄ^(l-t)ta[n-l5|l-V7)^l+l7
i + K»|'•       (6-29) 

-me results of calculations by this formula are glvu» ... i-bie 6-4. 

In the i'llm Is 

.1"1 f «'KM. 

wh«r« x is the weight fraction of liquid In the gas.    Accordingly. 
K™ if (6-9) is mS; correctly written In the following form 

^ ♦.  ^—,.!•.«   u'len we take Into account the fraction of 

^ f' by the following quantity 

.-.^ 

«nd replace    f" U   'he quantity    f"  (1 + x) 
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Table 6-4. Results of Calculations by Formula (6-29) 

* 

APf 
AJPf,0 

^ 8.10-3 i - ^io"3 i ■ =-io-3 J. 1.10-3 

0 
0.16 
0.25 
0.36 
0.41 
0.49 
0.64 
0.81 
1 

1 
1.53 
2.01 
2.95 
3.58 
5-i1 

11.8 
57.3 

eo 

1 
1.52 

2!88 
3.46 
4.94 

11.3 
52.7 

1 
1.51 

2!85 
3.40 
4.83 

10.8 
49.3 

1 
1.50 
1.94 
2.80 
3.33 
4.71 

10.4 
46.4 
eo 

Prom tlieae calculations It follows that the dependence of   on 

rL. (or the Inverse dependence) in turbulent flow Is nardiy m- 

fluenced by the relative rouchness of the tube. 

In Pig. 6-13 the relationship between 
ftJ?f and 1» from the 

"^f.O 

data on Table 6-4 Is shown.. The equation for the logar.nhmlc straight 

line shown on the c^aph is 

(6-30) 

It Is Inturestinc to note that this relationship is very close 

to Pormula (ö-7) which deacrlbea the corresponding relationship for 

a stream exhibiting laminar fl-.. of the liquid phase. Consequently, 

the function 

*As is known, roughness, in the case of laminar flow, does not 
influence the hydraulic characteristics of a stream flowing in a 
tube., 
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n 

^ fhP flow regime of the stream. 
is only slightly Ben3ltlve to the 

P0P a smooth tube the solution remains the same as for ^ 
^^tt. folios entity shoul. he suhstltute.^ 

the formulas 

.   ,. .o-lre of a two-phase flow In a smooth 
Thus, the hydrodynamlo ro^r.e 

.   .3 on the effective Reynolds nun.-ber of the liquid 

pipe also depends on the 
-,» rr 91 ^  The Influence of tne VIDW 

layer on the flow 01 ^n   H appearance of 
,*„. i9 a ohyslcal factor governing the app« 

the smooth surface is a pnysiw ,. Ä /.lA« wie am«« two-phase flow. 
th. B.« a. a ..ta^imns pa^a e °   '   ' 

„„ „utiv. vaioCty of «>. «a. jat, =al=u at * 

(«0, rar tna diatrUution or va.ooUta. in a muM 

cording to (6-25). ^ 

.^-8^l.|l + ^{»-*^)l (6-33) 

^* value into Formula (6-14) and notlclnc that 
Introducing this value m.o 

1^9 
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i w 
Figure C-l'\.      » as a 

■W     /t*   i' 
"uiictlon of    "t" ]/ £"7' 

from theoretical calcula- 
tions . 

we obtain for rou,;n tutsa; 

Figure 6-15.      log   ~ 
"•Ik 

v».  log   j/f"f. 

i_,iilB_2^/S,.[, + ,5f {I -17)if. (6-35) 

Combining this expression with (6-30) and solving the obtained 

equation for S-, we obtain: 
«0 

x(»^ + oj»j/S:i.[i + i5f(i- l^)]j. 
(6-36) 
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Figure 6-16. Variation In the ratio between reals- 
ance to flow of the vapor-water nlxture and re3l3.- 
ance to flow of the same maas flow rate of water, 
deoendlnr on the slr.e of the relative fractional of 
Scrosk section occupied by ^e liquid-  (a) at a 
pressure cf 32 to 35 atm. abs., (b) at a Pre"ure 
oC 60  to 64 utn. abs.» (c) :.t n pressure of 90    '- 
110 atm. abs. 

The structure of this formula, In relation to the influence cf --he 

and -Z-r zn   *   , is  analogous to the structure o: 
criteria    ~Y   f 

Formula (Ü-16).    The Independent Influence of ^ begins to develop 

only at sufficiently great values of this criterlon-i.e., only at 
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auffielenUy hlßh pressures In the gas-llquld mixtures. 

In Pigs. 6-14 and 6-15 the dependences of <P   and -y- on the 

w-A ir""rT7~ '0 
group ^ \/_! Lp are plotted.    They are calculated from (6-36) and 

(6-30) for such ratios -V at which the second term In the brace may 

be disregarded. 

Evidently, also.  In turbulent flow of the liquid film, an abrupt 

Increase in  *   Is observed In the region of small ^j-.    In the region 

of values of =?   \/4 Tr rrom ! tü 10'  the Quantity   A Is 
"O    V       0 * 

proportional to a power of the order of 1,4 of this criterion, while 

the exponent increases with an Increase In the argument. 

In Pic. 6-l6 the results of a considerable number of t^sts with 

steam-water mlxturea are shown plotted on the system of coordinates 

of (6-31) by A. A. Armand.    It Is found that this function Is clearly 

single-valued; at   *   <  0.5,  the exponent In the formula of the type 

in (6-30) Is ^1.2; while at  ^ > 0.5 such an exponent Is described 

satisfactorily by the formula 

•-!.#+2.54. (6-37) 

Thus, the theoretical solution for the turbulent motion of a 

stream of mixture with an annular layar r.lso generally leads to con- 

clusions well supported by experimental data.    This case emphasises 

once again the frulcfulneas of theoretical analysis, even of ex- 

tremely abstract m.-'del^ of the studied physical phenomenon, and per- 

mits, at least qualitatively,  clarification of the nature of the basic 
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interrelationships characterlzln? a «Iven phenomenon. As ha. been 

pointed  out before.  In referenoe to flow In smooth tubes, the sub- 

stitution into (6-29)  of the quantity 11.6 £-   for %   produces the 

Be- number as the determlnln5 criterion in the formula for turbulent 

flow of a liquid layer as «ell. However, in turbulent flow, the in- 

^laence of this criterion develops substantially only In the reSion 

of small Re- numbers  (of the order of 3,000 to 15.000). At lar5e 

values of Re-, the Influence of this criterion upon the values . and 

AEf        l3 rUghay perceptible'. In Fig. 6-17 are given experimen- 

talfdat*  lllustrntln.: wh*t was said above. 

Figure o-17.    Dependence  .f the resistance^ a two- 

phase flew in . sm^th tube  .n the ratio -4 and :n 

the Re criteri n .:'  t      'Ivuid. 

wate,s   Zi  . i.3 • i:^; (i) R* « ^.120; (2) 

Re . a.c'oo:  (3) Be %32.^0; (^ Re - ^3.250; 

(5) Re « ü4..^V:  (O He « 9c,v-. 

,•- - i  .   • 10"3;  (7) Se - 13.100;  (3) Kerosene:    _2_ - 1.-  ' lv-     •  l,/ 

«' 
Re - 30.200:   (9) he - 42.300. 
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6-7. osraiaisa^g^JI^^^LJ!^ 

A, ha0 been pointed out already, core regime arlees In a 

.tree» with a aufrlolently hi* fraction or eas.    »t avera6. and 

amaU values of ,  and at laree -f the .-.Lion reelme 1. charac 

terlatic of the flow of a sa.-U.uld mixture.    A. ha, bo«, deecrlbed 

m section 6-2, when thla reGlme occura the Sas 1. moving In the 

ro™ of single tuhbleo of different al.es-mllng up, more or less 

evenly,  the entire .olume of the entraining atream.    However,  In 

contraat. to slug regimes, the dimension, of most of the bubbles are 

more or less the s^e, and arc sm-.ll In relation to the  UUc liam.ter. 

let us assume that the relative motion of these bubbles Is de- 

termined by ««la (.-u). m «*' —'"- * oaloulate,;fr"; 
Pomula  (1-1.) by substl^tlng Into It the valuoa of wj from (2-11). 

We obtain: 

(6-38) 

here   f Is the draC ooeffiolent of :- bubble in the shape of a 

nattened spheroid. In the .iven oase, r is a certain effective 

value of the indicated coefficient, and depends to a certain degree 

on the totality of Peters dete^inin. the flow of the fixture in 
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Figure o-l8.    Average atsolv.te velocl*;.- of st-arr. 
va. refore:'.c<? velocity of a steax-water T.lx*:.-.re, 
accordl:-.- to averaged data   for vertical tubes. 
Clpculatlov. velocity Is  the parameter:   (a)  • 11 atx. ats.; 
(V) £ - 111 atrr.. als.;   (c) £ - l8l atrr.. ats. 
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Fonnula (6-38) shows that In the case of emulsion flow the value 

of   * depends on a unique combination of the Proude and Weber 

criteria: 

/Z^-V^TE?^.      ,6.39) 

for the flow fraction 4 of gas in  the mixture and for the effective 

drag coefficient f of the bubbles. 

Further, substltutlnc Into (l-ll) tne value *" frcm (2-11), we 

find that 

f-1 + ^./Ä^. (6-^0) 

introduclne into (6-40) the value of * from (6-38), we obtain: 

(6-40a) 

At large values or ^,  the quantity  X ^ ^^      l3 8ub- 

»Untlally less than unity, I.e.. under these condition» tne absolute 

velocity of the gas phase In the emulsion flow of the mixture Is al- 

most a single-valued function of the group (6-39). 

0. Ye. Kholodovskly pointed out that, within a wide range of 

values of the flow parameters of a gas-Uquld mixture, the quantity 
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vf"l8 almost a single-valued function of wm. 

In Pig. 6-18 are shown some experimental data Illustrating the 

above treatment of this problem by us. At the same time, these data 

confirm the fact that within a given range of the values of I and 

1^-, the quantity wm has the most substantial Influence on the ab- 
«■ ' -m 

solute velocity of the gas. 

6-8. Head Losses Dae to Friction in 
"T^üisi-Homogeneous Mixture 

Let uo examine the flow of a ^uislhomogeneous mixture. The 

relative velocity of the phases e,ual. r.ero, and the formula for r,he 

pressure losses due to friction can be written analogical!, vo the 

correspondlnc workinc formula .'o:-  iv.-ojeneous stream: 

In which * is a certain function of the .-riterla (6-23) 

At w^ = 0 

(6-41) 

(6-42) 

Substltutlnc these values of ^  and  >„ Into (6-.;l), we obtain 

the formula 
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So 
Figure G-19.     *>f »-^     v3' —     frora exPeriment8 

«•T-Jt «0 
with a steam-water mixture at g ■ 62 atm. abs. 

Comparison of the theoretical calculations and experimental data 

presented in the foreRolng paragraphs shows that the pertinent re- 

lationships between the basic hydraulic characteristics of ♦*- stream 

are relatively Insensitive to the flow   reglir.e  of the mixture.    This 

permits antlclpatlnc that the coefficient   *   In Formula (6-43)  Is of 

the order of unity.    In fact, the experimental data presented In 

Pig. 6-19 confirm this significant conclusion.    This fact permits the 

use of (6-43) as a convenient working formula. 

6-9.    Head  loases Du*» to Acceleration of the Mixture 

Head lysa due to acceleration la equal to the differsr.ee between 

the momenta of the po:-socond flow rate of the gas-llquld mixture In 

two given cross sections: 

(6-W) 
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r       ' """ "" " ^  : 

Usually, this loss Is substantial only In steam-generating tubes, 

and there only at a comparatively low pressure and for a large heat 

flux when. In a short section of tube, the steam fraction In the 

mixture Increases sharply. 

When we refer to the boiling point, and the relative velocity 

of steam Is disregarded, It follows from (6-44) that: 

^..-fO-f)^- ^6-45) 

At low and medium pressures (—r<0.05), the relative velocity of 

steam reduces losses calculated from Formula (6-45) by approximately 

50^.    At -ll>0.1, calculations by this formula become sufficiently 

accurate.    However, the quantity   4po/</, Itself Is usually much less 

than   Ap    in this case. 

6-10.    Head Losses In Vertical and Inclined Tubes. 
g i'or Design purposes 

In vertical and inclined tubes,  the pressure drop per unit of 

tube length   is determined by the sum 

AP - AJPf +  APacc+   V.008  "' (6'46) 

where «   is the Inclination angle of the tube axis from the vertical. 

In this case, as a consequence of the disturbance in the sym- 

metry of the stream, the density of the mixture proper  «^ appears 
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also as a certain, generally rather weak,  function of « . 

Extensive Investigations of the motion of gas-Uquld and vapor- 

Uquld mixtures  In vertical tubes have been carried out at the TsKTI 

Central Scientific Research Institute for Boilers and TurblneaZ, the 

VTI AU-Unlon Heat Engineering Institute  (im. P. Dzerzhinslciy)7, the 

ENIN institute of Power Engineering (im.  0. M.  Krzhlzhanov*lciy)7.  and 

other organizations. On the basis of these data, design graphs were   , 

plotted at the TsKTI  in order to calculate the approximate magnitude 

of * . The approximate nature of this quantity Is due to the fact 

that friclional lossea were calculated by processing the experimental 

data by means  of Formula (6-'»3). 

In Pigs, fi-20 to 6-25 are presented ncmograras permitting deter- 

mination of   *   for design purposes. 

In these nomegrams 

■Sl/f"-'/^ 

Por th« »team-»ater mixture, the preeeure g In the tuhe, rather 

than the ratio —^-7, has been plotted. 

Nomogram I Is Intended fcr vertical tubes. When the :ube Is 

Inclined 5C from the vertical, the same value of *   is used as for 

vertical tubes. Momograms II to VI are used for designing tubes 

inclined by more than 5° from the vertical. 

By means of the fomu .as and graphs given above, the designs 

can be carried out for two-phase flows In Individual tubes as well as 

In circulation loops. The latter Have a series cf essential features, 

1 
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KlAU-e c-20.    !lonosra.-n I. 
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Nomogram 

ttm. «k» 

Wu* ******Jh'M    f' 

Figure 6-21.    Nomogra.T. II. 
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Figure t-22.    Nomogram III. 
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which are discussed In great detail In the design specifications for 

circulation In steam boilers. 

6-11.    Local Drags 

•Ihe motion of a gas-llquld mixture In a conduit with various 

bends, constrictions #etc. (local resistances), as well as In col- 

lectors, has not been thoroughly studied so far. Some data have been 

obtained at the TsKTI by S. I. Mochan and I. 0. Zamazly. I. 0. 

Zamazly conducted experiments with an air-water mixture flowing 

through a sharp-edged orifice. As a result of these experiments It 

was ascertained that In practice the orifice drag coefficient can be 

determined analogously to the resistance of a tube, by ur:-uc »?  the 

formula 

^l,+(,-f)5l: <WT' 

here the overall resistance Is referred to the head, calculated from 

the velocity of circulation, I.e., 

AM?^. (6-48) 

Figure 6-26 gives the results of experiments by S. I. Mochan 

determining the overall drag coefficient for the discharge of 

an air-water mixture from the tube. The great bulk of the experimental 

polnt9,on the average,Is also described by a formula of the same type 
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as (6-4T), namely: 

^.er'-2 H-7)i\ (6-49) 

The experlmenta! points falling outside the line pertain to such 

small veloeltleo that, for the:n, the absolute value of 4EdlaCvi l8 

negligibly omall. 
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Figure C-?6, Drper.dcnco of the overall drag coef- 
ficient for discharge on the flow fraction of air 
and the velocity of water. 
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IMAM« 

The flow pattern associated with the drag which develops when 

a fixture enters a tube Is ^h .ore complex. In this case, the 

perturMns errect of the entrance is Telt aXong a consider^ length 

•  of the pipe (up to 60 to 100 dia- 

meters); i.e., the increasing com- 

plexity of the hydrodynamics of 

the two-phase stream is manifested 

along the length of the input sec- 

tion of the pipe, in addition to 

the p.-essure loss due to the last 

drag itself. 

The above-de scr He J ..i-tern 

«!•■««• »■•in l•lll»c'«lll^«l■»■ du>ii<-t*r$ 

Figure 6-27.    Excess pressure 
drop in the tube section be- 
hind the collector caused by 
the perturbations of the  two- 
phase flow at the entrance 
of the tube. , i  „tm      la clearly revealed by the exper- Air-water mixture:    £ <*< 1 atm.    is cieany 

mental data given in Pig. 6-2?. 

At the present time, this problem 

la still explored very little. 

For the time being,  S. I. Mochan's 

design graphs given in Fig. 6-28 

can k. record for «ntatlvc .stlmate,.   In .Ms graph, th. ap- 

proxi^at. vaaoclty head, a. the a.sdaaa, 1. d.te^dned fro« th. 

formula 

w" üo 
abs.; =2-   = 10;  CD TT   = 

*0 wg " 
- 16.2 m/sec2;  (2) =|-= 7.6 

m/sec2;  (3) =§-= 4.3 m/sec2. 

..^'[t^C^l- (6-50) 

Plgu« 6-29 elves craph. for determining the ratio ^-, »here 

.       ,, the veaoclty head, and In.aude. the relative velocity aecord- 

ing to the formula 
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(6-50a) 

*r-r-> 
a 1" rffi- - 

i— E ~ 

- i ^Air iPrPSSjre close to. 
«tuinsplirrir at   all  ._ 

t~ wAtertekicitiral 
~ n 
- _ 

-^^— J - L - 
•itm 

K.pe^enUl ^-coerricent da^a Tor a 75° ^ Tor dirrerent 

1Cngth3 of .ube sect-lona Joined behind the bend, are given In 

Pig. 6-30. Analysis of experl-  • 

cental data suggests that we may 

assume drag coefficients of bends 

followed by vertical or inclined 

pipe sections to be six tu aeven 

Ulmes hlcher than the drag co- 

efficients of Identical bends 

under slncle-phase flow; when the 

bend la followed by a horizontal 

pipe section, the suggested drag 

coefficients are equal to the 

»ingle-phase flow drag coefficient. 

Thus, experiments reveal that 

local resistances have a greater 

effect in r.wo-phase now than in 

homogeneous flov.. This circum- 

stance is explained by the sub- 

stantial influence of local re- 

sistance on phase distribution 

along the cross section of the 

stream and, hence, also on the 

170 

MsfeBS 
>*jt« 

I^IID. 

Figure 6-29. Qrupha for 

V. 
determlnint-; the ratio £-*-; 

-P»r 

h : from Formula (ö-pO); 

h  x velocity head, account- 

ing for the relative velocity 
from Formula (o--;.0a) 

(1) ^ = 1 m/se.2; (?) 

f, m/Iec2; (3) ^0 m/sec2^ 

(4) 00 m/sec^. 
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Figure t -30. Experimental data on drag coelTicient 
of a 7r)0 bend with different lengtns of Inclined 
tube section Joined behind the bend: la) length sf 
section following bend: 25 diameters (b) same: 59 
dlametera;(c) additional drag coefficient of a section 
of L - 50 diameters, 109 diameters away from a 75° 
bend.  (1) 2-10 atm. abs.; (2) p - 30 and 60 atm. 
aba. (3) P > t'O atm. abs. 
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hydrodynamlc regime of the mixture along a conalderable length of the 

tube following the local reslatance. 

The phase distribution along the cross section exerts a strong 

influence on size of the cross-sectlcnal fraction *   occupied by the 

gas. Therefore, In the sections of thu tube located beyond the local 

resistance, a considerable change (Increase) In the specific gravity 

y m of the mixture is observed. If these sections are vertical, or 

inclined substantially from the horizontal, then to the change In 

head loss due to friction Is added the change In the weight of the 

column or mixture, the latter circumstance usually turning out to be 

far more significant than the change In frlctlonal loss. 

6-12  Porroatlon of Vortexes during Free Discharge 
————~~-       into a Tube 

In Pig. 6-31 a diagram Is shown of the free discharge of a 

liquid into a tube. Under certain conditions, a vortex forms above 

the tube inlet. .When the cone of the vortex reaches the Inlet 

orifice both the liquid and the gas bubbles drawn In with the stream 

from the vortex will enter the tube. Usually an Intake of gas or 

steam Into the down tube Is undesirable. 

The formation and development of a vortex generally i^ud., on 

the same fundamental criteria as those for the two-phase flows ex- 

amined earlier. 

That height (h J of the liquid layer above the down tube at 

which the ^op sf '.he vortex cone reaches the inlet orifice may be 

selected as the parameter to be determined. 

When there Is a stationary gas layer above the liquid layer, 

friction at the phase boundary may be disregarded. Moreover, since 
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Figure 6-33. Diagram of 
free discharge of liquid 
into a tube. 

Figure 6-32. Vortex when 
the liquid approach Is 
s-yrroecrtcal. 

only the formation of a vortex with a continuous boundary separating 

the liquid and the gas Is studied, the Influence of Burfaoe Un&lon 

Is likewise Immaterial. 

The force of gravity, acting on the liquid stream foralng a 

vortex. Is proportional to the difference In the densities of ^he 

phases, and the equation of motion can be written In the following 

form: 

f ^ -<) -tndp+W* -^ s:. 
(^-51) 

Among the conditions unlqaelv defining the solution or this 

problem are: 

(?) the diameter D or the discharge orifice and the geometric 

configuration of liquid approach; 

(b) the velocity WQ of liquid discharge through the down pipe; 

and 

(c) the physical constants entering Squ:;:!.r: (c-^i). 
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Figure 6-33. Vortex when the liquid ap- 
proach Is asymmetrical. 

Under these conditions It follows from Equation (6-51), that at 

a given configuration of the liquid approach to the tube 

(6-52) 

In a turbulent liquid flow,  the Influence of molecular viscosity 

can be disregarded. 

Figures 6-32 and i -33 show photographs, obtained by 0. M. Baldlna 

and Ts. M. Baytlna, of the vortex above the down tube In a symmetrical 

liquid approach and In a unilateral approach, and with a baffle plate 

In front of the tube. 
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Figure 6-34 showu experi- 

mental data by the same authors 

for the symmetrical approach of 

liquid to the down tube. A curve, 

drawn through these points, Is 

described by the formula 

7-»»("'•/JH"*- a5 ' 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY OP CRITICAL CHANGES IN HEAT 

TRANSFER DURING BOILING ON HEATING SURFACES 

7_1. Two.Fundamental Rep;lmeB of Boiling 

The process of vaporization In a liquid ma*3 If« called boiling. 

Two types of lolllnr or. 8 heating surface are kr.own: nucleate boil- 

ing and film bolllnß. In nucleate boiling, bubbles of .:- r 'orm at 

different points on the hating surfaces (at vaporization nuclei). 

At the same time, most of the heutlng surface Is wetted with liquid 

mixing with, released vapor bubbles. As a consequence of this, the 

race of heat transfer to the liquid la extremely high. In film 

boiling, vapor forms a layer separating the heating surface from the 

liquid mass. Large bubbles are released from the surface of this 

layer as they go into the mass of the liquid phase. 

Because of low thermal conductivity oi" the vapor layer, the rate 

of heat transfer in film boiling Is many times less than In nucleate 

boiling. The appearance of one or the other type of t-Ulng Is 

determined by the marnltude of    density of heat flux from the 

heating surface. 

The comiltlons for transition fron one regime (type) of boiling 

to the other, and the ranges of these regimes, are clearly revealed 

when we plot the dependence of the heat-transfer coefficient on the 
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heat-flux density or on the difference between the temperature of 

the heating surface and the saturation temperature. 
Figure 7-1 »hows a typical re- 

lationship between the heat-trans- 

fer coefficient and the heat-flux 

density 3. at a heating surface sub- 

merged In a large volume of boil- 

ing liquid.   The abruptly rising 

left-hand segment of the curve 

expresco«! the law of heat transfer 

for nucleate boiling.    The lower 

curve expresses the law of heat 

transfer for film boiling.    Line AB 

corresponds to the transition 

regime. 

Figure 7-1.    Heat-transfer 
coefficient vs. heat-flux 
density, boiling of a larre 
volume of water (£ ■ 1 atm. 
abs.). 

Regardless of the process of heat transfer In the boiling liq- 

uid (eleotrl. heatlnc, radiation, etc.), as a gradually Increasing 

heat flux reached point A nucleate boiling Is suddenly converted 

into film boiling (line AC).    At the same time, heat transfer de- 

crease 1/20 to 1/30 of Its orl.^al value and, correspondingly, 

the temperature of the heating surface rises sharply. 

With further Increase In the heat flux, a stabilization of 

film bolllnc takes place. 
Figure 7-2 shows photographs of metal tubes destroyed because 

of a sudden decline In heat transfer at those points where a layer 

of vapor forms as a regime of film boiling sets In, while Pig. 7-3 

shows photographs of a red-hot heating surface enveloped In a dense 

layer of steam,  as film boiling of the water takes place. 
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Return to nucleate bolllnc occurs  ut u hent flux cons'.derably 

smaller th'xn that at v;hl';h the reclne of nucleate boiling changes 

to a fllm-bolllnc regime.    In Fig. 7-1»  point B corresponds to this 

reverse transition. 

TCms,   the thwniiil and hydrodynanlc phenomena associated with the 

transition from one recime of boiling to the other undergo a certain 

hyuterecis.    We muat üpeak of two critical heat-flux densities;  first, 

that at v.hlch tranaltton from the nucleate to the film regime takes 

place, and aeoond,   that at which the vapor layer Is destroyed. 

In th.; region of heat-flux densities lying between points A and 

B either ruclm».- of bollln: may c.lst, or the two may even ?oe.'.ist on 

the very oame heatlnr surface over a lor.c period of time. 

In a number of caaes, when he-^t flux builds up slowly.  It Is 

poaclblc to prolon • tile   Tlti-al   -ondltlonE, malntalnlnc nucleate 

bolllnj- and  Its   •orrecpondliijtly hljh rate of heat transfer up to 

values of _^ ex -eedln,: the- normal   •rltl.,al values by a factor of 1.5 

to . . 

I''l."uiv ','-• • IVatru -tion of 
metal tvibja at points v.iu're 
fll::; bollln,- o ■•urred. 

r injure "-;.    PhotOi-raph of a 
red-hot heatlnj; surfac«,  film 
bolllnr; of water under steady 
conditions. 
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When the temperature of the 

heating surface j^ Is Independently 

assigned (as when the heating 

surface Is steam-heated), the tran- 

sition from nucleate to film boiling 

proceeds somewhat differently. As 

the maximum heat transfer Is reached 

/point A In Pig. 7-1 and In Pig. 

7-^ where the data have been re- 

processed In the form of the re- 

lation • = f ( A t)/, a further Increase In At will begin to lower 

the coefficient of heat transfer gradually, while simultaneously 

lowering the heat-flux density. Point D corresponds to cne  establish- 

ment of film bolllnc. With a further increase in the heating-surface 

temperature, the rate of heat transfer changes slowly. 

Pig. 7-J». «vs. At for 
bolllnc water at p~ 1 atra. 
abs. (1) electric heating; 
(2) steam heatinc. 

7-2. TV^ Hydrodynamlc Nature of Critical Chanejes in 
'     'r  the Ltauici Boilin.-: Mechanirr; 

As explained above there are two fundamental regimes of boiling: 

nucleate bolllnc, «here steam is generated in the form of discrete 

bubbles at some points alonß the heatlnß surface; and film boiling, 

where the heatlnc surface is separated from the liquid mass by a 

continuous layer of vapor. 

The transition from one regime of boiling to the other has all 

the features of a critical phenomenon and is accompanied by a rad- 
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leal change in the hydrodynamic and thermal condltiona o'  the process 

of heatlng-surfaoe cooling. 

The examined problem la also complicated by the fact that In 

the boiling mechanism not one but two critical, changes take place: 

first, formation of a continuous film of vapor on the heating sur- 

face, and, second, the disintegration of the vapor film and restora- 

tion of the regime of nucleate boiling. 

At the same time., the heat-flux density during the first criti- 

cal change la substantially greater than during the second. 

Although, with values of ä about, 0.6 to 0.8 a^. the heat- 

transfer coefficient for nucleate boillnc Increases substantially 

with an increase In heat-flux density. In the near-critical region 

the value of • remains constant. This phenomenon can be- explained 

by the fact that when the regime Is nearly critical, the vapor satu- 

ration of the two-phase boundary layer at the heating surface is so 

great that a further increase in the rate of vaporization will In- 

crease turbulence in the liquid phase on the one hand and, on the 

other, will promote expulsion of the liquid phaae from the boundary 

region. 

Within a certain ranee of values of a these two opposite proc- 

esses to some extent compensate for each other, as a result- of which 

the heat-transfer coefficient remains more or less constant. Finally, 

however, the stability of the liquid films which cut through the two- 

phase boundary layer will be completely upset, and the liquid phase 

"will become separated from the heating surface by a continuous layer 

of vapor. 

Thus, a film-boillns regime results from breakdown of the stable 

two-phase boundary layer which exists in the nucleate boiling regime 
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prior to this change. 

In exactly the same manner, the two-phase boundary layer, which 

consists of a vapor film on the heating surface and of a liquid mass 

surrounding it, can exist only as long as the kinetic energy of the 

vapor flowing in this film is sufficient to keep in suspension the 

masses of liquid which strive, because of the effect of gravity, td 

break down the vapor layer at the heating surface. 

The hydrodynamlc theory of critical changes In the mechanism 

of boiling 01. a heating surface was developed by S. S. Kutateladze, 

and explains well the most essential points of this process. 

7_3. Derivation of a Formula for the First Critical 
Heat-/ ---^^~~^-M 
Liquid 
iteat-iflux Density for Hatural fconveccion or a HcixJng 

TTTIrst Critical Change In the Regime or Boning) 

The hydrodynamlc regime of a two-phase boundary layer can be 

described by the equations for the motion and the mechanical inter- 

action of the flows in the two phases; I.e., by Equations (1-16) and 

(1-17), written for a liquid and a vapor; and Equations (1-21), 

(1-23) and (1-29). Consequently, the system of equations in (5-1) 

will also fully describe the hydrodynamics of a boiling boundary 

layer. 

Analysing this system for basic equations, we assume that: 

(1) in the hear-crltical reslme, the liquid and vapor are agi- 

tated to such an extent by the process of Intensive vaporization 

that molecular friction can le disregarded; 

(?) the liquid-phase velocity is substantially lower than the 

average vapor velocity near the heating surface because of the frlc- 

tlonal effect of the heating surface. 
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With th«8« assuaptioM« the fundamentaa system of equations, 

written In terms of averaged values, takes the form: 

it-m*t+*-*%'. 

(7-1) 

here T stands for turbulent friction, analogous to the term 

expressing molecular friction; 

v , v^ are fluctuating velocity components. 

- The examination of the conditions affecting distribution of 

vaporization nuclei In the given case may be dispensed with since, 

in a near-critical regime, the number of active nuclei Is so great 

that the liquid films cutting through the two-phase boundary layer 

may disintegrate at any point on the heating surface between any 

neighboring active nuclei. The system of equations In (7-1) gives 

the following primary criteria for similarity: 

M.Jtt.'*!'A-' g^ ;^;^;J^-1. (7-2) 

Substituting 

lVaVc(i'-n  n-n«' 

W3 obtain a system of criteria equivalent to (7-2): 
i • 
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These are the same criteria obtained above for an Invlscld dynamic 

layer. Such a coincidence Is by no means accidental; the boiling 

boundary layer dif^rs from the dynamic layer examined In Chapter 5 

only in the mode of light-phase generation. Under conditions of. 

rree convection of the liquid, the velocity of its motion and the 

preS?.ure drops are determined only by the vaporization process-i.e., 

those quantities are not among the conditions uniquely defining a 

system. Neither is the time factor among the conditions uniquely 

defining the aolution of this problem, since it is rot l- Nation 

of the transition from one regime of boiling to the other that is 

being studied, but rather the heat-flux density at .hich this transi- 

tier, occurs spontaneoualy. In such an event, the criteria contain- 

ing the quantities w•, A£. and r are non-determining. 

The velocity of motion of one of the phases is related to the 

heat-flux density by Equation (1-35). Writing the latter in the form 

we get the criterion 

&' (7-5) 

local values of heat flux densities at pha'se boundaries are related 

to the average density of the heat flux through the heating surface 

by the expression 
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■-Mi*"')*- (7-6) 

rt,,« , i, the area of the heating eurfaee! 

i 1. the total area of the Interface. In the e«mlne4 region. 

T^ time interval over which this averaging 1. performed 1. .. 

leeted so that the following condition be fulfilled: 

«here u la the fre^ency of vapor buhhl. fetation. The true vapor 

vdoclüe. are related to the. heat-flux den.lty on the heating sur- 

face by the equation 

where F   Is a "control surface passing through the liquid at a cer- 

tain distance from the heating surface and equivalent 

to the latter; 

UH  is the component, normal to the surface P, of the vapor 
ün 

velocity vector; 

la heat flux through the ion control surface due to heat 

conduction averaged convection currents In the liquid 

phase. 

Hence, the averaged velocity of the vapor In the given cro.e 
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in similar systems, the h«at-fn« flelda are similar. I.e.« 

f 

and, consequently, 

*-*• 

Hie quantity ^ will be called velocity of vaporization and 

represents the volumetric flow rate of vapor per unit area of heat- 

ing surface. 

On substitution of the averaged value of the steam velocity 

(which is proportional to the rate of vaporization) for the actual 

velocity in the similarity criteria, similarity Is assured by the 

equality of the averaced criteria and by the similarity of the hy- 

drodynamic conditions in the vicinity of the heating surface as a 

consequence of the equiprobabllity of distribution of the vaporizing 

nuclei over the heatinc surface. 

Hereafter, we will omit the bar above the quantity £ in the 

averaged criterion (7-5)• 

Tie magnitude of the critical heat-flux density in free convec- 

tion, according to (7-3), Is determined only by the physical charac- 

teristics of the liquid and the linear dimensions of the sytem. I.e., 

the group 

■*n/ *"*   !a 
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1» ttw determlnabl« criterion, which lis« single-valued function of 

the determining criterion 

W-f)*4 (7-10) 

With a sufficiently large heatir r- cur;'aca, when Instability is 

equally probable on any part of the v..-.:-phase boundary layer, the' 

magnitude of ^ need not depend on thne linear dimension 1 of the 

system. 

A very large horizontal disk, wllth Its heating aurr.-.-c    urned 

up, provides an ideal model fully satllsfylng this condition. 

In such a case, the functional rc-U&tlon between Criteria (7-9) 

and (7-10) should be such that the quarr.-.ltles entering into them will 

cancel each other out.    The followinc-■ocablnation «f criteria cor- 

responds to this condition 

here, a     \  is the unkown critical he^--ux density at which 

nucleate boiling is converted Into riliL- rolling. 

Since no determining criterion iveralns in System (7-3) after 

this operation, then for natural convoe^.l.n and a process Independent 

of the dimensions of the heating surfte the solution of the system 
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of .quatlor* under study for the first critical heat-flux density 

will take the form 

^■|      -*,-COIII£. (7-12) 

Formula (7-12) shows that the transition In two-phase boundary 

layer takes place a. a specific ratio of the kinetic energy of the 

stream of vapor to the force of gravity. 

in reality, the following quantity is the .cale of the kinetic 

energy of the vapor stream at the heating surface 

p.;f 

The foiling quantity Is the scale of the force of gravity acting 

on elements of the fluid between the bubbles resting on the heating 

surface 

if-rty 7=7 

. nr *he -atlo of these quantities gives us Criterion The square root of -he .atio ui   "•       H 

(7-11).   Thus this criterion, because of Its physical nature, is 
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Identical v,o Criterion (5-7/. 

If we take Into account the Influence of the viscosity of the 

liquid phaae then, retalnlne the viscosity term In the equation for 

the motion of the liquid phase and reasoning as above, we will 

arrive at the conclusion that with natural convection of the liquid 

and the nondependence of the process on the dimensions of the heat- 

Ing surface, a relationship having the nature of a criterion must 

exist In the following form: 

With small values for the group In the right member of this 

formula, when the Influence of viscosity on the value of ^     can 

be dlsi-..-;rded, we have a llmltlng case expressed by Formula (7-12). 

In Table 7-1 average values of group J^ are given from data 

obtained In a series of experiments. 

Some discrepancies In the absolute values from different 

experiments can be explained by certain differences In the experimen- 

tal methods and In the condition of the heating surface as well as by 

the effect of the viscosity of the liquid. 

Figure 7-5 shows the relationship between the first critical 

heat-flux density and pressure, for boiling water, calculated from 

Formula (7-12) with ^ - 0.1». On the same graph are plotted t'>e 

results of Ye. A. Kanakova's experlmoaua with disks. 

In this graph the maximum critical he-t-flux density Is clearly 

within the range of pressures of the order of 70 to 100 atm. abs. 

Since the critical pressure for water Is 225 atm. abs., the maximum 
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Table 7-1 

Values of Group  •»"• 
JeO. 

Calculated from Experience by Various Authors 

T Limit« Of 1 
i variation 

of 

Boiling 
liquid Heating surface 

Method of 
heating 

saturation 
pressure. ^ Author 

1-115 0.17 Kazakova 
Water Nichrome, wire By 

electricity 
A **• 

n 1-30 0,15 1 Kutateladze 
<i Graphite, 

smooth disks 

A     jw 

i 
n 1-24 0.19 

n 

n Graphite, 
rough disks 

n 1-8 0.17 Färber and 
ii Chromel, wire A w 

Seorah 

n 1-8 0.15 
it 

n Nickel, wire 

n Chrome-plated Condensing 0.1-1 0.14 Braunlich 

copper tube steam 

Akin and 
McAdams n Nickel-plated 

n 0.15-1 0.13 

copper tube 

Benzene Chrome-plated 
copper, disk 

External 
electric 
heating 

1-41 0.16 Cichelli 
ani Bonilla 

M n 1-51 O.io 
n 

Alcohol 

II it 19-33 0.17 
it 

propane 
H 

If n 2-29 0.19 
Pentane 

n it 1-15 0.18 
It 

Heptane l 
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Pltpare 7-ü. Relationship be- 
tween the first critical heat- 
flux density and pressure, 
bolllnc water. 'Ihe curve 
computed from formula, at 
k, » 0.14; the points from 

Ye. A, Kazakova's experiments 
with disks. 

a In the given case corresponds 

to a pressure of the order of (0.3 

to 0.U) £. In the vacuum range 

and In the range of near-crltloal 

pressures, the critical heat-flux 

density In the boiling liquid van- 

ishes . 

?lgure 7-6 shows the relation 

(7-13) as plotted by V. M. Borl- 

shanskly from data of experiments 

with various liquids. 

iii iiaiiiaeiiiisiiiiBMtae"ll*ai,IB*<iaiai 

,,m,,,mmmmmmmmtmmm mmtmtmmmmmmmmmt M' •• »" ! ?2 S SI 

ttrrttti 

Figure 7-C.   Relation (7-lj) from experimental data. 

Prom these data, one can assume that 

*.™+*2M 
(7-14) 
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T-h     Effect of the Condition of the Heating Surface and 
 of the Method of Seating on the Quantity a^iT 

In Borne experiments a rougher heating-surface Increased the 

critical heat-flux density; this apparently Is associated with » 

greater stability of ehe liquid films when they adhere to a rough 

surface. 

The orientation of the heating surface Is also Important in re- 

laticr; to the direction of the gravity vector-namely, for a horl- 

zontally-posltloned disk the value ^ ^ 1«" than for tlw ame  dl8k 

placed on edge. This Is explained by the fact that on the lower part 

of the horizontal disk large vapor bubbles accumulate, fäcUi-afclng 

the formation of a continuous vapor layer. 

During boiling In a horizontal tube, heated from within by the 

condensing steam, the values of the first critical heat-flux density 

also prove to be markedly lower than during boiling in tubes heated 

by an electric current. Thus, in experiments by Akin and McAdams 

acr 1 proved to be equal to 600,000 kcal/m
2 hr for water boiling at 

• tmospKerlc pressure It. a copper «ule of D - 13 mm, while for • 

horizontal plate and electrically heated cylinders, the corresponding 

n    is more than 1,000,000 kcal/m hr. 

r' This substantial deviation Is associated not only Mth some bind- 

ing of the vapor bubbles In tne lower part of the tube, but also with 

a Substantial non-unlformlty of the heat flux around the circumference 

of the horizontal tube when vapor condenses in It. This non-uniformity 

la explained by a flooding, of the lower part of the tube with condensate 

as a result of which local heat-flux densities In the upper half of the 
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tube can attain and even exceed the true critical densities at a 

relatively low average heat-flux density. 

These clrcumstancea were investigated experimentally In some 

detail by M. A. Styrlko»lch and 0. M. Polyakov. In particular, this 

Investigation confirmed the conclusion arrived at theoretically that 

a horizontal plate with Its heating surface turned upward should be 

used as a standard for comparison. 

7-5. Transition Prom the Pllm-Bolllng Re?lmf, t0,,^*^1*:^11"* 
' 3     Heplme ^Second Critical ühange In tne Polling Kegimgi 

Figure 7-7 shows a diagram of filiu tolling in a liquid on a 

horizontal cylindrical heating-surface placed in a large volume of 

boiling liquid. Plcure 7-8 shows a photograph of film bulling. 

With heat-flux densities substantially higher than the second 

critical heat-flux density ^^  the flow of the layer is stable 

and the phase boundary appears well-defined. 

As the heat flux decreases, the boundary separating liquid from 

vapor begins to pulsate. At heat-flux densities close to ^g, the 

vapor layer takes on an Irregular shape and oscillates vigorously. 

It is evident that the stability of this layer substantially de- 

creases. 

The second critical change (end of film boiling) is expressed 

by the ultimate disintegration of the vapor layer and the establish- 

ment on the heatlnn surface of a pattern characteristic of normal 

nucleate bolllnE, 

The hydrodynamlc situation above the vapor layer (I.e., in the 
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Figure 7-7. Diagram of 
i'ilm boiling in a liquid. 

Figure 7-3. PhotoKraph 
of film boiling. 

area filled with the mixture of bubbles swept away from this layer 

and the liquid bulk) is determined by the system of equations given 

in Section 7-3. 

By adding the equation of the notion of vapor in a continuous 

layer, we obtain a system of equations describing the motion of the 

two-phase boundary layer in film boiling. 

If we assume that at the instant of the critical change, owing 

to the pulsations originating in the vapor layer, the Ineril;:! 

forces In the latter are substantially greater than the forees of 

molecular friction, then the equation of motion of an uninterrupted 

layer of vapor will have the same form as In the system of Equations 

(7-1); i.e., this system Is also applicable to the Instant of the 

second critical chance in the mechanism of bolllnG. At the same 

time, the last equation of the System (7-1) Is applicable, but only 

as a fair approximation, and In the present case Indicates that the 
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liquid flow velocity at. the boundary of the vapor film Is small 

compared to the average vapor velocity. 

At moderate presoures ( T' &  *") and with natural convection 

In the liquid, the Introduction of such simplification of the problem 

appears to be entirely permissible when the liquid motion Is fully 

controlled by the motion of the vapor. 

Consequently, the Integral of this system of equations with 

respect to the second critical heat-flux density, under conditions of 

natural convection of the liquid and nondependence of the process 

on the dimensions of the heating surface, also has a form Identical 

to the Pormula (7-12). Besides this, owing to the difference in the 

original structure of the two-phase boundary layer, the v»T>«e of the 

constant kp will differ from the value of j^. Ihus, inasmuch as the 

quantities k.. and k^ are constant, between the first and the second 

critical heat-flux densities in the given liquid a constant ratio 

applies, determined by the condition 

^-^-CMSI. (7-15) 

In film boiling, the interface (and consequently also the free 

energy of the two-phnse boundary layer),are smaller than in nucleate 

boiling. Therefore, If the rate of vaporisation Is suii'iclent for 

uniform feeding of an existing vapor layer, the latter is more stable 

than the two-phase boundary layer in nucleate boiling. 

The result of this is the experimentally revealed fact that 

film boiling once developed, nay continue at heat-flux densities 

smaller than c^ 1. Thus, acr,l'^cr,2' and the constant ln ^rmila. 
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In Pig. 7-9, data of experiments by V. M. Borlshanskly and 

S. 3. Kutateladze on the boiling of Iso-octane are plotted In the 

coordlnatea (^^p); ?n these experiments, both the first and the 

second critical heat-flux densities were measured on the same heating 

surface.    These experiments cover values of |— up to 0.6; I.e., 

both the region where the critical heat-flux density Increases with 

pressure, and the region where It decreases at critical pressure Is 

approtioned. 
B> comparing the two curves. It car. be established that the 

constancy of the ratio ^1 demanded by the theory Is generally pre- 
•cr,l 

served within the whole range of pressures Investigated. 

According to existing experimental data, the constant In Formula 

(7-15), for conditions of natural convection In the liquid, Is of the 

order of 0.17 to 0.22. 

■•Ammmmmmmmmmm» .••mämmm 

u~ .mummt mr. 
' ammmgmmmmmfLmm. m iJ-mfr 

Figure 7-9.    Efteot of pressure on ^^ and 

In free conve tlon, from experiments 
^,2 
with 150-octane 
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7-6. Effect of a Subcooled Liquid (i.e.. Below Saturation 
feraperature) on the Critical Heat-Flux Density 

Let us isolate, by means of an arbitrary bounded control sur- 

face P, a region (of volume V) of the vapor-llquid mixture. 

Inside this Isolated reclon lot discrete volumes of vapor and 

liquid be arbitrarily distributed, and let their number, their dis- 

tribution, and the quantity of material bounded In the volumes change 

with time. 

T^e quantity of heat brought Into the examined region Is the 

sum of the change In the heat content of the vapor and of the liquid 

which have passed through surface P, and of the heat which has 

flowed Into the examined volume by conduction. Thus, the heat balance 

over volume V of the vapor-llquld mixture during the time Interval 

A»>! , where u Is the frequency of passage of vapor bubbles 

through the surface P, can be written In the form of the following 

integral equation: 

+ fffl*-F)*"I(Ii,(,"?,f'Tr+fri'!-v')rft (7'16) 

here 1" ■ r + c" Is the heat content of the vapor; 

t/ is the texperature of the liquid; 

I — is the temperature gradient; 
m 
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t1 *.   . — is the temperature gradlentj 
a 

w« w" respectively are the components, normal to the surface, 

of the inatantaneous velocities for the two phases; 

¥    is the instantaneous.volumetric fraction of vapor in 

Region V. 

Oiven ateady-state conditions and a heat transfer by conduction, 

negligible as compared to the transfer by convection. Equation (7-16) 

takes the forms 

i(jiv-:^)*-i(jM^^)*. (7.17) 

When the temperature of the liquid phase in the examined region 

is less than saturation temperature (t- > t"), the heat content of 

the liquid stream passing through this region increases due to heat 

transfer from the vapor; i.e., the second term of Equation (7-17) is, 

in this case, positive. Correspondingly, the first term of this 

equation becomes, negative. 

The physical constants of vapor, and time, are essentially 

positive, and therefore the quantity \<»     la negative; i.e.. In 

this case the quantity of flowing vapor decreases due to condensa- 

tion in Region V. 
At t« > t", the reverse effect occurs; ?.e., an increase in the 

quantity of vapor takes place as it passes through the region of 

superheated liquid. 

When vapor bubbles (swept away from the heating surface in nu- 

cleate boiling, or from the vapor layer in film boiling) rise, liquid 
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flows In to fill the volume left by the bubbles. As a consequence 

of the resulting Internal circulation In the liquid, part of It 

shifts from tne core of the stream toward the boiling boundary layer. 

If the liquid is fed from the core of the.stream which is below 

the saturation temperature, then in the region of the boiling 

boundary layer, a process of vapor condensation takes place, affecting 

the structure of this layer. 

It may be assumed that the peculiarities brought into the struc- 

ture of the boiling boundary layer by intrusion of cold masses of 

liquid from the core of the stream are determined by the change in 

fraction of vapor in this region due to vapor condensation. 

in that case, the corresponding determining criterion can be 

obtained from the balance equation (7-16), written over the region 

where the examined process takes place. This equation gives the 

following criteria of similarity: 

}&**''Wi'T]' (7-18) 

In we 11-developed turtuler.t flow l^notf . and the second criter- 

ion csn also be omitted from the snalysis. The criterion Ü Is re- 

tained In the fur.damenral systex of crlterls (7-3). 

Thus, Equation (7-16) Introduces only one aäditicaal criterion 

-02-  to the system (7-.'i). In addition, quantity At should stand, 

fw'the degrees of subcoollng of the liquid below the boiling point; 

i.e., into this criterion should be Introduced the quantity *-t"-t', 

where t' is the mean temperature In the core of the liquid flow. 

In the examined case we extend the system of equations (7-1) 
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r: rr.;:.::...—..--Tf- 
j-w^» of w  With such a more 4vintv of the vanishing or w^. HJ-"" 

clude the posaiblllty of th h       ^ ^^ ^^ 

«neral formulation of the problem, the 
g ,  ^  As a result, the final system of the crltexla 
gives the simplex .• . *» a reBUA ' 

of elmllarlty reduces to the form: 

these criteria are nonde^rmlnlng. 

. w into the first of these criteria the heat-flux 
By introducing into tne uraw 

.un. to (7-*). and considering only the process inde- 
denslty according to (7 *). ^^ ^ ^ 

pendent of the linear dimension of the system, 

crlterlonal relation: 

%: £). (7-») 

.,      fH.t with   * = 0 the condition (7-12) 
Taking into consideration that with 

„i 4.<«n f7.2Crt the following fon.i: 
applies, we can give Relation (7-20) 

(7-21) 
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.«MCIcilly the form of th« function / »J 
He can visualize more speclflMliy «ie 

I „roceeilng from th. following oonewreti».. 

a. order for . vapor film to form in a li^. the great hu« 

L .hioh i. euteooled (at a temperature hel« eaturation) it i. 

L,mr, to tranafer through the Keating -fee. a ^anti , of he t 

nation in th. aaturata. li,uU an. for preheating up to aa^ra- 

tl0„ temperature the liquid maa. ^ into the .«n^y region from 

ithe cold core of the flow. 4  ^^ th. 
^ quantity of liquid drawn Into the boundary region fro. 

core, when the latter Is not subcooled, Is 

O'-I'it-U-») (7-22) 

:«,.„ „ i. the coefficient of recirculat.on of the aaturate* li^ 

In the boundary region. 
1   „t. „far. to that part of the li^ «hich fill, the volume 

Lft W a-ept-amay huhhles, an. «h.ch .oe. not oom. fro, the .uteoolea 

core, but .. «.Pieced fr«. edjacent point, in th. bound.« region 

as other bubbles are formed. 

»aauming that whan the d.gree of autcooling of the li,uid i.   • 

^11 the entity 4' remain, unchanged, «e c« writ.: 
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^-c^+o-^l ^ 

here ^    9     ia  crltlc81 heat-flux density In the liqulä whose core Is 

sutcooled} 

a  Ä Is the same In a liquid fully at the saturation temperature, 
*:r,0 

other conditions being equal. 

Prom the latter formula It follows that: 

(1) o^ Increases with an Increase in the fmbcooling of the 

liquid (below saturation temperature). Thla  increase in the critical 

heat-flux density Is determined by the additional heat which must be 

spent for preheating the cold masses of liquid brought into the 

boundary layer by circulation. As a first approximation, 3cr is a 

linear function of * to the extent to which the coefficient of re- 

circulation is constant at a given pressure; 

(2) the relative effect of th« subcooling of the liquid on the 

critical heat-flux density decreases with an increase in pressure. 

This circumstance is explained by the fact that an increase in 

pressure increases the density t" of the vapor, and decreases, cor- 

respondingly, the number and dimensions of the bubbles swcpo away 

from the surface of the vapor film. In its turn, the decrease in the 

volume of the vapor bubbles lessens the quantity of cold liquid drawn 

into circulation in the vicinity of the heating surface, and conse- 

quently the amount of heat required for preheating this liquid to 

saturation temperature lessens; |  | 

(3) the proportionality factor in the group    ? l8 le88 than 

unity. | 
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7 7      Some E/perlmental Data on the Effect of a Subcooled 

In derivlnß Formula  (7-3). It «as assumed that the coefficient 

of reclrculation did not deoend on the liquid temperature.    In this 

case, according to (7-^1).  the quantity (1 - n) Is a function only 

of the relative density of vapor _!__. 

B -[ — "" ^■^ 
».«>■• 

I* 

i ^ 
'*~ •Ä'^'A 

r "^ i _ 

r — 
E?»1 i. £ r > 

b | 

^n g 1 1 »r_ 

r H H s 
Figure 7-10.    Relative .hange In ^ during boiling 
in the sub.ooied liquid with natural '-onveotl^ 
Alahol-   (1)  P = 1 atm. abs.;  U) £ - ^ atm.  abs., ALohol.    i   £      5 atm   abs>. j.t) | . io atm. abs.; 

Water:  (5^-1 ^ a53'  ^) £ «= 3 atm. abs.; 
Iso-octane:  (7) £ = 1 atm- :ib8- 

introducing this dependence into (7-23), we obtain: 
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&-•+/#)£• (7-24) 

In Pig. 7-10 the experimental data on ^ ^ for alcohol, v:ater, 

and lso-oct»ne with natural convection are plotted on the coordinates 

of Formula (7-2'0 • 

The quantity ~s la taken as a parameter.    Prom thase data, it 

may be r-een quite clearly that: 

(1) as a first approximation, the linear relationship between 

a      and  #   quite clearly stands up: 

(2) the effect of the group -=— decreases with an luci-edse 

in the relative density of the vapor, or, which is the same, with a 

decrease in the relative density of the liquid   ^T . 

Thus, experiment has confirmed these theoretical deductions, 

which are by no means evident at a glance. 

The experimental data given In Fig. 7-10 are described by the 

formula 

*r.« "'   ' (7-25) 

The derivation of Formula (7-23) Is not tied to any consider- 

ation of the magnitude of äcr^o' 1,e" t0 thä Pre8ence or ab8ence of 

a forced flow of the liquid. Therefore, the fundamental conclusions 

on the character of this relationship are of general value. 

» •      • 
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Plpure 7-11. Effect of subcoollng on the 
critical heat-flux density j^ 1  for water 
flow in annular spaces (£ < 22  atm. abs.). 

Figure 7-11 shows V. S. Chlrkln's experimental det? ^  -he 

system of coordlnatea of (7-25). These experiments were conducted 

in annular spaces by heating the inner core. The pressures varied 

from 1 to 22 atm. abs. (-J^- >80), th3 water flow velocities from 0.5 

to 14 Vse<-., the decree of sub^oollnc * froia 5 to 80 C, the 

diameter of the heated core from 1 to 10 mm, and the width of the 

annular space * from 0.5 to 4.4 mm. The following formula corres- 

ponds to a straight line drawn through the experimental points: 

£..+«*(#•?. (7-26) 

The data of S. S. Kutatelad-e shown in Pig. 7-12 indicate that 

with extensive subcoollng the relationship between q^ and f   is 

nonlinear. 
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7-8  Effect of Flow Velocity. Channel Dlmenslors, 
* 'SnrVwSF'Ppnciion on the auantity q„r 

Prom (7-3) It follows that the critical heat flux at zero  frac- 

tion of vapor (c- I /r - 0, w"/w' - 0) is a function of flow velocity 

through the dlmenslonless parameter w'2/?!. Ihe effect of viscoaity 

1. taken into account in conformity with (7-13). In the case of 

the flow of a vapor-llquld mixture, w"/«' and > •/ 7 " are added to 

the number of the determining parameters. 

Thus, In a general form, we may write 

'A'VW'*■■ tiM*-^l (7-27) 

Here  A l/r = (lflow - ^)/r 1B the relative difference between 

the heat content of the flow and that of the saturated liquid. 

With t = t". the quantity  A l/r is numerically e^ual to the 

mass fraction of vapor In the mixture.  I.e., It is the mass analog 

of parameter  ß .   With 1< t".    A l/r = -c« * /r can also be con- 

sidered a "negative fraction of vapor."    This modified version of 

the criterion K = r/ £ A t was used In such a form by M.  A. o-jvl- 

kovlch, Z. L. Mlropol'skiy, M. Ye. Shitsman, V. Ye. Doroshchuck and 

some other Investigators. 

Under forced flow.  In order to produce a continuous vapor film. 

It is necessary to accelerate the liquid forced out of the layer 

adjoining the wall to the velocity of the core.    In connection with 
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Figure 7-12. 9CP|1 vs.    for 
water flew In a wide annular 
space.    (E«**l atm. abs.): 
(1)  w'^U mm/sec;    (2)  ; ^ 
Im/sec;    (3) natural con- 
vection In a large vclume. 

this, the higher the liquid flow 

velocity, the larger the work re- 

quired to form the vapor film. The 

quantity 9cr Increases accordingly 

In Pig. 7-13 the results of 

experiments with channels having 

wide silts (I >3 mm) are plotted 

on generalized coordinates. As 

may be seen, quite different data 

are in agreement. The results of 

a short series of experiments oy 

McAdams conform qualitatively to 

the  findings of Soviet Investi- 

gators, but their .bsolute values are lower. 

According to V. S. ChlrKln,   In silt channels wlthl<3 ™. 

the quantity %v decreases approximately In proportion to the 0.7th 

power of *• 
The average "line drawn through the pclnts in Pig. 7-13 is 

described by the formula 

*-«—-f^r (7-28) 

The notion   f the f.-sctl.-n .f »apor In the stream on 3,. has 

a d.jal ohnr,o-.er. «t unoh.n.ln, «as velocity and rather .^U »asa 

fractiona of .apor In the .-.ream, increase in the stream's si« äives 
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Figure 7-13 

'V1 

».--^" 

vs. for flow Jn 

an Increase In the velocity of 

the mixture, which leads to an In- 

crease In a • This Increase Is 

especially noticeable at moderate 

pressures y'&i*      when an al- 

ready small mass fraction of 

vapor greatly Increases the spe- 

cific volume of the mixture. With 

a further Increase In the fraction 

of vanor a decrease In the fraction 

of water of the stream begins to 

a silt channel. The Inner core show. 
Is heated. Experiments of 
Kutateladze, * = 0; (l) P = 
a 1 atm. abs.; experlit^nus of 
Averln and Krushllln, * = 0; 
(2) p - 1 atm. abs.;  (3) £ = 
. 3 atm. abs.;  W £ = 5 atin' 
abs.;  (5) £ = 9 atm. abs.; 
experiments of Chlrlcin and 
Yukln, # > 0; (6) £ > 22 atm. 
abs. 

In this region the flow now 

consists of vapor entraining drops 

of liquid, and the preservation of 

the two-phase boundary layer de- 

pends on the rate of collection of 

liquid drops on the wall. 

Since the rate of this spraying decreases with a decrease In 

the fraction of water In the mixture, the specific heat flux at 

which deterioration of heat transfer begins also decrees»» abruptly 

as the fraction of vapor Increases. However, the change in the rate 

of heat transfer in this region of vapor fractions should not be con- 

sidered as a critical change associated with the upsetting of the 

stability of the two-phase boundary layer. The laws governing this 

heat-transfer deterioration have not been Ladled sufficiently as yet; 

nevertheless. It can already be affirmed at present that they differ 

greatly from those which apply In a large volume or In a forced flow 
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ST^peilflc heat flux   *). ^f^J^ ^-ifdlmnet.r heater. 
Mlropol'skly In a »^«l*68-»^1 Si%olnt8^re labeled with ref- 
dlrectly by « «^ ^1! J'- I^/ r - x. (1,2) £ - 181.8 •ranee to relative enthfilpie» 1 = 1 / £ *• „^ ' ' f, kv _ . 
^Jorce/c^, x^ - O.363; v° - 890 ks-force/..2 .ec, (3» £ 

/   2   „        o sks- w0 » 875 kg-rorce/m   MC; (5,6) . 1Ö3.0 kg-force/c« j ^ • 0.5*5, w       0" •» ' 
2 . Iß2 kg-force/c«

2, ^ ^ 0.074; wj = 869 kg-forc/. «c. 

of a stream with'a small fraction of vapor. 

Even at comparatively moderate flow velocities of the steam- 

water mixture, the deterioration of the heat transfer loses its criti- 

cal character. Upon reachinG a definite thermal load, the ^11 tern- 

peratur. increases rapidly but not by Jumps (?1C. 7-1-0  In this 

redon one .an no longer spoa. even of a definite value of ^  but 

one can only fix that maCnitude of the heat flu. at which an Increase 

in the wall temperature is some specific magnitude, for instance. 50 C 

•me examined reGion has a particular slGnificance at increased 

pressures (L_ 0.5), ev.n when an .brupt deterioration of heat 

Ecr 
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Figure 7-15. Dependence of 
the critical .(lass fraction 
of vmor x  on pressure and 

•   —Ci* 
on specific heat flux at ref- 
erence muss velocity of the 
vapor w" = 1;>0 ke-force/m':'sec; 

(1) ^^300,000 Vccal/mj hr; 

(2) g = ^00,000 kcal/m" hr; 

(^) a = 500,000 kcul/m" hi'; 

{H)  ^ = 600,000 Jccal/m hr. 

transfer conditions Is observed In 

sharply reduced heat fluxes 

(^ 4^ a ) and vapor fractions 

X4J.1; this can be seen In Pig. 

7-15. 

AB the experiments of M. A. 

Styrllcovlch and co-worlcers have 

shown In the field of near-critical 

pressure, the phenomenon of a crit- 

ical change In heat transfer 

during bolllnt In tubes acquires 

an extremely singular character, 

different from the phenomena de- 

scribed above.    Investigation of 

these specific thermal processes 

Is beyond the scope of this book. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

ATOMIZING LIQUIDS BY SPRAY NOZZLES 

P.-l. v^thnrfn of Atomising Liquids by Spray Notzles 

The atomlzatlon 01 liquid is widely utilized in the most diverse 

branches of modern engineering: liquid fuel is burned In an atomized 

form in different kinds of combustion systems; hot gases are cooled 

by means of an atomized liquid in various equipment used in the 

chemical, fuel, and other industries; vapor-gas mixtures are obtained 

by means of atomization, etc. 

in most cases, the rate at which the pertinent processes takes 

place is determined by the rate of evaporation of the liquid, and by 

the diffusion exchange between the medium and the surface of the 

drop. In connection with this, ability to obtain atomization with 

proper drop size, knowledge of the fractional composition of the drop- 

size range, and the spray-density distribution throughout the cross 

section of the Jet—all these are of first rank practical Importance. 

At the present time two types of atomizers (sp.ay nozzles) are 

used: mechanical and pneumatic. In the mechanical spray nozzles, 

the liquid is fed under hign pressure (up to several tens of atmos- 

pheres) and is discharged into a gaseous medium usually having a 

low flow velocity. In the pneumatic spray nozzles, the initial 

liquid velocity Is not high and atomization takes place in the gas 
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Btream which entrains the Jet. 
»„o .rpnerally dlvldeft Into two tTpew Pneumatic spray nozzles are generally aa 

/      M.h aB ^ to 4 atm.) with relatively low 
the hlKh-head nozzles  (as high as 3 w H av    / 

M , f« i o te   of gas per kg of liquid), 
Boeclflc gas discharge rates (0.3 to 1.0 kg. or g     P 
speciiii. 6 Ä , .i^, \ with a relatively high 
„a «.e lov-head nozzle, (les. than 0.1 atm.) «1th     " J 

.pacific ga. dlacharsa rat. (« to 10 ^ of .a. par .* .r U^)- 

"   L. proceaa of atoMzaUon (h^p) or th. 11^1. i- —d 

by tha intaractlon of the U,uW with the aurroundm. gaa.   Her. a 

L crucial role i. pla,e. hy the ahapa an. the an^la of «lat of 

I Za .t. «p.n.ln. on th. confl^Uon of the fl. In front 

0f a«! tehlnd the extn-aion orifice of the .pray nozzle. 

AtM.izatlon of a U.uid ...t heln. ai3charg.a fro. a given orifice 

i. the result of the Interaction of the liquid 
into gas-filled space la the result ox ^       .„ 

,.     »PMa interaction 1» extremely Btream and the gaseous environment.    This interact 

independent primary drops. 
„e atartln. condition, for the atreo. unaer agnation   re   - 

^ition. for its aiachar.. fro» the zpra, noz.le.    «... ^«on. 

m ..«„.inea hy the ^tr.c conflation of th. ch-.her. 

.pray-nozzle orifice, ^a th. ai.char6e velocity of the let. 

„, no.  in a 6a.-li.uia .y.t..-l. ae.crihea hy the elation, of 

«„on of the pha«. ana hy the conaition. for their interaction at 

th. ^..„a.riea.    H.r., f.c.u.e or cor..ia.r.hl. v.loolti.. of th. 

llql;,a jet. .ravu.t.onai fore. (.. co..p.r.d .ith in.«i.) can t. 
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In comparison with Inertia. 

Moreover,  in the reSlcn where the breakap process talces place, 

the llqald-phase flow sets ap extremely strong turbalent perturbations 

in the surrounilm; «as. In connection with thl,. the forces of molecu- 

lar friction in the «as phase can also be disregarded. 

Taking into conslieratlon what was sail above, we can write the 

fundamental system,of equations In the following form: 

(8-1) 

here, v    and v.   are the fluctuating velocity components. 

These equations give Uie follcwlng primary similarity criteria. 

(8-2) 

ConaHering th^t 
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and 

; 

we can write a system of criteria, strictly equivalent to (8-2), but 

containing one less criterion: 

Among the conditions which uniquely define the examined process 

are the geometric dimensions of the 8pra> nozzle, flow velocities of 

the phases, and the physical constants In the equations of (8-1). Let 

us form, as usual, combinations from the criteria in (8-3), so as to 

isolate the maximum number of groups composed only of quantities that 

are among the conditions uniquely defining the problem.    We have: 

»V1   I» 

if   m'l 

(8-4) 

Consequently, the following system is equivalent to system (8-3): 

lie_.J^.!S5.Ü^. JÜl (8-5) 

four of these criteria are determining. 

•  .,,.., 
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Evidently, the higher the rate of the brealcup process, the 

greater the dynamic Interaction between the Jet and the ga». Ihls 

interaction depends on their relative velocity.    Therefore, It Is 

expedient to Introduce the relative velocity of the gas Into the 

criteria In (8-5)  Instead of Its absolute velocity: 

w~*-¥. 

J 

Taking this circumstance Into account, we can write that any 

deteminabie criterion for the atomlzatlon process In geometrically 

similar spray nobles Is a certain function of the following deter- 

mining dlmenslonless parameters: 

(8-6) 

* 8-3. Brealcup of a Simple Jet 

A liquid jet discharged Into space begins to oscillate. Interacts 

with the surrounding gas, and breaks up Into drops. 

In Pig. 8-1 are shown photographs of the discharge of the liquid 

jet into a gas with different densities. As may be seen, the greater 

the gas density, the more complete is the disruption of the Jet. 

Figure 8-.: shows the results of one of the experiments by V. I. 

Blinov and Ye. L. Pelnberg (Feynberg) determining the shape of a Jet 
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1 mmxjm 

discharged from an ell.'Dtlcal ori- 

fice. The distance from the plane 

of the discharge orifice Is plotted 

as the abscissa and the thickness 

of the Jet as the ordlnate. As 

may be seen, the jet has an ex- 

tremely pronounced.wave character. 

The waves originate at the e/.lt of 

the nozzle, and are gradually 

damped as they move away from the 

orifice. Once these waves have 

been jompletely damped, unstable 

vnves begin to develop whose ampli- 

tude continually Increases along 

PIß. 8-1. Photographs of 'i 
Jet of liquid fuel dlcoharg- 
Ing Into .'ilr at various pres- 
sures. |^0.,~le = 

0'5 jm'' 
pressure in front of no^.:le; 
18.6 ntm. ^bs.; 11 iuld vis- 
cosity: 0.1- poise; oppoblng 
pressure: (1) 0.0^1 atm. abs.; 
(2) 1 atm. ibs.; {•) 1.» atm. the ,et an(i finally causes It to 
abs.; (0 7.8 atm. ibs.; 
(5) l'i.5 ^tm. abs. break up Into drops. The  charac- 

ter of the oscillation of the heat depends essentially on the flow 

velocity (all other conditions being e-jual). There exists a 

velocity at which the stability of the Jet is greatest with respect 

to the extent of Its solid portion. 

Figure 8o shows the results of some experiments demonstrating 

how the length of the solid portion of the water Jet discharged Into 

the atmosphere changes with the head at the no^le e.ilt. 

As yet there are no .onplete solutions of the problem dealing 

with the breakup of the t'et. However, a quite far-reaching elabo- 

ration of It has been accomplished In the works of Raylelgh, Weber, 

Petrov, Kallnlna. and others, 'mis theory Is based on the concept 

that the Jet breaks up as a result of an upsetting of the equilibrium 
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Figure 8-2. Shape of a Jet discharged 
from an elliptical orifice. 
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Figure 8-3. Length of the solid portion of a water Jet 
discharged into the atmosphere vs. head at the nozzle 
exit. (1) Orifice D • 0.68 mmj (2) D - 1.0? mm; (3) 
D • 1.2? mm. 
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of the free surface of liquid under the effect of surface tension. 

The Insignificant Initial perturbations leaf to the tarmctlon of wvti 

with spontaneously increasing amplitude, this process being sped up 

by additional perturbations due to the relative motion cr the liquid 

and the gas. 

The equations of motion and continuity for the Jet can be written 

in terms of the corresponding fluctuating conponents of velocity and 

pressure in a cylindrical system of coordinates: 

ÄL + jfe + i-O: 

(8-7) 

here v , u are the fluctuating velocities in the radial and axial 

directions) 

*' is the fluctuating pressure in the J«t. 

The boundary conditions are written according to (8-1), but in 

a siJipler form. In particular, the tangential stresses on the Jet 

surface are assumed to equal zero. We have: 

(8-8) 
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where  »■ 13 the fluctuating pressure In the gas; 

r   Is the fluctuating pressure caused by the forces of 

surface tension. 

A particular solution of this system of equations for the time 

changes In the amplitude of oscillations has the form: 

/•. '-'£= •*) 

where a la the Increment of oscillations in the J*t, determined ap- 

proximately by the equation 

l.ere  RQ 
la the mean ra<llus of the Jet; 

I „ 2gR ls the wave number ( X is the wavelength of the 

oscillations). 

For oscillations leading to the brealcup of the Jet, ij > u. 

Then, the most rapidly Increasinc oscillation Is of derive im- 

portance. 

Examining Equation (8-9), written for this, oscillation, ore Is 

convinced that It gives two detemlnlng criteria corresponding to the 

first two criteria of the system (8-6). Moreover, Equation (8-9) 

gives nondetermlnlng criteria containing the Increment and the wave 

number of the oscillation which leads to the brealcup of the Jet. 
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8-4. te<aTwp of a Single Prop 

The behavior of a single drop entrained by a gas stream depends 

on the relationship between the dynamic effect which the stream has 

on the drop and the "strength" of the drop, which depends on the 

surface tension and the viscosity of the liquid. The interaction of 

the liquid and gas is generally described by the system of equations 

(8-1). This system leads to four determining criteria in (8-6). For 

a single drop entrained by a stream, the velocity w' drops out of the 

conditions which uniquely define the process, and accordingly the 

last two criteria of the system (8-6) cease to be determining. 

Breakup of a drop of a given diameter begins at a sr^cffTc ve- 

locity of the entraining stream. This velocity, whJoh may be deonoted 

as w" , is a function of conditions which uniquely define the drop 

breakup process. Among the latter are only the drop diameter and 

the physical constants in the first two criteria of the system (8-6). 

Hence, it can be assumed: 

*£..,(£). (8-10) 

where Drt   is the lnltU.1 drop diameter. 

For low-viscosity liquids, when the breakup process does not 

for all practical purposes depend on *',  it follows from (8-10) 

that: 

*&.-«-, (8-11) 
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AB M. S. Volynskly'a experiments have shown, one must distinguish 

two critical velocities of the entraining flow--w"cr#1, at which only 

single drops of diameter D0 oegin to break up, and w"cr|2, at which 

all drops of the given diameter break up. 

According to these experiments, the interval where tne drops 

become unstable Is determined by the Inequality 

,4>eÄ»>to.7. (8-13) 

Figure 8-n glve^ curves ahov.'lnc the stability of water and gaso- 

line drops in an air stream at atmospheric pressure. 

At velocities close to w"cr#1 the drop splits up into two almost 

equal parts, and a number of minute droplrt» are also formed. At 

vloclties of the order of w"cr ? ^i higher, the drop breaks up (is 

atomized) into a greater number'of droplets whose diameters are un- 

equal and considerably less than J)Q. 
Figures 8-5 and 8-6 sho« ohoU, raphs of the drop-split*in? 

process obtained by M. S. Volynskiy. Figure 8-7 »hows photographs 

of the drop-atoml.:atlon process obtained by Lane. Apparently, at 

velocities w" > w"cr. a flying drop Is drastically distorted into a 
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Plirure fcJi. The curves of the stability of water and 
Kaaollne drops In an air stream of atmospheric pressure. 
(1) upper lltalt of stability; (2) lower limit of 
stat 111ti 

Figure iv-5. 
Castor oil: 
v = 28 m/sec. 

Spllttini": drop 
DA = 3.^ mm; 

Figure 8-6. Splitting drop. 
Castor Oil: D0 = 3.8 nun; 

v - 35 in/300«» nearby* a dr0P 
In a phase corresponding to 
the regime when there is no 
splitting. 
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Klßure -V. tho:o^i'^pha of 
^he drop r/.oml:;p.tlop process, 

body with a thin shell ;.-hlch when 

ruptured will give rise to a 

range of small ar.d minute droplets. 

The character of the gas flow past 

the drop Is the cause of this 

distortion. 

During flow past an originally 

spherical drop, the change In flow 

velocities across the boundary 

layer '.rA  In the separation reclon 

(Fig. c-c) cavses dlstor'-lon of 

the drop and the subsequent de- 

velopmen-. of a pressure-dlstrll u- 

tlon rose.te. Av -.he first s-a^e 

of -his process, *he drops flatren 

out In •he direction of '-he flow, 

i.e., assume the shape of a round 

flai dlslc, the plane of which Is 

perpendicular '.o the direction of 

the velocity vector. Later on, 

distortion becomes more p'v- 

:-;our.ced, having the nature of :■. 

iui'a-. ;-.v.i leading to '.tomizatlo:-. 

of .he original drop. 

PiEure .0-c-. Ireaaure Jla- 
trlbutlon (rose* te) In :'lov, 
p.-i^t a sphere. 
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8-5. Mean Drop Diameter In Atomlzatlon 
by Pneumatic Spray Nozzles 

As has been pointed out above, the lüsic characteristics of the 

nature of atomlzatlon are the fractional composition of the drops and 

the spray density distribution throughout the cross section of the 

atomized Jet. The mean drop diameter Is somewhat of an over-all 

characteristic Indlcatlnc to some extent the nature of liquid 

etoml^ation by a given spray nozzle. 

There are several methods for determining the mean drop diameter. 

The mean diameter, determined from the property of weight. Is: 

D.£*. (8-1") 

where 0< Is the total weight 01 the drops of diameter D^ 

At the present time, there Is a considerable amount of experi- 

mental research on different spray nobles. 

In order to ascertain the  basic laws governing liquid atomlzatlon 

by pneumatic sprayers, let us examine the results of a very thorough 

and methodical study carried out by L. A. Vltman, B. D. Katsnel'son, 

and M. M. Efros, under I. I. Paleyev»s direction. 

Figure 8-9 shows the relationship between *he  relative mean 

drop diameter J- (where D0 Is the diameter of the spray-nozzle orifice) 
-0 

and the first group of (8-6), from data for one of the spray nozzles. 

In these experiments, the air velocity changed within the range from 
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43 to 121 nv/sec, and the liquid velocity within 0.55 to 2.3 m/aec. 

No Influence of the relative flow rate of the phases =r waa revealed 

In these experiments. As m^y be seen from the graph shown, the ex- 

perimental points fall properly on a logarithmic straight line with 

a slope n = -0.45. At the same time the distance of the drops from 

the spray-noi^le orifice has no noticeably appreciable Influence on 

the mean drop diameter. 
The proportionality factor 

in the relation 

i-*teS (3-15) 

Figure 8-9. jj- vs. 

from experiments with pneu- 
matic spray no:::-.les. 

(1) Hi ^  6  •  10"4;   (2) 
nj <« 8  '   10"\   (3) 
n, ^ 5  •  10"5; where n. = 
-1    i2 

*' • TT* 

proved to be differor'"  for« various 

llquld3.    It follows from (8-6) — 

since the experiments reveal no 
w1 

influence of the parameter jj^r 

and, consequently, none of para- 
n no 

meter —rrs that this dlf- 
' w 

ference is determined only by the 

viscosity of the liquid and is 

characterised by the second cri- 

terion of (8-6). 

Figure t'-lO ahowa the relationship 

ip^r-'ts)- (8-16) 

plotted from experiments with the same spray nozzle.   The viscosity 

of the atomined liquids varied in these experiments from 
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0,067  • 10'3 to 54,5 •  10"3 kg • aec/ra2. 

Ui 

u 

»rr-r      ■■iinitllhlllMlllllltllllllllllllllllllllU 
^V 'ailiiiaciiiiaiitiiiiniii iliiiiiaiiiniiiiui 

■ iniiaimi 

niii«»iiii»iiiiiiiiimiiniillMilnmiimiinnD»«iHiiiiUniM»> 
 ■■■iiiiniliiiiiaaiiiiiiilliiillaiiilliiMliimaiilliiiilliiiilii 
 ■■III(»IIIIIIIIII iiiiiiiiiaaiiiriiiiliiBaiiiOiiiiiiii  

iiiiniillaiiiiaaiMiaiiuitliiaaiiuii rilaaii 
 iiiniiMiaaiiiniiiuiiiraaiilimiiaiiriaaii 
iiiiaiillaiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMaiiilliiiiiaK -^ 

■ iiiiaaiiiiiiilililiimillllilliiiMaaiiiiaiiiiianiaa mai 
a in, • a •iiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiMiiini i ■■•uiiiiliii 
miaai n itina^Kiiiiiiiaiiiiaiiiiii «iaiiim 

aiiiiami aaiiiiaiin 

lallMiaifiaaaiiiaiii 
#   #»#tWf 

Figure 8-10,    Qenerallzed relationship 
#^0, •2 

between ^ ( —)      J and (  ^y p  '• 

?rom the data shown.  It may be seen that the effect of viscosity 

on the drop 3l::e is only substantial when 

** 
>0.I. (8-17) 

Experiments with a number of other spray noscles (three of which 

are shown in Fig. P-ll) have confirmed the indicated laws.    The work- 

ing forraulan proposed by L. A. Vitman, B.  D. Katsnel'son. and M. M. 

Efroa have the form; 

at     ^>0J 
• \ft» mr-^m (6-18) 
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8t ■r!r<06 » 

zc^r-^tfid • <*•» (8-19) 

Figure B-ll. Sectional view of spray nozzles: 
(a) STS-PDM-lj (b) STS-P0B-2J (c) STS-PDB-1 

The quantity A0 depends on the design of the spray nozzle (Table 

8-1). 

Angle or cone 

28° 

30-47°* 

Table 8-1 

Type of Spray Nozzle   A0     «> 

STS-PDP-1 1«2C 2«3 

STS-POH-2 0.90 2.8 

STS-iT)M-l (Kel'man's) O.78 2.6 to 3-0   22° 

0 
Qlushakov's O.75    2.3      25 

Two-step O'Ol    2.8      29 

•Depending on the size of nozzle orifice and Insert. 
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Thus, the fineness of liquid atom'Lzatlon by pneumatic sprayers 

la approximately Inversely proportional to the square root of the 

kinetic energy of the gas. 

The relative velocity of the gas-llquld stream for the case when 

primary and secondary air are fed to the spray nozzle is calculated 

by means of the formula 

■Y (8-20) 

w  is the Initial relative velocity between the primary air and    ^ 

the liquid Jet; 

w^ is the relative velocity of the gas liquid stream encounter- 
—20 

ing the secondary air; 

Q^ is the mass flow rate of primary air; 

Q" is the mass flow rate of the secondary air. 

8-6. Fractional Composition of a Jet 
Atomized by a Pneumatic Spray Nozzle 

(Spray Density) 

The process of liquid breakup still continues after a continuous 

Jet has broken up into single drops by the mechanism describe 4r 

Section 8-'i. The resultant appearance of a complex breakup mechanism 

in a Jet dissolving into a number of drops has a probabilistic charac- 

ter. In fact, the experimental curves of fractional distribution 

have precisely such a shape. In connection with this, for fractional 

(drop si::e) distribution of an atomized liquid, one can ac>ot the 

formula 
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mttimmm at 
l-M 

Figure 8-12.    Drcp-clze distribution at  various flew rates, 
(l) w • 120 m/sec  ;  (2) w ■ 94 m/sec;   (3) ^ - 60 m/sec. 

■   »g rl s 2 s*** •   fc 7 n 

-'*S4- «           . * 2 c I» 

::   ._ -ZDl 8äiL_    ^    _ 
-*S^- . '^sSL.^ _ 
._^^^^ ü 

il_Li.., L,,            |( 11 ■'■P^, 
#-•    I-*   *-•  ♦-•  #-• #-•    '-• 

Figure 3-13.    Char.^c,t•.':•    :' Ircp distribution by fractions when 
atomized by rneurmtls sn-Ti' nozzles. 
1.15° En^ler;   i2)  l.?- E.; (3)  3C E.;   (4) 7C E.;   (5)  l3--£.; 
(o)  31.5^ E.;  (7) 59' 2. 
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'-*[-[*(*+mr\ (8-21) 

where v la the fraction of ll'iuld' consisting of drops of diameter 

greater than D.; 

m la a parameter characterl^lne drcp distribution. 

MMImm 

UP?:: Si iJt-- S    / i Sili-t-- 2::l__i__ 
sS::S Sit---t- Z-± -t. 

Figure 8-1'J. Spray density 
thx'oughout *.:• • jross section 
of a sheet from one of the 
pneumatlfi spray nobles. 
g /j&n/enyia  the spray den- 
sity; R Is the distance to 
the axis of the sheet. 

Figure 8-15. The shape of the 
sheet for the STS-POB-2 spray 
no^sle. 
x Is the distance from the 
"■   orifice; 
R Is the distance from the axis 

Results of experiments by Vitman, Katsnel'son,  and Efros,  shown 

In Pig. 8-1.^. demonstrate that the experimental points for a given 

type of spray no.:;:le are satisfactorily correlated by the relation 
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-•(*)• (8-22) 

Values of par.'tmeter m for the spray nozzles examined above are 

shown In Table 8-1. 

A typical spray density distribution for pneumatic spray nozzles 

Is shown In Fig. 8-14. Here, by spray density Is understood the flow 

rate cf liquid through a unit of Jet cross section. 

The shape of the atomized Jet characteristic of noncentrlfugal 

spray nozzles Is shown In Pig. 8-15. 

8-7. Motion of a Liquid In the Chamber cf a 
Centrifugal Spray Nozzle 

The condition? necessary for Jet atomlzatlon In mechanical spray 

nozzles are created by suitable organization of the liquid flow In 

the chamber preceding the spray nozzle orifice. . 

The theory of the motion of a liquid In the chamber of a centrifu- 

gal spray nozzle was developed by 0. N. Abramovlch. 

A diagram of a centrifugal spray nozzle Is given in Pig. 8-16. 

The liqulJ is fed Intc the chamber of the spray nozzle tangentlally, 

as a consequence ^f which the stream acquires a twisted motion. The 

nozzle orifice Is s-'tuateJ In the front wall of the spray nozzle. 

When the twisted Jet Is Jlschar^ed frcm the spr?;; nozzle, the effect 

of centripetal f; i-ces from the rigid walls ceases, and the Jet breaks 

down due to non-steady-state oscillations. The drops are thereby 

scattered In a pattern of rectilinear streams, tangent to the cylin- 

drical surfaces co-.xlal with the spray nozzle orifice. (Pig. 5-17). 

i 
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Figure 8-16. Dlaf.ran of cen- 
trifugal spray no zle. 

Figure 8-17. Sprayer exit 
orifice cross section. 

The angle • , between the lines of atoml^atlon and the spray- 

no:'.;ae axis. Is determined by the ratio of the tangential velocity 

w^ to the translatlonal velocity w' In the exit cross bectlon of the 

nozzle orifice: 

(8-23) 

If the effect of friction Is disregarded, the momentum of a 

liquid particle moving relative to the sprayer axis, will be constant. 

Hence, 

<«•-<«. (8-24) 

where w^n Is the velocity of the liquid entc-lng the spray nozzle; 

R'    Is the radial distance from the spray-no^^le axis to the 

liquid particle in the entrance orifice of the spray noc^le; 
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„.   l8 the tangential component of the liquid velocity In 

the »pray-noMle exit orifice; 

R    la the radial distance from the spray nozzle axis to the 

liquid particle in the exit orifice. 

Dlareeardlng the difference In the entrance and exit orifice 

Uvels in comparison with the head,  en the basis of the Bernoulli 

equation we can write: 

iis.x^.-JL+^i+i-con.l: (8-25) 

hence, taklnß into account (8-2'*). we have: 

f-*-f-£(-r)'- <8-26) 

where H Is the total head: 

M.** + •-£. 

prom (3-26) It may be sean that at the spray-nozzle axis (R - 0) 

the flow velocity must Co to Infinity and the presst mist go to 

minus infinity. Such a state Is physically Impossible and hence 

there must be a mechanism maintaining a certain pressure at the 

8pray.no:...le axis, -mis pressure cannot be noticeably below the 

pressure In the gas since the axial areaof the stream Is In contact 

with the gaseous medium outside the spray no-le. 
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Hence, It follows that the central part of the sprajf «ozzle 

cannot be filled with liquid and that a gaseous vortex with a pressure 

equal to the gas pressure outside the spray nozzle will develop In 

that central portion. The liquid is discharged from the spray nozzle 

through an annular cross section of area 

fi-.(Ä»-iO. (ß-27) 

where iu is the radlvs of the spray-nossJe orifice; 

]C  is the radius of the gas vortex. 

The rilled fraction of the nozzle (coefficient of the effective 

nozzle cross section) is 

'-£)•• (8-28) 

Let us examine an elementary annular plane 2»R dR In the 

nozzle-exit cross section. The change in pressure along the nozzle 

radius is proportional to the centrifugal force, i.e.. 

4t " «t * 

Prom (8-2t) it follows: 
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«.-^S. (8-30) 

where w' ft lo the tangential velocity at the surface of the gas 

vortex. 

Differentiating (6-30),  sabatltutlng the obtained value of dR 

into (8-29), anil Integrating,  we get: 

X._i. + c. (8-31) 

In the gas vortex, the excess pressure Is equal to zero, i.e.. 

hen«'« 

-1&+*-* (8-32) 

-£.-.5* * 

Combining (6-32) anl (6-26), we flni "hat 

£*-»-£.. (8-33) 

I.e., the translatlonal velocity at the exit of the spray nozzle is 
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a constant quantity 

The  volumetrl': liquid flow rate through the spray nozzle Is 

where vX -   w' Is i-eference velocity of the liquid discharge from the 

no-zle orifice. 

On the other hand. 

^-i-^ (8-35> 

where R4  5a the radius of the orifices through which the liquid is 

fed to the spray nozzle; and 

n is the number of these orifices. 

Combining (8-3'0 and (8-35)* and taklng Into consideration (8-24), 

we can write that 

(8-36) 

0. M. Abramovlch assumes as an approximation that R' = jL*,"—in' 

where R w is the radius of the vortex chamber. -Hin 
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The tangential velocity near the chamber wall Is 

^4 C^-y«* . (8-37) 

On the boundary of the air vortex 

-• -» ^-^>< (8-38) 

hence, taking Into account (8-28), we get: 

(8-39) 

Substituting the value of w^0 from (8-?9) Into (8-33) and 

solving the obtained equation for the total head H, we find 

where 
A 1« the geometric characteristic of v  -oray nozzle: 

Am*?    • (8-41) 
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Hence, 

«b-ll^ffft (8-41) 

where 

(8*42) 

Is the spray-noztle coefficient of discharge. 

In order to establish the relationship between *  and A, which 

are the fundamental geometric characteristics of the mechanical cen- 

trlfugal spray no.zle, 0. N. Abramovlch introduces the condition for 

maximum rate of discharge of the liquid through the spray nozzle 

« ^ ^8-43) 

with this condition 

/- i-i 
(8-44) 

The volumetric rate of discharge of the liquid through the spray 

nozzle, according to (8-34) and (8-41), Is 
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^.«tyü». t8-45' 

Plgur, 8-18 gives th, r.Ltlon.WP of th. cffloLn. or .f- 

fMtl„ „033 3ecU0„ or .e 3pW no... ortno. ^ "« ^p 

Xn^^c^, into (8-33) ^ «Xu, or ,y ror^od t, th. .v«W 

radius. 

I.e., the quantity 

we get: 
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(8-47) 

.        ('-f>^*_ (8-48) 
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Figure 8-19.    Coefficient of 
effective cross section  /3. 
the geometric cinraoterlstlc 
of the sprviy nozzle. 

Figure 3-19.    Tan a   and « 
vs. A. 

Figure 3-l> JM W3 the depenJ^nces of tan   o   and   a   on A, cal- 

culitel frc:n ?■ rmiln  (£-'»3). 

Sxperlmentftl checking hi3  Jemonstratei that Q. M. Abramovlch'a 

theory describes "correctly the bsslc llquli flew characteristics In 

a centrifugal moc!nnl:al sprny nozzla. However, this theory does not 

talce Into account the viscosity effect on llquli flow In the spray 

n^z/.le and says n thing about the atomlzatlon process. These problems 

can be solved by experl:n.>ats basej on the general theoretical propo- 

sltlom developed at the beginning of this chapter. 

8-c ,    Coef •; 1 clei'.t of D1 scharge foi« a Mechanlca 1 
'"fent^Tu^l S'fra;.- ;Tosil? 

In a general case, the quantity   I, entering lato Fomula (8-^5), 

Is a function of th'-> geometric parameters  rf the spray nozzle and  :f 
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the criterion of hydrodynamlc similarity: 

Rc'- •b«. 
(8-49) 

where SQ = ^RQ Is the diameter of the spray-nozzle orifice. 

We will discuss below the basic results obtained In the experi- 

mental work of A. 0. Blokh and 

Ye. S. Klchklna. Tiic experiments 

were conducted with nine spray 

nozzles designed as In Pig. 8-20. 

The vortex-chamber diameter Dch » 

« 2R w varied from 3 to > XUA,  the 
-ch 

vortex-chamber height hch from 2 

to 6 mm, the diameter (D^ = 25in^ 

of the tangential grooves varied 

from 0.36 to 1.58 mm, and their 

number from 1 to 2;  the diameter 

D0 of the nozzle-exit orifice 

varied from O.36 to I.58 mm, and 

the geometric characteristic A ■ 

Figure 8-20. Diagram of ex- 
perimental centrifugal spray 
nozzle. 

(? 'ch 

S?ln 

?ln) 5c varied from 1.72 to 9.51. The experiments were 

conducted with w:itor, solutions of glycerin and glycerin soap, gas 

oil, and kerosene. 

Results of these experiments relating to the coefficient of 

discharge of the spray no::.:le are shown In Pig. 3-21. It turns out 

that It may be assumed with sufficient accuracy that 
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1-*(*-Jj»; *}. (8-50) 

In the region Re« < 1.6 • 10 

l-f .-, » • 
(8-51) 

Vw 

where *  Is taken as a function .f A from the curve In Pig. 8-18. 

"WE 

Picure 8-21.    Relation (8-50)  from exoerlments with mechanical 
spray nozzles,    {A from Porraula (8-42). 

Water:  (1) A - 2762; (2) 3.7); (3) 4.4; (4) 1.72; (5) 2.12; 
(6) 2.35; (7) 2.9; (8) 3.^7; (9) 9. U  (10) elycerln. 

ß  - 2,1 • lO"1* kg-force • sec/m ; (11) glycerin, 

» - 29.6 • 10'^  kg-force • sec/m ; (12) gas oil, 

» - 7.84 • lO'4 kg-force . sec/m2; (13) kerosene, 

ß  = 3.08 • lO"4 kg-force • sec/m2; (14) water, 

^ = 1 • 10  kg-force • sec/m . 

At Re« > 1.6 • 104, the coefficient of discharge, for practical 

purposes, depends neither on viscosity nor, apparently, on -g^. 
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fl.Q  Liquid Atomlzatlon by a Mechanical 
jjenirifug;^! Spray MozzTe 

The gas vortex In the centrifugal spray nozzle and the rotational 

motion of the Jet be^ng discharged -ause the jet to acquire the shape 

of a hollow rotational body. In connection with this, for the cen- 

trifugal spray no.zlos a spray density distribution is typical in 

which the central reelon of the sheet (the atomized Jet) is filled 

with a small quantity of liquid, and at some distance from the axis 

the spray density reaches its maximum: The presence of a certain 

pi.n.T.« <U2^  Relative spray density distribution durintr low- 

(3) £ » 5 a'trn. abs. 

Annular .one 
number 

Boundary "-one 
diameters, mm 

T 

16 

II III 

30 

IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 

112 i.u 176 208 240 272 304 3:6 363 

quantity of liiuid in the central .one is explained by the fact that 

individual drops are carried away from the main Jet because of 
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turbulent fluctuations. 

Figures 8-22 and 8-23 »how 

the distribution curves for rela- 
0 

tlve spray density r-   from ex- 
=ev 

perlments by A. 0. Blokh and 

Ye. S. Klchklna. Here 01^cg/m
2sec7 

Is the local spray density; 

0 /Icg/m2sec7 l" the average spray 

density. 

These graphs indicate that 

the structure of the sheec varies 

depending on the vi-cw^Uyj,  the 

rate of liquid discharge, and the 

nozsle-orlflce diameter.    For not- 

too-vlscous liquids, the angle 

of spray remains constant, for 

practical purposes, when the rate 

of liquid discharge varies, and 

only the character of the spray 

density distribution curve changes. 

In viscous liquids, the rate of 

discharge affects the angle of spray.    Moreover, In l.ds case, the 

influence of frlctlonal forces Increases, and a maximum spray density 

builds up In the center of the sheet. 

Blokh and Klchklna give the following empirical formula for 

determining the average drop diameter In the sheet projected from 

the centrifugal spray no-::le; 

Figure 8-23.    Effect of vis- 
cosity on the relative spray 
density in atoml^atlon by 
mechanical apray non^les. 
(A =4.4). 
(1) water (£ = 8.5 atm. abs.; 
^» = 1 • lO"1* kg-forc^ sec/m2; 
0m 7.3 . 10~3 kg-force/m); 

(2) kerosene (£ = 9.5 atm. 
abs.;    *•  = 3.08  • lO-4 

kg-force •sec/m'-; 
•  - 2,8 • 10"? kg-force/'m); 
(3) ga» o11 (E " 6*0 atm. abs.; 

„ i = 7.84 . ICT4 

kg-force«sec/m2; 
«   - 3.6 . 10"3 kg-force/m). 
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i-^Wfer (8-52) 

The fractional composition of the sheet can be determined 

according to Formula (8-21), wherein, for the above-mentioned spray 

nozzles, m = ^ to 2.5. 

Formula  (8-52)  Is applicable for practically all low-vlscoslty 

liquids. 
According to these sane data, the angle of spray at Re'>3.5 -10 

and t > ' * 10  ls determined oj  the formula 

^.-^3.05..O-»(fJM.(^)". (8-53) 
"2o 

where tan •* la obtained from Formula (8-8) or Fig. 8-19- 

At Re' < 3.5. • 103 and  »2      3 • 10*. tan «proves to depend 

"2o also on the Re- number. For thl^reglon, the following relationship 

has been obtained In experiments with ^ spray noz-le of A - 4.ü 
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CHAPTER NINE 

DROP ENTwaNMEOT BY A GAS STREAM AND 

DROP SEPARATION PROM THE STREAM 

9-1.    General Character r-f the Process 

When interacting *rh » liquid, a ?BS stream can partially 

entrain thla liquid In the form of drops.    The resultli.ö Lt^hase 

system Is to a greater or leaser extent unstable.    Thus,  In a moving 

gas stream cor.tainlng drops, a partial separation (and under certain 

conditions, also,a practically total separation) of drops from the 

stream on the walls o** the channels usually takes place. 

Both of theae processes, drop entralnment and separation of the 

UQUld in drop form, are of great Importance for a number of flelda 

(steam power plants, chemical engineering,  food Induatry, etc.).    In 

s number of practical applications. It la necessary to stomlie a 

liquid into amall drops, such processes were examined In the preceding 

chapter.    In other cases. It Is often necessary to trl-ir.lte liquid 

drop entralnmer-.t ty  -as or steam. 

In moat englneerl..? equlpxent (ateam bollera. evaporators, 

tubtlera. fractionating colur.r.s). formation of liquid drops of varl- 

oua aises ar.d their entrslr.r.e:-.' ty a gas atream. as well as partial 

separation of drops  from a gaa stream, will take place In the unit 

Itaelf..    Special equipment  (separators), situated outalde the rain 
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unit, la »la» used for aeparatlng dropa  from an entrfalnlng atreanu 

Rational planning of all these processes requires a knowledge of 

the baalc laws governing both the formation and entrainment of liquid 

dropa by a gas stream and the process of drop separation from this 

stream. 
Drop entrainmeno can proceed under various conditions of the 

interaction of a gas atre.m with a liquid.    Dropa entrained when-. 

g,8 tutvies through a liquid layer and drops torn away from a free 

liquli aurface b; a pas stream are the two win caaes.    Of lesser 

importance in the process of drop formation is the tearing away, or 

the break-up of drops when a  liquid Jet5 or single dropa impinge 

.gainst a  liquid surface or the walls of equipment.    In ^ Liter 

case, not only the gas and  liquid streams but alao aolld bodies will 

interact with these streams.    Such an interaction plays an Important 

part in the processes of liquid-drop separation from a atream. 

When a gas bubbles through a liquid layer, the burst of the 

shells of the bubbles coming to the surface, and the slmultaneoua 

formation of droplets, give rise to a considerable decrease In the 

total interface area, aince the total aurface of the bubble, which 

have collapsed usually Is many ti^s greater than the surface of the 

newly-formed drops.    Therefore, drop formation during bubbling cm 

te due not only to the kinetic energy of the gaa. but ^.zo to the 

■urface energy released when bubbles burst. 

At a moderate rate of bublllng (at small reference gas veloc- 

ities) and with a co:isideral le thickness of the liquid layer through 

which bubbles rise, as is characteristic of much engineering equlprenV 

the kinetic energy of the vapor approaching the aurface la relatively 
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^U   and the surface energy of the bubble shells plays a basic role 
„nail, ana tne velocity of a 
in the over-all energy balance.   In fact, the 

ga8 rising in the dynamic two-phase layer under the usual con^lon 
.       hnil^rs-lOü to 120 atm. abs.-does not exceed 

of high-pressure steam boil-rs-lOO 

0.7 Vsec    in low-pressur. evaporators (£ ^ 1 at., abs.), 

quantity is as high a3 2 to 3 V^c 

The kinetic energy cf a bubble is 

(9-1*/ 

.jjhe surface energy of a bubble is 

(9-2) 

If We assume, as a rough estimate, that the mean bubble diameter 

18 D = 3 - in the first case, and D = 5 ^ in the second, we get: 

for'hlgh Pressure boilers (. ^ 1.2 • ^ Rg-force/m ) 

^ « 2- I0%>«K f• * *• WV^H 

4.,Ä«« /• ^  6 . 10'3 kg-force/m ) for vaporisers ^»  ~  " 

^^ „„der th... condition., the -.o^ .in.tlc .nersy or .he 

^. .imtion couXd not Onn.e ^.t^iaUy ir the ine^Ut, 
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,.. the v.xocu.3 of in^viduax .u^l.. «r. t^n into aooount, .moo 

,ltn tho uouax aopth or the ^llng two-ph... 1«» (or th. ordor of 

100 to 200 -), ^ with a perrorato. plate, ^le distrlhution 
throughout the whoae .prfaee beoomee rather uniform. 

Only with very ™n thlCcne.aea of the huhMlng layer, an* »1th 

. =w„atlvely laree ll-ter of orlfloe. m the perforated plate, 

0„ the vapor huhhle veloolty at the .urfaoe approach It. veloolty 

in th, orlfloe. of the plate. I.e., heoe« .uh.tantlal.    m thl. o   ., 

or .ItV. . very con.iderahle Inoreaee In the referenoe veloolty of 

.. iu. „.,, «treti cm provo to he greater g.., the kinetic energy of the gas atreci oan v 

than the releaaed .urfece energy. 

w to no«, there have heen no reUahle data on the ~-Mtv .od 

eapeclally, the fractional co^poaltlon of drop, tearing away fr» 

the aurfaca of the huhhllng layera.    Therefore, » 1. l»PC,alhle 

to calculate the total aurface of the huhhles and to e.tl^t. the 

efficiency of the hroC-up pr.ce...   »everthele can af 1m 

thet only a .»all Part of the relecaed energy goe.lnto foxing the 

Z..    Lre the relative role, played hy kinetic .d aurface energle. 

w not even co^e.pcnd to the relation, given ahove If the degree. 

of their utilisation -.11 differ,    «n^ay, with Increasing ga. refer- 

.nce velocity the drop generation 1. deU»lned to an ever-^acer 

^ by the kinetic energy of the ga. .tre..    At .uf-Iclently 

great value, of wj thl. procc. apprcache.. In It.        -acter, 

.toml::atlon of a liquid hy ga. J»"- 

After their fo^tlon, the drop, «eve with fairly con.lderatl 

vv,ÄB, -n rise In a practically motion- initial velocity which can cause them to rlae in a p 

.   «.eat helßht. For example, K. A. Blinov observed that 
less gas to a great heigni. 

olio 
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dr.pn v;ero ejoctei In qtm-.npherlc  ilr to more than 2 m ab'we the 

bubbling layor ^f water. However,  such a height Is reached only by 

Individual drop." that have the greatest velocity, and a nearly 

vertical direction -f night at the Instant of their break off;  and 

the bulk of the 'Top.-,  Is ejected to a considerably lesser height  (Fig, 

o-l). At  low gar, dennltlea  (a!r a: atitrspherlo pressure,  for ex- 

amnle),  th- hol.h-   of a.oco-nt  (th.   "ejection")    f relatively large 

Fl^ufo -..l.    Prutgrnrr.  -f trajectories  cf ej^cte.i 
Av'c*   iu^ '-• tho cvllarslng - f air baboles   .r. the 
wate!- lave:* tr-oii'-xco 

,ir. pit   •:•   i.-^m'.tv.i,  :• :■ p-actloal  ra-p.sed,    nly ; y t..- al:-ct:;n 

f :,h"  Inltl-.l  v^l  ^1'..   vect  :•. At   :.!.::; gaf ier.i'ltlri?,   . ;• f::- 

vori   i'mall   !:• r^,  re^l-^MCo     :" t:.--' ^dlum b.gln^  t.   clay  a 

n t'.co-n.lo  ivlo. T:^.   ^ " •.•xnmrl.-, ' f. r i"-^  C.: ^    In dla^f>- 

flvlng ur v^tlcall;.- ■'.'. an  Initial  velocity :r 2 a sec.  In n:tl:nl. 

a:n,   tin-»  helgi.t ai'C^nt   .j.-civaroi'  fivm TJC inr. a:   r  -  1 atr..  ace. 



7. 
.10 atrr.. abs. ( >" « 60 kg T.-J. 

( 7" , o.t K?/^), V 10 mm at ß - 1^ 
^.. v-c ^•n<?''i^',Gd motionless at very 

F-r practical mrt'.r.ec,  gas ma. be c.ns.d-..a m 

r ." -nl" A'- considerable gas velocities «e must take 
small value:: of V-Q "^ • h' L ...,<, 

..Air«»*--- n-^T^r on the heignt o. * «-t« «TMf-r ^ tr.e eas velo^-^j P--P-- 'nto ice unt trie e.i^.c,  . ^' 

ir^p ascent. 

onto 

h-:.-h-     f ^'•"■•nt    :' all t;.<» ->" r- •   •■'- ^ ••--■— 

volo-lty or scttllnr c: the drop    {*eo Ch:.?ter .). 

e t.ta: 

akes   ;n SJ'C- 

-.■>   '-•-i-il 

ir r v.lU  1-- .-nrr'.o.» 

-.->     •: ^.•JO:.'-  '^c :TIO;
:
  ar.llmito i;   -.•-■.»   -•• 

■ A't:. ---.e  .-r'.:-   ?*:va:'.  T:-*? J"-^.   r-i-^n-r  •-. 

le.-.' than the no ig:.:   :: 

Uuon 
:^ hi-i.;: I'.m'.t-i  h-.-i/nt ,   '.'all  ■■■■K  -■   - 
   ......  ....  -  :-:r.fi  (FU". 



reaching the top of the column, the drops are entrained in the gas 

outlet pipes or, in some Instances, partially separate rn the celling 

surface. 

In those cases- where the drops which are carried along to the 

top of the equipment are partially separated In the gas outlet Instal- 

lations,  this process should be examined separately, together with 

the process of drop separation from the stream In special separators. 

Separators usually werk on the principle of drop precipitation 

on a wetted surface with a subsequent run-off of the forming liquid 

film. Spray» separatorii a'-e extremely dlverrKled, both In their 

design and in funJ^mental layout. 

9-2.    Mechanism ' i  ünp F'-rmatlon en the Surface 
cf a Dynamic Two-Pnase Lnyer 

As has been IndicateJ above, at moderate rates of bubbling a 

fundamental r:le  In Jr;p fcmatlon Is played by the hurst cf the 

bubble shells on.the surface cf the dynamic two-phase layer. A high- 

speed motion plcLure photograph chows that as a babb^ rises to the 

surface the liquid raised by  It runs off from the formed shperlcal 

cap, and the liquid film gradually becomes thinner. Finally,  at the 

highest point cf the shperlcal cap, an .penlng Is fonred;  the forces 

of surface tension become unbalanced and the opening -ulaens  faster 

(Fig. ^-3). 

When the Interface Is clean,  the film Is usually drawn Into the 

bullc of the llquli, and the cavity .n the surface Is filled with 

'The term "3p"ayM here and  further on refers tc the drop-wise 
falnment of any liquid by n gas stream. Not only a gas  or 'apor, 
als-  s me  Uhe:- liquid that  is relatively lighter tnan tne llqu.c 

entrai 
but     
entrained, may act it  the entraining medium. 
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liquid ruchln? toward Its center. As a result,  an annular wave Is 

formed,  which,  on closing, causes a column of liquid to splash upward; 

one or more drops miy oreak off once mere from this column (Fig.  9-^). 

In other cases,  the collapse of the shell is accompanied by the appear- 

ance on Its surface  of a series of ruptures, with film fragments 

separatlny; from the  liquid mass and coagulating Into separate drops. 

The last  form of collapse Is especially characteristic of an Impure 

Interface when the bubble snell,  prior to Its rupture, succeeds  In 

attaining a small thickness ^Icn?; the entire surface of Its spherical 

enp, and not Ju:3t at  lt.- peak. At th," same time,  -. considerable 

number of minute "transportal le" drops are formed which are easily 

entrilnel even at  1 w upward velocities of vapor. 

The  pfitivrn doscrlbeJ above was  observed  In the collapse  of 

ringle bubblo:;.  In tho  caso of a high rate cf bubbling.   Interaction 

devel pr, botw-on aJjTcont cllaoslng bubbles. This Interaction can 

leaJ ti.  c n^Mornbly  -.Igrioi- rites  jf dr.p fcrma'-lcn, due both to the 

Interference    f "-ho generated wavea and t:  an easier brea^-up cf the 

simultane:ut'ly bursting films cf adjacent bubbles. 

As the rate .f babbling Increnr-'j;,  the kinetic energy cf the gas 

Figure ^-3.    Diagram ph'.'.ltw 
collar?e  i-f a  free bubble. 

Flgu-v.' ii-4.    Separation  ;f a 
series  cf jivplets  :'r::r. the 
periphery  »"f an annalar •••.ave, 
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begins to play an ever-greater part, and at very high w^,  the drop 

formation proceaa begins to approach the process whereby a liquid 

breaks up In a rapid stream of gas.    In this caae, formation of large 

drops entrained by the gas stream out of the two-phase layer Increases 

radically.    Finally, the increase in the rate of bubbling leads to a 

complete washing out of the two-phase layer and to the entrainment of 

the entire heavy phase. 

9-3.    Motion of Drop^    Tom Away from 
the Surface    in a 3äs Stream 

Liquid drops torn away from the surface of the bubbling layer 

can be of widely different sizes—from fairly large, 1 to 2 mm In 

diameter to extremely small, of the order of several microns.    The 

initial velocity of the drops, especially that of small drops, also 

varies, within considerable limits,  sometimes reaching magnitudes ex- 

ceeding by many times the velocity of their free fall, i.e., their 

"settling" velocity. 
At the initial stage of their trajectory, the drops may rise with 

a velocity considerably exceeding the upward velocity of the gas.    In 

such a case, the drop motion is noticeably slowed down by the drag of 

the medium.    This slowing down is especially pronounced Tor small drops, 

and at high gas density. 

As the upward velocity decreases,  the drag of the medium decreases 

rapidly, and at w^  ^ wj it becomes negative;  i.e., the gas stream 

begins to entrain the drop upwards. 

If the gas velocity w^ exceeds the settling velocity of the drop, 

the drop will be carried upwards by the gas to an unlimited height 
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(completely transportable drops). If ^et>  «J, the drop, having 

lost Its Initial energy, begins to fall with a velocity equal to w^- 

- <. «me maximum height to which such drops rise depends on the ver- 

tlcal component of the Initial velocity of the drops w,lnltlal, on the 

settling velocity «'aet*  and on the uPward velocity of the vapor w^. 

When w t"^ w" (large drops at low upward velocity of the gas), 

the height of ascent of the drop depends only slightly on w^J (region 

of nearly complete ejection). On the other hand, when the quantities 

w   and w" come closer, the height of ascent will be determined al- 
—set   —0 
most entirely by the value of w^ (region of transportation). 

The probability of a collision and agglomei-tlon of drops Is low 

because of their extremely small concentration by volume In the gas 

stream. The probability that the drops will break up In the stream 

Is also slight since tne drops are small and the velocities of the gas 

low. Consequently, for all practical purposes, the Influence of both 

these factors may be neglected (with the exception, perhaps, of the 

case—rarely encountered In engineering equipment—where the moisture 

content of the stream Is high, or the case where such «ppsrst^ses 

operate at nearly critical pressures). 

In a saturated vapor-llquld system, the evaporation of small drops 

within the vapor stream may play a certain role In connect!-r vM ch the 

increased curvature of their surface. This evaporation leads to the 

supercooling of the vapor whloh. In Its turn, slows the process of 

evaporation. On the ether hand, the supercooled vapor begins to 

condense on the largest drops In the ga3 stream, or on the liquid films 

covering the walls of the equipment. Thus, the polydisperse system 

of drops In a vapor stream Is thernodynamleall.y unstable, and, provided 

It remains undisturbed for a sufficient length of time, all the drops 

i 
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^  „Ueot on the .urfa« ot l.a.t curv.tur.-th. wall, of th. 

^"ria-^-l-d e^^nt, .»„..nsation on th, «all» «an h. «h- 
.«ntlal onl. Tor th, .on, n,ar th. «all.. I" th. r,.t or th. 

.t„a», oonaanaation „ill ta*. pi.« on th. 1^ — — -- 

«HI inoroaa. up to a aU, -her. (w..t > ÄL ««' "»" 
b'8lM 

,.»  »a a raault, provided the gaa r^aln. In th. ll^ld for a. 

ancient l8„gth oC ti^, even in an unlisted oro.a "^ °* 

the apparatu.. the Kaa atrea. should heco« co^letel, rre of ^pa. 

,„ practice, this proceac occur, alowly, and at th. uaual Wh of 

.v   iumn 10 ^ t» 1 aac at 1 atm. abs. and up 
time the eaa stays In the column (0.3 ^ 

0^ ^  ^a ^ its role la evidently not ^-cu.. inis 
to ^0 sec at l80 atm. abs.), Its roie x 

,  t, bvA A Andreyevskly and Ya. 0. Vlnolcur, 
was verified by experiments by A. A. Anarey 

v,4«.v, n* 2ci to 30 sec at 1 atm. ab», 
«ho broucht the time of atajr as hich as 25   ." 

(1 .  30 to 60 time, the uaual length of tir.e,. At th. ,***  t«. 

I;.:; not only ^„ihl. to ohtam nearly ccplat. condensation. 

. wt the uaual character of the la.s coveminc the procea. o. drop 

entrainment did not vary at all. 

k „ther larce amount of experimental data on drop entrainment 

by . e.a stream is availahle. However, only the data chtained in 

lent years hy use of the newest method, of measurement ,hy mean, 

of „dioactiv. isotopes, in the first plsce, sre relia.le n t e 

„at tnterestinc ranee of sm.ll coefficients of eatrainmen.: 

10"6;i.e coefficient of .,-.t«1:.ment Is expressed ss foUcs, 
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M - ±' (9-3) 
wh^re 101 Is the to^l weight of drops »n<J 0" Is the weight of gas. 

For » v»por-llq-Irt s; stem 

where x Is the fraction of liquid In the vapor. 

Such low entralnment coefficients are of great importance, 

particularly in modem stoam power installations where it is nec- 

cessary to obtain steam contalnine no more than 1-10'7 of non-vola- 

tile Impurities from water containing a considerable fraction of 

salts. 

Requirements are still higher in nuclear electric power plants, 

where. In evaporating radioactive wastes, it is necessary to ensure 

that the fraction of salts In the vapor is not more than 10" of 

the fraction of salts in the boiling water, and in homogeneous 

boiler reactors-even less. In order to obtain these degrees of 

vapor purification one must resort to scrubbing the vapor with con- 

densate. However, values of « of the order of lO"6 and even 10" 

can also be obtained by purely hydrodynamic means. The data on gas- 

liquid systems are few>»r, and as a rule the data are reliable only 

In a wgior. of relatively high entralnment coefficients •> (cf the 

order of 10"2 to 10"3). 

At present the most detailed investigation has been made of a 

one-dlmenslonal flow diagram of 2 vertical columns of constant cross 

aection above a liquid layer through which vapor is bubbled. In 

this case, the process is described both by quantities determining 

the hydrodynamics of the two-phase layer and by quantities determin- 

ing the performance of the vapor space of the column. Of the latter 

i 



quantities only the geometrical ones-the height H^ of the vapor 

»pace of the column, and Its diameter D^-are not among the quan- 

tltlea characterizing the performance of the two-phase layer.   More- 

over, the quantity   ,« la important for the processes taking place 

in the vapor space. 
When the ratio of the column diameter D^ to Its height H^ 

is great enough, the Influence of the side walls can be neglected, 

and accordingly D^ can be eliminated from the number of the Impor- 

tant auantities. 
The height of the vapor space In tne columr. can be considered 

as a design quantity (for example, from the perforated-plate level 

to the column top).    Nevertheless, It Is more rational to ^on the 

height of the vapor-gas .pace from the actual surface of the dynamic 

two-phase layer - I.e., to allow for a decrease In the height of the 

vapor space due to awelllng. 
The assumption of the actual height of the vapor space H^ol as 

a fundamental quantity makes It easier to bring out the Influence of 

th. change In the parameters of the bubbling layer as a generator of 

drop spray, and of the vapor space as the separator of this spra>. 

Complete separation of the functions of these two parts of the 

bubbler would require measuring the quantity of liquid to... a.ay 

from the surface, an extremely difficult measurement to accomplish. 

Nevertheless,  some idea of the part played by the separator space 

can be visualised by refer-»nee to data from experiments by Bartolomey, 

conducted with various heights of the vapor space. 

prom the data shown In Pig. 9-5, It is apparent that an Increase 

in H"      from 280 to 700 mm decreased the entrainment coefficient 

froro!l6 to 0.000-*; I.e., to less than 1/200 of its Initial value. 
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In other worda., the  top of a column 700 rm high waa reached by 

leas than 0.55^ of all the drops rising from the true level to a height 

of 280 mm; I.e., conDiderably leas than 0.5^ of the amount of liquid 

torn away from the two-phase layer surface. 

Thus, under normal conditions the bulk of the liquid torn away 

from the bubbled layer surface falls back on this layer, and only 

a very small part of the dropa reach the top of ühe vapor space. 

In a series of experimental columns, the spray was partially se- 

Plinire 9--). Fraction of water in steam vs. actual .velcht 
H"  of vr.^or jpace for various * ,  and at constant velo- 
ücol 
city w"   - 0.32 m/aeo.: proaaxire:    1 atn.  aba. 
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parated In the vapor-collectlnß equipment and returned to the cc.-.umn. 

In such ^363, the column la tested, strictly speaking, together with 

the auxlllory aeparator, whose features affect the over-a31 result of 

the invostlcatlon. Therefore, It Is more accurate to conduct experi- 

ments with a vapor-collectlng equipment design In which all the spray 

reaching the top of the column would be drawn off with vapor. 

investigation of the fractional composition of the drops rising 

to one height or anotner, deperdlng on the velocity of the light- 

phase ^rean,. are of particular value for e aluatlng roles played 

by individual factors In the over-all drop entrapment. 

Basically, such Investleatlons have been conducted only for- an 

air-water system at a pressure close to 1 atm. aba. A« ■- i^ta fro« 

these investigations indicate, at small v^, as a rule, large drops 

are ejected to a comparatively low height, and only with a consid- 

erable increase in the velocity of the light phase does the height 

to whlh large drops are ejected increase. Thus, according to 

K. A. Bllnov's data, the maximum height of ejection amounts to only 

300 mm at w^ 0.24 m/sec, attains 500 mm at *^ - 0.4 m/nec,  and 

reaches 700 mm at w^ = 0.55 m/sec. 

Therefore, even with an extremely small height of the vapor 

.pace (200 mm), but at low gas velocities (wj - 0.1 m/sec). U is 

mostly the smallest drops transportable by the stream -Mch are en- 

trained; as gas velocity Increases, so does the role of ejection, 

and even at w^ = 0.3 m/sec a considerable fraction of the entrain- 

ment consists of drops whose settling velocity Is greater than the 

upward velocity of the stream. 

The fraction of transported drops in the total weight of all the 

entrained spray is shown in Pig. 9-Ö from data by 0. M. Yusova. 
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Figure 9-6.    Fraction of 
transported drops (i^gt <v   JIKQ) 

In the total entrained rnaas. 
Alr-wator system;   t.^ 20°; 
£«il atm. aba.; (1) H^ol = 

- 400 mm; (2) H£ol = 200 ram. 

Despite the scarcity of ex- 

perimental material. It may be 

seen that at H£ol - 200 mm half 

of the drops are entrained by 

their ejection, starting froai 

vZ  - 0.60 m/sec. At the same 

time, at H|;ol » 400 mm, the de- 

cisive predominance of transported 

drops (93 to 98£) is also main- 

tained at vZ  » 0.6 m/s^c , parti- 

cularly if it is taken into account 

that the maximum upward velocity 

of the gas sumewhat exceeas the mean velocity (the points falling 

outside the line at H" , =» 400 mm are the result of the presence 
^coi 

of only single larr^e drops in acme tests and, thus of considerable 

deviation in computinc their fraction in the over-all entrainment). 

Thus, at small v'elocltlea and moderate helghta, the total entrain- 

ment is basically determined by the presence of minute spray parti- 

cles capable of being tanaported by the gas stream. 

With an increase in vC* the number of large ifrops and the 

height of their ejection both rapidly Increase; accordingly, in this 

region one should expect a rapid Increase In entralnmenc with an In- 

crease In the load, and a sharp decrease 'n the entralnmen« with an 

Increase in H" ,. However, even at high gas velocities, the influ- 
—col 

ence of the height of the column Is probably significant only up to 

certain values of H^ol > l^*
Ct» entrainment need not depend on 

H" 
Scol* 
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It ßhouia be noted tfcat only single drops are ejected to the 

„axlnrum height. Therefore, the role played by the transported drop» 

now becomea dominant at heights considerably less than H^C . 

According to K. A. BllnoVa data the transport of water drops 

by air at atmospheric pressure accounts for the overwhelming part of 

the entralnment at ^ - 500 to 800 m,  even at *£ - 1 m/sec , when 

the maximum height of drop ejection exceeds 1000 mm. 

Experimental data on the over-all coefficients of drop entraln- 

ment are most complete for the steam-water system. For this system. 

the relationship between the entralnment coefficient and the load 

on the vaporisation surface ^ &/*? *'J. <*  8team vel0City ^ 

/^sec,7. has been studied fo7 an extremely wide range of entraln- 

ment coefflcients-from - ^10-6 to ^ 1-10" . 

Regardless of the existence of some discrepancies in the data 

of individual research workers, one can affirm that in the region of 

small v^ the entralnment coefficient increase, very slowly with load, 

especially at great heifhts of the vapor space. 

Thus, according to M. A. Styrlkovich. 0. Ye Kholodovskly. and 

Ya. 0. Vinokur (Pig. 9-7), at atmospheric pressure and with^a change 

in v^ from 0.02 to 0.1 m/sec and l£ol > 500 mm, « ~ *£ * • 

With a further increase in w". the entralnment cocfl^Hn^in- 

creases in proportion to «£. reaching approximately 0.00^ at wj - 

= 1 m/sec. 
These data are also confirmed by recent studies at TsKTI /Cen- 

tral Scientific Research Institute for Boilers and Turbines/ (Yu. V. 

Zenkevlch and A. A. Andreyevskiy). the experimental points of which 

are plotted in the same figure (Fig. 9-7). 

^ith a further increase in v^, the experimental coefficient 
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n/tet. 

Plßure 9-7. sf-^v^r^Ä^rp^^0^!)^!^0- 
clty (traceViVifvrS*d ?o rravlmetrlc level H = 420 mm;  U) 
lC:ill\rmoTo) H0> ^ - {Experlmenta at TsKTl). 

beßin3 to increase considerably raster, approximately proportionally 

...3 

t0 ^At lesser heights of the vapor space (H^ = 300 to 400 mm), the 

entralnment. coefficient depends more stroncly on v^: ^ ^ 

for values of « - 0.0004 to 0.004«. « - (w^; 

for the ranee  « = 0.004 to 0.045, « ^ (v^)1-. 

With a further Increase In vapor velocity the ex.-nent In- 

creases as much as 3 to 4-rold. while at entrainmen". coefficients 

w = 0.^. It increases 6 to S-fold and above. 

Analogous relationship, are also obtained at higher vapor pres- 

sures. The relationship - - £(«,) Is shown In F1S. 9-5 for pres- 

sures of 17, 91, and 110 atm. abs.. according to L. 3. Sterns 

data fit H^ol = '300 to 600 mm. 
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The relatlon3hip - ~ i^3 W^**  at constant ValVe3 0f ^l 

in the - range between 0.003 to O.OOH and 0.04 to 0.1^. At large 

* (from COS to 0.1%  to .« high as 0.5 to 0.7*) the entralnment 

coemclent Increases proportionally to the 6.5 to 7th power of the 

velocity of the staam. 

abs., and h.^^  ™ atm_ ,,„„_  ^j. 

Lrun^ !„:i??nc Si^a^d- 3o!ld l!n.= .wellinB taicen 
Into account. 

»„.Ucaus da.:, for a proa.ura of 185 at., a... at H^ - 800 -, 

„veal a reelon of vary allcht depondonce of the entrannt coeffl- 

0lent on the load (» ~ üj1-')--^ 3a.e dependence a, at 1 at., aba. 

AU data indicated above «ere obtained at a ccn.lderable thlc.- 

tv.        - -[^0  to 250 nun). Therefore, for 
ness of the bubbllnc layer (hlay - 150   ou  ; 

> K^^r-ht H"   zhe  eeometrlc charac^er- 
the Identical true vapor-spi.ce helßht ^y   ™  s 

,  -^ m,* (D  *,) have no noticeable effect on 
latlcs of the perforated pia-o ^D, ^J  n. 

the quantity of spray «ntrained by vapor (gas). 

The influence of the bubbllng-layer thickness hl3y it^lf Is. 
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or course,  also neElißible at a constant tn* height of the vapor 

^"on the other hand, at smal! values of hlay - 5 to 50 **. which 

^ characteristic of tuhhle columns in the chendcal industry   the 

lnriuence of the change in hlay and or the design parameters of   he 

., r ,      D) on the entrainment is rather considerable, 
perforated pxate ( ^ D) on 

The effect of the true height of the vapor space (h^)  (other 

conditions heing comparable) has not heen thoroughly studied 

According to M. A. Styri.ovich and Bartolomey (Pigs. 9-5 and 

»«      ^ H"      increases at w" = const, a rapid de- 
9-9) at 1 atm. aba., as H^ incr«a .c 

.        * .officiant 13 noticeable, which, in the crease in the entrainment coefficient 
KO ^vm^aed approximately by the 

range H"  ,  = 250 to 500 mm,  can be expr...3ea app 
tu«    ^-6      At H > 550 nun the influence ^ ^e 

relationship   «   ^(Hcoi)    •    A. H  > ^ .^.i^htlv 
A <<* increase over 700 mm will slightly 

height weakona markedly, and its increase 
.    efficient      This relationship, revealed at 

affect the entrainment coefficient,    im 
.m-iMvelv also at other values or 

W" , 0.65 m/sec, Is preserved qualitatively 
20 

So* 
»ccordlne to T. .. Kol^.H-ev., exp.rl.ent. (£ ■ 1-3 atm 

.„.,, a «eh weaker reUtions.iP Pet„een .  an. H^ 1- «vea ... 

,. ^ H"i), but thla »1.0 beeenea very wea. at H >500 -.   A 

^tau«» an^ocoua neU.t.on.n.P »na o.ta^ .. K. .. BU«v 

at a preaaune or 9  .t.. n.a. in . co^ Xan.« in aia^er (5~ -) 

.t „an ate^ velociUea.    Aeoor.in, to T. B.. Har^Iov.. -.hi. 

„iationaniP Haa an »noio.ona Cretan aiao at ni* pra.aunes (    0 

t0 M at.. a*a.,.    »^ ^ ^ S- — " ^"7" " J 

„iationahiP .et.een entrainmant and hei.Kt ta... the fan. 
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KlKure 9-9. Salt entralnment coefficient vs. true height of 
vapor spa.-e for various voluinotrlc fractions of steam and at 

a constant load. ^ = ^300 mVm^ hr; iuray - i^ mm; yi, w 

(j) .'KO mm; {:) 517 mm; ('0 500 mm; (5) 610 mm; (6) 660 mm; 
(7) 760 mm. Values of *av at the points are Indlcatea In 

120 mm; (1) 360 mm; 

per- 

(•entagea 

•Silc relationship applies In that, ranee of changes In the entraln- 

ment voefl'lclent where the latter inoroases approximately at the 

cube of vapor velocity. 

It can be stated that on the whole, In the area of high entraln- 

ment coefficients, the Influence of height Is apparently somewhat 
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stronger than at small «« when the entralnment occurs basically by 

means of transport. 

The Increased effect of height is also noticeable at small dia- 

meters of the column, probably in connection with moisture separation 

on the walls. 

Of great practical interest is the dependence of the entralnment 

coefficient on the pnyslcal parameters of the liquid and of the gas, 

i.e., on pressure (boiling point) in the case of a water-steam 

system.    In practice, the most significant relationship is that be- 

tween pressure and the equivalent velocity o" the vapor;  i.e.,  that 

velocity at which the entralnment coefficient remains constant at all 

pressures 

This relationship an be single-valued only in that region of 

change in the variables where the relationship between the entraln- 

ment coefficients and the vapor velocity bears an Identical character 

for all pressures. 

Thus for the region of medium entralnment coefficients  (**  = 

= 0.2 to 0.1^), for which «^w^ the relationship between ""        and 

the pressure can be represented by Curve ^ In Fig. 9-10, assuming 

w      at 1 atm.  abs. to be unity. 

At smaller entralnment .oefflolents—i.e., in the region described 

by the empirical equation m^>\C—the relationship between w?        and 
^^ ••Ojöq 

pressure will be expressed leas strongly (Curve b).    In the region of 

high entralnment ooeffloierts where «^WQ »  the relarionship 
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between < ,B and pressure Is still weaker (Curve cj, 

<ng taken Into account.    Solid line. 58pace 

ia8hed line: h8pace = ^ to 865 mm. 

As is apparent from what has been said above, the K-.-c relation- 

ships established are essentially qualitative even for the most 

hlchly studied waur-steam syatem.    Quantitative discrepancies  be- 

tween individual investigations arc quite considerable In a number 

of cases.    This Is explained both by the complexity of the pheno- 

menon and the dependence of the entralnment coefficient on many 

parameters, as well as by the fact that only recently have methods 

of measurement been developed which are sufficiently sensitive for 

detemlnlnß very low values of -his coefficient. 

An important role is played also by the fact that .-exiable 

measurement of the actual helGht of the vapor space (ta-lng Into 

account the swelllnC of the layer) became possible, especially at 

hlGh pressures, only in recent years. 

Very substantial discrepancies can also occur due to changes in 

the strength characteristics of the bubble shells, associated with 

thepresence in the water of impurities of one kind or another.    This 
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factor eapeclally sTfects the regions of amall entralnme.^ coef- 

flclenta when the great bulk of the entralnment conalats of minute 

tranaported dropa—producta of the collapae of bubble ahella.    Un- 

fortunately, at thla time, there exlata no reliable criterion for 

evaluating the Influence of aurface-aotlve impurltlea, which« even 

when preaent In very small concentratlona In the liquid, can exert a 

very great influence on the atructure of the bubble ahella. 

In engineering equipment built from common gradea of ateel, the 

preaence of finely Jlsperaed allme In the water of one of the layera 

alao extsrta a considerable  Influence. 

The Influence of th-ae lmpurltle3 on the character of the 

"awelllng" of the dynamic two-phaae layer haa already been mentioned 

In Chapter c. 

The Influence of the aalt content on the entralnment of spray by 

vapor la no^  threat In the region of moderate aalt content, but It In- 

creaaea atrongly  In a certain ran^e of concentration changes In the 

aame range where the condltlona of operation of the bubbling layer of 

water vary aharply. 

The effect of this factor la well Illustrated In Fig. 9-9, which 

shows the deper.der.ee of the er.tralnment coefficient on the vapor- 

apace height and ot; the mean vapor fraction  f   In the two-phase  layer 

at a conatant vapor velocity.    The change In the averag« fraction of 

vapor which,  for a give;-, column design, vapor velocity, and preasure  , 

depends only on the propertlea of the water, characterlzea most 

objectively the atate of the layer. 

In Pig. 9-9 the valuea   *   - O.U correapond to that region of 

atnall fractions  (Sbw* < 1000 mg/kg) where a change In the concentratlor 

-»  
polling water. 
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.. ablv affect? neither the layer swelling nor 

of the Bolutlon noticeably affect ^^ ^ 
^ m wmt     On the other hanfl, "tne BT*»" 

, «hlch at a given vapor velocity &0     "■     "/ 

V T*   co^apon. to that «.Ion ot M rractlona or .at 

'' to**^ — — —*^t,wTC 
^        , «on   for aU practica! ^«B, affect, neither the 

of the solution, for ^J-J- f* .. „ 

&a 1B apparent In Fig. ^ >* 
,     it ( > 10,000) 1. ™any tl«. greater tnan the 

^ ^T:   1   oL-uL « L0OO).   »e difference 1. 

-"" "  *      tT h   „glon of large vapor-pace height. (H^ - 
„peclally grea    In the reg ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

= 500 to 700 m) where the bulk ox ^n 
«f minute drops transported by vapore presence of minute QTOP entraln- 

4«« of sn-ll heichts -- where the bulk or In the region of srui-i iw u« 

Mnt .onalat. of larger Orop. «hlch cannot he — ^^^ ^ 

.^vcci.of ther —*-- :;i^t 
»Mlr initial velocity ("ejection ) - the rol 

,. ooneue^y a-eaKo • . ^ to 700 „, «,. .ntral^nt 

ACtUa-lly n Tnl     ^0.6^0... - to 25 a. even hlgner. 
ra"0 " '   =       .^H        -00 - « onzy -ount. to a^ut ,. Hven 

the latter figure Is sui .„^„eB aulw consider- 

„ .nou« he noted that In e.perl.nent. with     var ^ 

f„ It is very difficult to obtain a reliable reproa 
of .at. m «oter     i. v  y ^ ^^^ of ^ 

bluty 0f th. «eu I-     - ^^ ^^ ^ ^„^ or 

purities,  e8peclf.J.l> oigani 

27° 
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entralrunent and swelling on the fraction of salt, particularly in the 

range of small values of the latter. The dependence on f Is consider- 

ably more stable; apparently this quantity well characteri.es precise- 

ly those properties of the solution which are important for the drop 

entrainment process. 

Unfortunately, very few investigations of entrainment have been 

„ade up to the present time with a reliable determination of *. 

under conditions of . ••foaming" liquid, this requires that radioscopy 

be curried out over the whole cross section of the layer - since. 

.Uh ^ changinc continuously ov.r the .rons section in these cases, 

other methods of measuring * do not give reliable results. 

9_5. Stripping of the Li »uid Film 

Separation of liquid drops from the gas stream can be due to 

turbulent fluctuations and to centrifugal forces. 

The so-called linear separator is the most simplified separator, 

being based entirely on the transfer of drops by turbulent fluctuations 

and their precipitation on the wetted '..all. In its simplest form. 

this separator is a long straight tube in which the gas flow entrain- 

ing liquid drops is moving. As a result of turbulent fluctuations 

in the gas stream, single drops travel in a radial direction. After 

reaching the wall of the tube wetted by the given liquia. .he drops 

settle on it and form a continuous liquid film. Further separation 

takes place on the surface of the moving liquid film. 

Liquid films form on the effective surfaces (baffl.s. cyclone 

walls, etc.) of other types of separators as well. 

The process of separation continues until the gas strean begins 
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tc tear the UcuK. a.a, fro« the fll. .urtace, I.e., untl! the pro- 

«aa of seoonaar, »ettlhS of the ia. atream erlaes. 

E..«lnlr5 condition, uader .hlch drop» are torn a.a, b, the 

.., stream fron, a free im* sarf.ce, it la «aa, to prove that the 

character of the Interactln, forcea under the.e condltlona doe. not 

dIffer fro« the proceao of atructural chan5e In the t.o-phaae houndar, 

lajer. 

in this connccnion. Yu. V. Lablnskly noticed that S. S. 

la 17  i^ is alpo applicable in the given case if 
Kutateladze'a formula (7-13J is aie9 ^v 

,  «a.,, <! hv the velocity w", analogous 
We replace the ./aporlz^tlon velocity -^ by the      y . 

to (U-28).' , 
As concerns linear tubular separators on the basis of L. K. 

Rabin's experl^nts.  it can be asnu.ed that the critical gas velocity 

(at which secondary «ettln, begins)  is determined by the for..la 

**'lY*«=öfö 
(9-^) 

Conversion of critical loads of a given type of separator V 

various pressures may be carried out by means of the formula 

!^b) 

See also Criterion (5-7) 

i 
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Yu. V. Lablnskly has shown on the basis of experlmenUl data, 

the applicability of Formula (9^) to the design of a number of 

separation devices. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

SOME PnOBiatS IN EXreMMEUTAt TECHmilE 

iO-l.    -^■..---er.t of Miu'l-^'T Entr-.lment 

„.a.ureM„t of M.uia-drop entral^t by a ga.  (vapor) can b. 

.„„aucte. b> ».Heus .ethoas.    Ko..ver, ror tM. a teat .^ ™ 

the 3trean ..t,, =. ^^ dctenatnation of th, fracUon of U,uld 

,„ .„a ,a.plo is ulmoat aiways ■e.aired.    Thorofora.  It 1. nacea- 

Bary to e.-lnc aep-nratcl, both th. probla. C obtaining a rapra- 

..„tat.,e .a»pia und that of detaminin. »a raapactiva fraction, of 

liquid and ipa in. the aamila. 
m obtalnlne a rapra.entatlva s.^pla accurately characteriain, 

th. «an ratio of .a. and li.uid in th. .trea». very 8reat difficul- 

tie. are encounter in any tao-phaa. ayata».    In ..I.cting a aaaple 

directly from the column, it la neceaaary, aa 1. «ell ■r-o.« 

to fix th. a.la of th. aa.pl.n. tube in the direction of flow and to 

.aintain at the tube entr.nc. a volocity «ual  to th. flow velocity. 

„oreover. in looatinr the aanpl.ng tube in an a.c.nding flow th.r. 

1. al.ay. the danger that the dropa ..ollectin. on th. inaide aurface 
,,n, tube «i'l drip baci into the atream.    With a lo. up- 

of the sampling tube vn-J. »" ^F 

ward velocity,  this  Is very difficult  :o avoid. 

Xt is still no-, difficult  to set up an accurate sampling from 
i 

"4 
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outlet tubes, since, when a gas (vapor) containing drops of liquid 

moves in tubes, these drops collect rapidly on the Inside surface 

of the tubes, and the tert sample from the oore of the stream will 

provld3 a fraction of liquid that Is too low. 

Tne most accurate results are obtained In test sampling by 

means of a small tubo placed at the opening of the sampling tube 

(Fig. 10-1). «here drops have not yet been able to collect on the 

walls. Results are less accurate If special devices are placed In 

the tube which .tr'.p the film away from the walls and the test 

ZBZSZZZSB 

ganzadfcnns 

;^r^t^r^rSeviL   ä^ jt = ^s; 
wl?h a TsKTI mixer. ^LÄ'^'  ^ 

sample 1. t^on .llrectly behind these devices. In this ca.'.  one has 

to take into account the .rr.rs associated wltn the pronounced ncn- 

hcmc^eneoas distribution .f the drops thr.ugh.ut the cross section 

of the flew,  and the fact that  the velocity :f these d.-cs differs 

greatly from the vel:clty cf the vapor stream. 
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„eM |fo» Wer **xer «10 

Figure 10-3. Comparison of 
data obtained In devices 
shown In Plßure 10-2. 

Similar errors also arise 

when all the vapor containing 

drops escapes along the outlet 

up-tube with low velocities. 

Figure 10-2 shows two al- 

ternatives for vapor withdrawal 

from the column, which were used 

In experiments by Andreyev skly 

and Zenkevlch, while Fig. 10-3 

shows the results obtained in 

these experiments. 

As 1» apparent ri-:~  T?ic. 

XO-3 (Curv. a), »hen one u-o, a very Ion, up-tub. of .onsl^an. 

dla-e'-er {i~ - 18 -), the entrannt coefflo.ent 1. «ny tlm. 

!„„« ttan for a ehort uptake aeotlon of -«aU diameter (^ - 8 «, 

Curve b), ainee the creot bulk of the apray carried out of the 

eolu^Taeparate, on the tube w,U. and dribbles ha.* Into the colt-n. 

Onl, When the voloolty In the outlet tube reaohe. approxlmt.ly 

U V-eo M I- »olu« - 0.22 ^aec) does the entral-ent b.eln to 

inereaae eonaldorably due to re-entralnnent by the fa. stream of 

p^t of the spray separated on the wall of the vspor tube. 

It is possible to avoid error» associated with tes. s«»llnS 

of the two-phase flow if. prior to sampling the entire stream is 

eonverted into a slncle-Ph.se state. Wrlns studies of the liquid 

■entralnment by vapor, condonsinc (at atmospheric pressure) at temp- 

„aturss hlcher than room te^erature, this state is easily attained 

b,cau.e the entire stream is cooled, to a temperature below the no»al 

boillnS point. It is also possible to convert th. two-phas. system 
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into a single-phase one by evaporation of the liquid phase and by 

sampling from the vapor-e*3 mixture. The disadvantage of both 

methods is the necessity to remove or add a considerable quantity of 

heat; this, in high-capacity apparatuses, requires the installation 

of large heat exchangers. Prevention of drop separation on the walls 

of the devices for test sampling or gas withdrawal from the apparatus 

is essential. When we work with vapors which condense above room 

temperatures, the drops are swept away by the stream of condensate, 

and it is only necessary to prevent them from dribbling back into the 

apparatus For this, the stream withdrawn from the apparatus should 

be aimed down so that the drops can be entrained by the stream; Pig. 

10-4 serves as an example of such a device, showing a column used in 

experiments by M. A. Styrikovlch, Ya. 0. Vinokur, and 5. ü. 

Bartolomey. 

»ampler. 
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It may be seen from Fig. KM that the flow, after hü/lng 

reached the top, heads downward along the side channels, and the 

drops separated on the ^urf^ce of the top also dribble Into the 

side channels. 

•  Preventing the drops from collecting along the path Is con- 

siderably more difficult when the gas used will not condense under 

ordinary conditions. In this case, great numbers of drops collect- 

ing on the walls of the conduit :an accumulate, and only In the 

case of a very lone experiment will a state of equilibrium be 

r.ttalned. 

The errors associated with drops .ollectinc on the conduit walls 

are particularly great whenever the quantity of liquid entrained by 

the gas is measured by the fraction in the stream of some substance 

dissolved in the lUuld. In these cases, partial evaporation of 

the liquid drops settled on the conduit walls and the collecting 

along the -ondult of .err great quantities of the substance acting 

as a tracer of the entrilnment nay occur. 

Considerable time can be suved In the experiment by thoroughly 

"flushing down" the downtake conduit. 

Actual measurement of the fraction of liquid in drop form in 

the gas flow leaving the apparatus can be conducted by vart™ 

methods. When the fraction of liquid la considerable, this amount 

can be determined by measuring the heat content of the mixture. In 

experiments with liquid-vapor systems of the same ll-juid we may con- 

dense the vapor, measure the discharge of the condensate, its temper- 

ature, and the amount of heat liberated per hour -and hence to de- 

tex-mlne the heat content and thereby also the liquid fraction in the 

aL.ture. This method is useful or.ly for very high liquid fractions, 
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when the heat content of the mixture Is substantially belc-' the 

heat content of the dry vapor. 

With low fractions of liquid the method of preheating a wet 

vapor prior to Its superheating Is more accurate, since in this case 

it is sufficient to superheat the vapor by a few degrees; thus, a 

larger fraction of the total heat supply will be expended for vapor- 

izing the spray. In a we 11-organized calorlmetric measurement of the 

flow, when the error in the heat balance over the calorimeter is re- 

duced to approximately <$> of the supplied heat, it is possible by 

this T.^ana to measure u liquid fraction of the order of 0.2J< with 

relative precision (10^ error) In a water-steam system, for example, 

at 1 atm. abs. However, this requires tint the measurements be care- 

fully ironducted (superheat must be maintained on a level not exceed- 

ing --'0C, temperature must be measured with a precision of up to 

hundredths of a d«.'rree flow rate up to fractions of 1 per cent, etc.) 

and may be achieved only If the vapor flow rate through the calori- 

meter Is so considerable that Its heat losses are relatively small. 

Formerly, a method of throLtllnc the vapor sample down to a 

pressure of 1 atm. abs. was often used, suitable for steam at Initial 

pressures up to 100 atm. abs. (at M 4 ..^) and even up to 120 atm. abs. 

(at * HJO . Wlth greater liquid fractions and pressures, and when 

throttling down to 1 atm. abs. is used, the vapor does not become 

superheated. The method of throttllnt: is very simple, but heat losses 

to the surroundings—and the difficulties in preventing then by com- 

pensatory heating, due to sharp temperature variations along the path 

of the vapor--make this method unsuitable in practice for any precise 

measurement of less than 0.2 to 0..^ liquid water in steam. 
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„.en vorklms «1th U^U-pemanent-gac s..«» (th. U,uW 

, .hlch !,    for P-acUca purpose., non voUtll. In the gaO «• 

11: LL »e ^nt or o„tra,n.. U^ a- Uo «pa- 

,       th. no«     At hi* .ntralmont c«mcl.nt., thl. ..pa- 

T:   rlo   -. —caU. .«t .. ^ U^ -- 
rrrJot... .e ^ ^^at..«». ^* ^™ 
tlcns in tne -«• separation 
of the ^ in aCtor5 U.one - ^  • ^ „^ 

„.„ M aenuve. W ^ ^™     - ^ ^ ^ 
4« -   solvent for the entrained liquid, or oy v 

' I „ .Ul a-tivdy ^ort th. entrained l^^-   —-' a packing which will ^«-•cive^ 

the3e methoda are very -umbersome. 
H   rf, hive revived widest application at »mall en Indirect methods haw, re.eiv 

.railt ooom-lenu (H^.«,. an. «.ouaan^a or on- P-r - )• 

L -no. ^.a. in divine tra,..ero o. var^a J   .- 

!«, of ris-lliuld mixture.In such  i case, tne 
samples of u*      I concentration in 
efficient Is determined   «s the ratio of the 

*   .wo tracer   oneentratlon In the lUuia. 
the gas-li iuld mixture to the tra.er    on 

i ^lo in the IMuid and are easily determined Salts that are soluble In the iiiui. 

ch.nloaUy-ror a^pu. Kad for .ater-«ere ro^r. «a- 

^^.«.at^ent.^ln^alnt^tlon.r 

.    nntalnlnr sMts Into U.ulds, and measurement of the 
radlolsotope- ontalnlnr es of the 

.      «<■   .o^^l-lent us :; ratio of the spe.i^ 

rr:.:. -, t.....-... ::r ^0.. 
. w    «^««if« *-he measurement or v<jry ^ -** .« ^ i.   M    A    «st\Tlkovloh, permits  vnc wc-ou* 

ln   T      t   .«.iL» «hue avoldln. Urge aaXt .«.cntratlon. In 
entralnment joeni -w 
I U..«. «Hl-H «ouM *,. p^al-o-..^^ properues or 

.SO 
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""'■ ,      of th,ae «tho«, «P..««, raise, «ml« *- 

drops-espe'slaliy in ^ ' 

con... of ^le s.,Us. subtMneM w.th ppo. 

Ttll. can «"nit.!, ^ ^ "  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^wi 

„ounce, surface actl.U,. ^^^ „„„unlfomlt, In 

concentration .s hljh.y ^ ^ .^ 0. tlB 

„., oW experLon'-s In -Men sanpl-s ^ 

sharp ilft'erence  In the  .x ^ ^^  ^^^ 

prao-.lcal purp ses. an non ^ ^^ ontralnn„t 

Mo „Kferencc .as re^UJ In ^^ ^^^ 

.»   „n.l. a- detcralnod from the heat content 
by the llqal'l a-  «-^ ^ l333.  or ln L. S. 

(by throttUn.) cr -^ -;;^;^ _ ^ ^ the ranee or en- 

Sterna's experlm^.s accur.ately enouSh by 
trains coerri.len.3Wh13n en oemeasu. 

thr0taln'* h   a nu.nhe.. of investi^tors revealed di.crepa.clea 
Experiments by a nunbe. 

.,^ of calrrlmetric determination -t 
between the results of cai c)ef. 

,rti    f 113 measjrement  -n terms 
fraction In the v.P-r and    f ^ low 

nclent of sal. 1 ^s. 1rrlmetrlc ietermlnat'.on* are 
»..   «*«-« Mhare ctlrrimetric J=W 

entralnment coefficient .n.. 

unreUabl?. ^^^p^cles .nly m th.se cases **ere 
Undoubtedly, there «er.  ils- ,.,,.pre3sare vap:r, due 

va .,n^ c^uld transfer Into the :u«n P 
the tracer substance c.ui 

2:U 



t0 th, trac,r 3-^ 1M1U, in the v,Por, to an ,«t.nt oo^nsura« «ith 

the dr„P .n,r,inmSnt coerric.,,*. Tneraro«, In .xp.n.en« .1th 

„isn-^ur* .t». it 1> Prerera«. to «a sabst.no« .ho,. =0- 

„rncunt of dlatrlbuMor. between et.»« and «ter (the ratio of 

«XutUU, .n »tee. to aoluhU«, In «ter) la «no.» to .e ^ leae 

then the ooeff .=I-t of „echan.o.l entreln^ent under the .«^aen-     ^ ^ 

„! condU.ona. Moot suitaoie in eoch oaaea are aodlo« aulfate or 

pnosphate. .ho,, dUtnoation coefficient t , - ISO a», .«.aa 

-I.e., at ala>3t 0.8 80r--atUl remains helo« 10 >. 

.„.„ usin, the indirect met,., for x.aaurln, the entr.lno.nt 

coefficient, -o ,n.at en.-ore that - rellahl, .eaaarement la »ade of 

th, tracer concentration in the li,ald through .«ich the Sa. (.»„or) 

„antle, and that thin on.entration retina cona-.ant in the entire 

bubbling U'j-ir. 
Tnerefore, it H leoiraole to av.li introdoclnä additional pur. 

U^uld, and t. P««n-. drippln, of condensate fro« the .alia, into 

th. „no .f vapor (Sno) s.par,-.l-n fro. the lHull. 

If the .et .apor ..re to renain In the coU«n for a ver, lonj 

period of tl,e (.«nil vapor velocitleo and iroat col.«n heijht,). It 

.oull oe poeeio-.e lately to prevent tne fine ll.uld drop, on the 

.,„ of the veesel fro« evaporatlns and conde„,in4 on the laräer drop.. 

Evaporation .f fin, drop, due to the Incren«! cur.ature of toe 

d.,p aurfaceo 13 retard oy .upcrcoollnc the vapor streon «.Uh 

' 0C3urä in the -iclnity .f t.o.e drop.. Su^rc.-lel -apor condenae. 

.„ „e aurface.  ^f lo. curva-.ur:. (the :.:luan .all. and the urfaoe 

of l,räe drops). Ho.ever, .hen toe .et vapor ««nine in ".he vapor 

space of the ^ipparntus for l:n^ pe.^-as 

WM,1 c-nt^ln wry faw 3^11 iW ™*. fr P-^—91 P 
i 
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.   oa   ■ Therefore, dUtUletlon will P-oc^ very 
„U! M no l.rEe drop..   ^« Mt tM total rr.otlon of 
.lowly end apparently oaonot noticeably 

.alt in the vapor. ^^ ^ ehMnleal 

!, .tM-.-an8. or .mall concentratlon In the co„- 
■*:*^od. for determlnlnc entralnment tracer 

3Urrlclently aeneltive. 
4.„..t. ..«Pie are ..ot ^ ^ ^ „^ 

TM „eaaurcent accuracy can be ^„.„„»e, 
however, such methods are very cum 

'^::::L....UT;.:::;;rrr^ 
"-'T.! r;^ •—"•-■•■ ~ -• and below) wlthou. usinn m lmportant( per- 

•"•- r ::::r:r.:r.::.--.".»- 
mittlnr avoidance of error», 

:::: ^... eaauy ^ 0.. -—;-_. th. 

- ua, o. radioactl. -- -j;1; ^ „„„ by th. 

action o. error. ^' t "^^   rerr.ctlve .tnod m tKd. 
.. .4. ««na    vessel walls, etc.    R vci, conduit walls, veooc „«--i» r." '■vs aame 

w      Titian of a nonradioactlve stürbe c. 
case involves the addition of .,elo*ted fraction of 

,. times oKceedlnß the anticipateQ i-* 
aalt in quantities many times 

the given problem. 



iO-g. Trwestlgatlon of the Hydrodynamics of Two-Phase Layers 

The main purpose of the Investigation has usually been to de- 

termine the dependence of the specific ^avlty ( t m) cf the mix- 

ture and of the level swelling (which Is uniquely related to it) on 

jthe gravimetric le.'Jl. on the flow rate of the light phase, and on 

the properties cf both substances. 

Until recently, these studies were conducted by measuring the 

two Quantities: the ?ravlmetrlc level h?rav and the true level of 

the mixture hm. 
The measurement  of the gravimetric level can be accomplished 

comparatively easily by m^ins cf a water gauge or some .V'-V-ntlal 

manometer of   .no type cr nnothcr. Depending on the position of the 

pressure tnps  (Fl^.  10-5). the measurement may yield either the 

total weight of mixture above the level of the perforated plate (a), 

or the averse weight cf the column of -.'xture between the two taps 

(b). In the latter case, by using a series of differential mano- 

meters, the variation of tm with height can also be measured, but 

only in the range of height segments which are definitely within 

the bounds cf the dynamic twc-phaso layer. 

Another method may be the use cf a movable pressure tap, which 

permits plotting a curve cf pressure distribution from top tr bottom. 

When a movable tub»  la InseneJ from the too (insertion from the 

bottom is generally very difficult), the pressure measurement can 

be conducted oy bluing a certain amount of gas into the two-phase 

layer (Pig. 10-c).  In this caae, the gas flew rate is reduced 
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Figure lO-'J. Dl'a'J'^^ show- 
ing pressure- tap positions 

to such a small quantify that 

the preBBttre louses can be 

neglected along the gas conduit 

from the point where pressure Is 

measured to the point where gas 

Is Injected Into the two-phase 

layer. 

Measurement of the true mix- 

ture level Is more complicated. 

At low pressures, visual determin- 

ation of th.. layer height Is often used; at hleh pressures and temp- 

eratures this is also possible, but the design of sight glasses for 

visual observation become;: .r.oro onple;:. 

In the case of a free level, 

visual observation Is not accurate 

enough, even by use of objective 

methods of reading (photographs 

ox motion pictures), especially 

at oonslder?.ble light-phase ref- 

erence velocities. 

With an increase in v^  the 

disturbances on the surface of the 

two-phase layer increase- r,t "u-ly, 

so that only in relative terms 

oan we speak of a "plane" sep- 

arating the vapor-phase layer. 

Overflow was used In a series 

of Investigations; I.e., the hel.-hl of the two-phase layer was llnlt- 

Klgun 10-t . Diagram of 
pressure measurement when 
a certain amount of ras Is 
blown Into the two-phase 
layer. 
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Figure 10-7- Dlanram of 
liquid ovei'flow. 

ed by means of the continuous overflow of a small quantity of the 

liquid through an overflow tube (Big. 10-7). compensated for by a 

continuous feeding of the corresponding quantity of liquid into the 

bubble column from the outside. 

This method leads to certain 

inaccuracies as well, due tr>  vari- 

ations In the level, since In this 

case the overflow-tube orifice 

is alternately flooded and ex- 

posed. The liquid flow rate 

through the overflow tube then 

varies from maximum to zero. 

If the liquid icea .vaie so 

regulated us to ensure a minimum 

steady overflow, then the level 

of the overflow tube would correspond approximately to the level of 

the deepest trough, between the waves. When the feed Is adjusted to 

give the minimum average overflow, then the level of the overflow 

tube will correspond approximately to the level of the highest crests 

of the waves. 
The best picture Is provided by direct measurement of   ^ by 

t  - or # -ray radioscopy of the column, the density of the medium 

being determined from the amount of radiation absorbed in the  column. 

A devioe (Klg. 10-3) used for this purpose consists of two 

lead cylinders placed on both sides of the object to undergo radio- 

scopy.    inside of tho.o cylinders are, respectively,  the source .nd 

detector of radiation.    The cylinder* have openings,  small in di- 

ameter (5 to 15 mm),  for passage of u beam of rays located strictly 
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plzure 10-8.    Diagram shewing arrangement 
of    t -ray emitter and counter for radio- 
scopy, 

on one axis.    A Oelgcr-Mäller tub. Is generally a.ed as the detector 

of radiation, and Is connected with 3 counting device or an osclllc- 

?raph circuit  f r canting the number of pulses. 

It 13  pcsrlble by such a method to measure densities averaged 

over time anl beam length thr-ughcut the entire volume  of the dy- 

namic two-phase layer. Cnsoqucntly,  It  Is possible to measure not 

only the distribute .f   tm alcng the depth of the layer but also, 

for example,  to measure the change In   .m along the steam-boiler drum, 

to control the steady performance cf the perorated olate. etc. 

If we select a sufficiently high Intensity cf the radiation 

source and.   Instead cf the Jelger-Muller tube use a device  j'-.ini 

not the record    f the number  :f readings bat. directly.   ^ Inten- 

' ?lty of transmitted radlatln (number .. f    t -quanta per unit time), 

then we can rec.rd als:   the  varlatl-n .f   ,m with time.  It should tc 

taken into account, however,  that In this case only the variation 

of the average Intensity alcng the cross section and according t: 

beam length «111 bo measured. Moreover.  It Is necessary to account 

for the fluctuatlnf  .f the  source Itself. 
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Plßure 10-9. Drawlnr: of device for 7 -ray 
radlos opy of tube,  (l) lead oaslncs; (2) 
counter; (•) ampule with radioaktive prepara- 
tion. 

When measuring the distribution of ym :tlonr the cross section 

nomu.l to the axis of the ray, we must shift the source and the de- 

te-tor in two directions. At the same tine It Is very important 

to maintain the ooaxlal position of the openlncs In both protective 

cylinders. To do this, sufficient accuracy of the shifting mech- 

anism and rlcldlty of Its construction ::re required. 

Figure 10-9 slows a drawlnr, of the Installation, and Fig. 10-10 

shows an over-Jl view of It. The movement of the Installation is 

completely automatic and Is  controlled fron a panel (PlG- 10-11). 

The helrht to which the frame -arrylng the source and the detector Is 

raised la re orded through contact assemblies by means of slj-nailnL 

devices. 
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Kl^rc 10-10.    Ovor-.U vl.v; or the lnst.ll.-on. 

The network ror the , ontrol  r-1 .nd the ^cn.lln. astern Is 

ahoWn ^n Kir.  10-1.   -d the hookup or the  Instruments  is shov^ In 

Klf;.  10-1; • 
Oenorally.  the .re^ure drop with    h.n^e In riov; rute of the 

Urht pha.c  I. —ured with •• Pltot tube on u U-tube „no^eter, but 

ln ...daitlon.  P:V^UV   -.n W corded t. .n os-lUo^ph .ir-ult.    . 

..no.ete:. with . :.• Iv.nt.-.l tv.nulu-er den^ned to rel-y P-ssure 

pul.e.  to.no.-n-.on-.rh    .n K- u^i :.. pi ^ • 

Bendlnr or the manonu ter : pr'.n - ^ .h .n.es ^hc  (noch.nl..:) 

:.eSlSt:.ne or the devl e.    Tht. r^ls-ru- 1. re.lstceä on   -n ID- 

.tv.ln *:*,* v.h^  output 1.    onne.tea to The .eusurln, o. •lllo^cn 

irult   (th.  v.^.  tn,- aov1..e>. Bercve re.-or-älnr os.-Ulo.:-^, the 
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FllTire 10-11 

•ountlnr iv.t.- of i  -tuhc U deter 

l.'li-ure  10-1. .    Cl:vu!t 
dl^.-vMn o:1   ontrol T n*1 

■ nd the 3lt:n:tlln|- devices. 

.    Control p^nel. 

-.lined. 

•flien measurlnc with  :ounters,. 

It Is ne essiry to   onclder a 

n-rlos or rri-tors InfluentInc the 

results of the ne^surerr.enta, and 

to  introdu-e   -ori-e'tlons .    Here 

;:•« .-ever.! of tne nost Inportunt 

•orreotlons:  {. ) error due to 

riu tn-.tlon of the nunber of 

nulaes !n :. riven time Interval; 

(b)  error In the pulse oount due 

to resolvln,* time;  (c) bu.'k- 

^round .«orrtvtlon; and (d) rerro- 

duelbillty of counter.    Worl: 

with .-ounters Is described In 

center detail In the literature. 

w-TS-'.'^l •. ^ 
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Figure 10-1j. Schematic 
hookup of Instrunontr.. 

Here we will merely dwell on the 

fact tfat the background during 

measurements, which Is the sum of 

the natural and the specimen back- 

grounds, should be minimized as far 

aa possible. The magnltud*» of the 

specimen background should be 

brought close to the magnitude of 

the natural background; this can be 

tohleved by a device specially 

designed to reduce the scattering 

of t -rays as they leave the main 

conduit und as they are transmitted to the counter. 

Prior to conducting measurements for determining the density of 

the two-phase l.yer. It Is necessary to determine the t -ray absorption 

coefficients of the components of the two-phase stream under study. 

The t -ray ( Co60 ) absorption coefficients for water, mercury, 

and carbon tetrachlorlde have the following values:    ^ 

I of mercury - O.W cm'1;   * of water - 0.06 cm" ; 
-1 

$ of CC14 • 0.095 cm    . 

»,.„ th. be:« 1. tranSmltt«d through . -oXu« nil* «1th light 

phase, the „.»he,, of  -ounte per alnute re.-orded hy the center will 

be fletemlned by the formula 
(lO-l) 

here n" la the number of counts per minute as the be.m Is transmitted 

through the light phase; 
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n  Is Uic count r Ihctsr  -.n J ; 
-t 
f*  Is U.-: y  -ray absorption coefficient .r the  llg^t phase; 

x Is the thickness of the Irradiated layer; 

C la some constant taking Into account the radiation Inten- 

sity, the efficiency of the counter, cross-sectional area of the 

outlet channel In L-e counter casing, and the distance between the 

emitter and the counter. 

When a beam Is transmitted through a column filled with heavy 

phase, 

,•_,:.&-•'. (10-2) 

Where n' la the numoor :f counts per minute as the beam Is transmitted 

through the h-javy phase; 

nV Is the background T counter; 
• b 
I • is ti.e ■» -ray absorption coefficient of the heavy phase. 

When the be'm Is transmitted through the mixture, 

•.-*/-€/•-'; (10-3) 

hero    n    la the number of cunt:? per mln-te as the bean Is transmitted 
'  -m • 

through the mixture; 

n _      Is the background of counter; 
- b,m 
I      Is the t-ray absorption coefficient  of the mixture. 

IB 

The magnitude .f   I m c?»n be determined from the formula 
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(* 

„-j-f+^d-t». (10-4) 

Let us divide Kquatlon (10-3) by Equation (10-2): 
(10-5) 

^ -K« .*f»•-»•).   .«J—*• ~V— 
»-■• 

in dlvldlnc Equrttlon (10-:) by Eiuatlon (10-1) we get: 

.    . (10-6) 
±1, "^ 

»-I- 
*•-»• 

Radioactive isotopes ui^ u.ed aS a somve of t-ray radiation; 

most orten the radioactive Isotope of cobalt. Co60, is used, which 

has a lone half-life (^ 5 years) and produ.es hard T -radiation, 

adequate even when a bubbler with thiok metal walls (steel walls 

up to 100 mm ;md move)  Is used. 

In bubblers of small cross section, or when tests ure con- 

ducted in the -:m^ of low mixture densities. It Is desirable to 

channe to Isotopes which give a radiation with a hl^h uttenuatlon 

factor - soft t-radiation or even #-radiation of hl^h intensity, 

talth snwall boundlr.f--v.-.ll thickness, this does not present 

any difficulties. With considerable wall thickness, the use of 

weakly penetrating relation is :.1BO possible if at the points of 

P-TS-9Ö1 'A' •■*■' 



measurement the wail h;.3 a ■onduU or small diameter (1 w 2 mm) 

separated from the- -.vlty (whl'.h Is under high pressure) hy a thin 

layer of metal« 

The thickness of this layer, when the channel diameter Is small, 

can be decreased to as lew as 0.05 to 0.1 nur., even at high steam 

pressures (100 to LOO atm. abs.). At very high fractions of gas 

(measurements In the r.nge of a system of "drops In gas"), one should 

consider the error Introduced by the liquid layer trickling down the 

wall. In a number of -ases this error can be reduced by covering 

the wall with a Hydrophobie film. It 1- also possible to conduct 

"control" experiments, In which both the gas l.i the space and the 

layer of IMuld on the wall would remain, but In which the drops In 

the stream would be eliminated. 
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